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DIRECT LEGISLATION MEANS

The veto power in the hands of the people.

The adopting power in the people's laws.

The proposing and enacting power in the hands of the

sovereign people.

he end of corrupt legislation.

death of the lobby.

development of good citizenship.

he effectuation of popular sovereignty, or making pop-

ular sovereignty a fact instead of a name and a

theory.

ent by and for the people.
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CORRUPT LEGISLATION

WOULD PRACTICALLY CEASE, AND

FEW WARS
WOULD COME TO PAS8 IF THE PEOPLE HAD THE POWER

TO CALL FOR A DIRECT VOTE AT THE POLLS

ON SUCH MEASURES AS THEY

DEEMED BEST TO HAVE SUBMITTED

FOR THEIR APPROVAL OR

REJECTION
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PREFACE.

This book is designed to aid (1) those who desire to un-

derstand the nature and meaning of direct legislation in the

shortest possible time, and (2) those who wish a full discus-

sion of the subject from which they may secure abundant

materials for articles and addresses.

The first chapter contains a short treatment of direct legis-

lation in its broadest relations, including its effects upon war,

trusts, finance, and other national questions, and the method

of its use in federal elections. This chapter is of special in-

terest in connection with the direct legislation planks in the

Kansas City amd Sioux Falls platforms.

Chapter II summarizes twenty of the chief reasons fo* the

extension of the use of the referendum in city, state, and

national affairs.

Chapter III affords an exhaustive statement of the history, -

operation, and results of direct legislation in this country and

in Switzerland, together with all the arguments for the ex-

tension of Direct Legislation, and a th'oro discussion of tffuo

objections that have been raised against it.

The historical portions and part of the facts and arguments

are restatements and condensations of matter printed in pre-

vious works, but m'any of the most effective arguments and

modes of presentaton aire wholly original and will not be

found in the work of any preceding writer.

FRANK PARSONS.
Boston, Mass.
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THE PEOPLE

ARE ASKED TO VOTE

ON STATE AND NATIONAL PLATFORMS

THAT IS, THEY ARE ASKED TO VOTE

ON FOUR OR FIVE OR A DOZEN QUESTIONS

ALL IN A HEAP.

WHY NOT ASK THEM
TO SAY YES OR NO

ON EACH ISSUE SEPARATELY,

AND MAKE THEIR DECISION BINDING.

THEN YOU HAVE

DIRECT LEGISLATION, OR REAL AND EFFECTIVE

GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.
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WHO
SHOULD DETERMINE

WHAT QUESTION8 SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE PEOPLE—

THE PEOPLE THEM8ELVES OR THEIR SERVANTS?

WHO SHOULD DETERMINE

WHAT MATTERS A SOVEREIGN 18 TO ACT UPON—
THE SOVEREIGN HIMSELF OR HIS AGENTS?

AT PRESENT

(EXCEPT IN A FEW CASES COVERED BY OUR CONSTITUTIONS)

THE PEOPLES' " AGENTS" DECIDE WHAT QUESTIONS, IF ANY,

SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE VOTER8

;

WHEREBY SAID " AGENTS" HAVE GOVERNMENT, LAW, BUSI-

NESS, PROPERTY AND PRIVILEGE, PRACTICALLY IN THEIR OWN
HANDS, AND HAVE BECOME MASTERS IN8TEAD OF 8ERVANTS,

MAKING LAW8 TO SUIT THEMSELVES AND MANAGING PUBLIC

AFFAIRS FOR THEIR PRIVATE PROFIT, EXERCISING IN FACT,

THE CONTROL AND SOVEREIGNTY THAT OF RIGHT BELONG TO

THE PEOPLE, AND TRANSFORMING THE GOVERNMENT INTO AN

ELECTIVE ARISTOCRACY IN PLACE OF A DEMOCRACY.

TO RESTORE

THEIR LOST SOVEREIGNTY

TO THE PEOPLE, IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO

TRANSFER THE OPTION

OF ORDERING A REFERENDUM OR VOTE AT THE POLLS,

FROM THE LEGISLATORS TO THE PEOPLE

;

OR ENLARGE THE OPTION

SO THAT EITHER THE LEGISLATORS OR THE PEOPLE

MAY ORDER ANY QUESTION TO THE POLLS

FOR FINAL DECISION

BY THE VOTERS.
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Ohapteb I.

GOVEKKMENT BY THE PEOPLE
OB

DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION.

The National Democratic Platform, adopted at Kansas City,

says, "We favor direct legislation wherever practicable." It

is also endorsed by the Populists and1 by many thoughtful

Republicans. The National endorsement is the fitting cul-

mination of the strong and rapidly growing miovement for

direct legislation in our states and cities—38 state platforms,

chiefly Democratic and Populist, and over 3,000 newspapers

and magazines of various complexion had already declared

in favor of direct legislation. Its advocacy by two great par-

ties and by leading men of the other parties is a fact of

deepest moment because of the nature and effects of the meas-

ure itself, and because of the resulting indications as to the

character of the poltical leaders who controlled1 the conven-

tions adopting direct legislation planks.

1. What is Direct Legislation?

Laws and ordinances (other than mere routine, and urgency

measures necessary for the immediate preservation of the pub-

lic health, peace, or safety) must not go into effect for a

month or more after passage, and if during that time a rea-

sonable percentage of voters sign a petition for the referen-

dum on any law or ordinance, it shall be submitted to the

people for final decision at the polls. Voters must also have

the right to "initiate," -or propose a law or ordinance, and

bring the issue before the people for decision. This is s'mr

ply an extension to city and state of the fundamental rights

of voters in every New England town, where any 10 voters

by petition may require the insertion of any subject in the

warrant, and bring the matter to a vote in town meeting.
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8 GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.

These methods, called the initiative and' referendum, en-

able the people to stop laws they dio not want, and secure laws

they do want. In other words they establish government by
the people, instead of government by delegates. The dele-

gates (congressmen, legislators and1 councilmen) will! be
elected and will pass laws as at present, but their vote will

not be final. The people can overrule them, veto, and in-

struct them. The people will be stronger than the delegates

not merely on election day, but every day, andi in case of

conflict the people's will will prevail, and not the delegates*

will as so often happens now.

The best plan is to establish the initiative and referendum

by constitutional amendment, so that they may be secure

from legislative interference. From the standpoint of such

an amendment the referendum may be defined as the right

to have a measure referred to the people for final decision

at the polls. The reference may be made obligatory, as in

the case of constitutional amendments, and important fran-

chise grants in some of our states, or it may be made to

depend upon a petition of a moderate percentage of the

voters, or upon the order of the mayor, governor, president,

or judge>, or the order of either house or a certain number

of votes in either house.

The initiative is the right to propose a law by petition

which in due course brings the measure before the people for.

adoption or rejection.

The initiative and referendum together constitute direct

legislation and yield in importance to no other measures what-

ever, for they enable the people to stop any law they do not

want before it goes into effect, or annul it after it has gone

into effect, if a trial of it shows it objectionable, and1 they also

enable the people to create and establish any law they desire

without the necessity of waiting till Congress or Councils see

fit to act in the matter—a waiting that is often very long

where the measure desired by the people opposes tlie interests
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DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION. 9

of powerful corporations who have large "influence" with the

legislators. / The people may even establish a law against the

express vote of Congress, or affirm a law declared! unconsti-

tutional by the Supreme Court.

Direct legislation will give Uncle Sam the means of con-

trolling the movements of the great train in which he and

his family are journeying thru the years,—he can turn off

the steam and put on the direct air brake if the engineers

and; conductors he has hired to manage the train attempt to

run it on a road he does not wish to travel, and if they go

to sleep, or are held up, or in any way fail to move on the

line he desires, he can fix the switch, and turn on the power

to suit himself.

II. Popular Sovereignty Impossible Without Direct

Legislation.

Sovereignty means control. Where the will of a legisla-

tive body may prevail over the will of the people, it is the

legislative body that is sovereign and not the people. When
the Broadway Surface Railway Company spent $500,000 buy-

ing aldermen in New York, and thereby persuaded them to

give the company, without payment to the city, a street rail-

way franchise on Broadway for which another company had

offered the city a million dollars (and which was worth a

great many millions), it was not government by the people,

but government by politicians and monopolists against the

people. If the citizens of New York had possessed the initia-

tive and referendum, the grant would have been stopped1—
probably it would never have been attempted, for no com-

pany would pay its dollars to buy legislation1 certain to be

nipped in the bud by a petition and referendum vote. Re-

cently the Philadelphia Councils, "bribed by the rich to rob

the poor," have given to private parties a lease of the city's

gas works and franchises against the indignant protest of the
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10 GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.

people. The question of raising a loan for various public

improvements was submitted- to the people, but Councils re-

fused to take a referendum on the gas lease. A test vote

THE POLITICIANS AS MASTERS,

—referring constitutional amendments to the people as required by organic law,
and for the rest submitting what they choose and enacting what

they like without reference to the voters.

THE PEOPLE AND THE POLITICIANS. I.

Politician to Voter :—State your opinion on these matters, please

taken by The Inquirer in an average ward just before the

lease was made, resulted in 32 ballots for and 2,583 against

it—81 to 1 against the action of Councils. Councils were

flooded with petitions, mass-meetings were held and' the press^
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DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION. 11

was practically a unit against the lease. Bat, the legislators

were acting as servants of the corporations audi not as agents

of the people, tho drawing salaries as such, and they gave

THE PEOPLE AS MASTERS,

—through Direct Legislation by whicn the option of ordering a referendum Is

transferred from the legislators to the voters. It puts the

veto power In the hands of the people.

Voter to Politician :—Let me see those bills In your pocket also.

Politician :—Hold on there ! You don't know enough to vote on those.

away the people's property to their coconspirators in spite

of all the people could do. The people must wait till the

next election even to turn out the rascals, and even that would
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12 GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.

not bring back the property for such franchise grants become

valid contracts enforceable in the courts as soon as the stock

and bonds are sold to innocent parties. If FhiladJelphia had

had the referendum^ however, the lease would have been

stopped—instead of holding useless mass-meetings and send-

ing in impotent petitions, they would have sent in a manda-

tory petition for a referendum vote on the lease and' snowed

it under at the polls. Legislators and oounjcilmen are willing

now to submit measures in respect to which they are acting

honestly, but they do not submit gas grabs and franchise

steals, and when asked to give the people a vote on such

matters the legislators and councilman declare that the people

do not know enough to vote on these things—they know
enough to vote on constitutional amendments, but a railway

or electric light bill is beyond their comprehension.

The Ohio Legislature passed a law allowing 50-year fran-

chises, and before the indignant people could elect a new
legislature to repeal the law, the Councils of Cincinnati

granted a 50-year street-railway term which became an ir-

revocable contract to burden the present generation and the

next. The Illinois Legislature under pressure from Chicago

companies also passed a 50-year law, and it was only by such

demonstrations as put the Boodle Oouncilmen in- fear of their

lives that the citizens of Chicago prevented a 50-year exten-

sion of street railway privileges in that city. With the refer-

endum there would have been no grant in Cincinnati; and in

Chicago, instead of practically mobbing the legislators, the

people could have settled the matter by mandatory petition

and a vote at the polls.

The Ohio and Illinois franchise laws, and the Broadway

franchise, Philadelphia lease and Cincinnati grant are but sam-

ples of a great mass of legislation for private purposes against

the people's interests. In such enactments, there is no ele-

ment of government by the people—they are illustrations

of government by oouncilmen and legislators acting as the

agents of the corporations that have bought them, or retained

them,—government by politicians and monopolists not gov-
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DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION. 13

ernment by the people. It was not the people's wish to give

away the Philadelphia gas works, or the Broadway franchise,

or grant 50-year terms. Councils and Legislatures made

strenuous efforts to hide the considerations paid them by the

companies, and to conceal the real nature of the transactions,

conscious that they were acting against their public duty and

the people's interest. Yet the people had no means of stop-

ping these iniquitous grants, and once enacted they became

irrevocable contracts, and if the stock and bond's have been

sold to innocent parties they can be enforced im the courts,

even tho the company's charter be revoked by the legisla-

ture (111 N. Y., 1). With the referendum such outrages

would be impossible.

The case is stronger still in respect to national government

There would have been no war of conquest in the Philip-

pines if the people could have called for a referendum on it

at the start. The larger part even of those who will vote

to sustain the administration would have voted against such

a policy if it had come to the people before it became a part

of the Republican record. The Rebellion might have had1 a

short existence, or none at all, if a referendum could have

been taken on the issues involved as Lincoln desired. Eng-

land would probably not have gone to war with the Trans-

vaal if the people could have called the question before them

at the start. In fact there would be few wars if the common
people who have to do the fighting and the paying were al-

lowed to decide the matter, or if every legislator who voted

for war were obliged to enlist, and indeed no able bodied

man ought to vote for war unless he deems the cause so great

and just that he would be willing to march in the front rank

to battle.

The fugitive slave law would have quietly yielded to the

referendum, instead of remaining to embitter our people and

help to bring on the war. The income tax decision' would

have been speedily swept from; the record1 if the people could

have called for a referendum on the matter. Postmaster

General John Wanamakor could easily have carried1 his postal
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14 GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.

telegraph bill im 1890 if he could have appealed from Con-

gress to the people for a specific vote on the question—ra l-

lions of voters have petitioned' for a postal telegraph and only

the telegraph companies and their attorneys opposed it. Sev-

eral timesi the House has passed an amendment providing for

direct election of United States Senators, but every time the

Senate turns the measure down. The present system com-

pels the election of state senators with reference to national

issues instead of state issues as should be tihle ease, and it

affords special opportunities for the purchase of senatorships,

opportunities which unfortunately have been too much im-

proved in recent years. The proposed reform is a most ex-

cellent one, and is widely desired by the people, but their

will is blocked1 by one little body of senatorial delegates. We
call our elected delegates "representatives" and "agents;?—
curious agents that can refuse to obey the principals' instruc-

tions, make regulations, decrees and ordinances to govern him
against his will, refuse to make rules he wants, and give away
his lands, franchises and' privileges by the hundred million

dollars worth to railroad companies, lumber trusts, steel and

sugar trusts, etc.—such so called "agents" are masters not

agents at all1—there can be no real relation of principal and

agent except where the principal possesses the powers of veto,

instruction, control and discharge, which are inherent in and

essential to that relation wherever it exists. Our delegates,

are frequently misrepresentatives instead of representatives.

No system that dioes not provide means for preventing mis-

representation is justly entitled to be called a representative

system. Direct legislation is essential to perfect the repre-

sentative system, and eliminate the misrepresentations that

so frequently occur under our present unguarded system of

law-making by final vote of delegates secure from veto till

their term expires.

III. Our Elective Aristocracy.

We have gone a long way towards self-government since

the days of absolute despotism^ but we have not fully attained
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DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION. 15

self-government yet. The people choose delegates to govern

them. But choosing a governor is not governing. A child

miay choose its guardian. Napoleon was chosen emperor,

elected by the people to be their absolute master. We d*>

not elect anyone to be emperor, but we elect periodically a

set of men to govera us for a term of years: men who can

make laws the people do not want, and refuse to make laws

the people do want, men whose will overrides the people's

will till their term of office expires, an elective aristocracy,

holding for 1, 2, 4, or 6 years. The "people's sovereignty"

many times is nothing more than the privilege of choosing

now and then a new set of masters.

To change this sham democracy inito a real democracy ; t ">

transform this governmenit by elective aristocracy into a gov

ernment by the people; to make the people's sovereignty

actual, continuous and effective, instead' of imaginary, spas

medic and ineffective, we must establish direct legislation

in city and state and national affairs.

IV. Practicability of Direct Legislation.

We have direct legislation now in the government of local

affairs under the townhmeeting system, and we use the refer-

endum in the making and amending of our state constitu-

tions. The extension of this essential method of self-govern-

ment to city and state affairs is naturally next in order, and

the movement in this direction has already begun in earne t.

In one whole state and in a considerable number of cities in

other states, the system of law-making by final vote of dele-

gates has been replaced by a system in which the action of

delegates is subject to veto and instruction by the people.

State laws and city ordinances may be submitted to the pro-

pie now in nearly or quite all of our states at the option of

the legislators. All that is necessary is to transfer the

OPTION of ordering a submission from the legislators to the

people, and make the people's decision final. Or ENLABOE
the option so that either the legislators or the people may
order any question to the polls for final decision by the voters.
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16 GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.

Either plan puts the veto potvcr and the adopting power in

the hands of the people. As we noted in the Philadelphia

case, so long as the option rests with the legislators they are

willing to submit questions in respect to which they are acting

honestly, but refuse to submit questions in respect to which,

they are acting dishonestly,—the very questions most in need

of submission. Leaving the option of submission on most

questions entirely with the legislators, as at present, serves

to protect and perpetuate fraud and corruption by keeping

from the people the very measures on which it is most im-

portant they should pass. Let the people themselves deter-

mine what measures shall be voted upon at the polls before

going into effect, and the evil power of the lobby, corrupt

politicians and self-seeking corporations will receive a death

blow.

In national affairs the entire circle of direct legislation, in-

cluding the initiative, will not be likely to come into full

play till its extension to city and state affairs is much more

complete than at present; but a vital use of the referendum

is practicable now in federal matters with promise of most

important benefits. In fact the referendum principle is al-

ready applied in national elections in a clumsy, imperfect way,

for every such election involves the submission to the people

of a number of important issues. They are submitted in

heaps and masses called platforms, and no certain indication

of public opinion is obtained! in regard1 to any of the ques-

tions at issue except where the campaign manifestly turnB on

a single issue free of disturbance from any other question, but

the right and expediency of a direct decision by the people

are already recognized'. A vote for Bryan or MoKinley is

understood: to be a vote for measures declared for in the

platform on which the candidate stands. The people are

asked to say whether they prefer the Republican policy of

conquest in the Philippines and the gold standard, or the

Democratic policy of treating the Philippines in the same
way as Cuba, and1 remonetizing silver. The mixture of is-

sues, however, is a great misfortune and frequently robs the

voting of all real value, as a test of the people's wish. Sup-
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DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION. 17

pose there are 5 million voters who favor immediate free

coinage of silver at 16 to 1, and 10 millions against it, also

6 million voters who favor conquest in the Philippines and

9 millions who disbelieve in it, and on this issue alone would

vote against the "imperial" policy of forcing our sovereignty

upon an unconsenting people, but 4 of the 9 millions may
oppose free silver, and part of them, may feel so strongly

on that subject that they will vote with the Republicans

against their convictions on the Philippine question ratEer

than risk free silver at 16 to 1, so that the vote may stand

7 millions for self-government and silver, and 8 millions for

conquest and gold,—not a correct representation of public

opinion on either question, which by hypothesis is 9 to 6

against conquest, and 10 to 5 against immediate free coinage

of silver at 16 to 1.

In this case the country would go against the Democrats,

altho overwhelmingly with them on the issue they declare to

be the chief one, and it would go against them because thay

linked the main averment with another that many of their

sympathizers could not accept. On the other hand this ming-

ling of issues might carry the country against the Republicans

and in favor of free silver, altho the majority of the voters

opposed free silver, for a large number who do not wish

silver might nevertheless believe so strongly in condemning

the policy which has been adopted in the Philippines that

they would vote with the Democrats in spite of the silver

plank. It seems bad policy to mix such vigorous and dis-

cordant issues. It probably would have been wise for the

Kansas City Convention to have declared that altho its con-

victions on silver were unchanged, yet the new and vital

issues growing out of the war make it necessary to postpone

the further discussion of free silver even as a secondary or

tertiary issue, in order that the question of imperialism might

have the unobstructed right of way to which its importance

entitles it; in other words, with our present methods we can

safely advance but one big question every 4 years, and it

will take a century to settle the questions that ought to b3

settled now.
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18 GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.

When we remember that adherence to the popular election

of U. S. Senator, or to direct legislation, or belief that

Democratic leaders more nearly represent the interests of the

common people, and are more likely to put effective limits

to the evils of trusts, or respect for the past history of the

Republican party, or liking for one or other of the candi-

dates, or private interest, may each and all impel voters to

endorse a platform containing one or more planks with which

they may not agree, we see still more clearly that a presiden-

tial vote affords a very imperfect register of public opinion

even on the leading issues.

The result would be much improved if the people voted

directly for the presidential candidates, and each voter ex-

pressed himself in detail upon the questions at issue.

Instead of voting on a complex platform, as a unit, it would

be easy to print the main questions on the ballots, and vote

yes or no on each issue, thus:

Mark Your Choice.

For President, Bryan, McKinley, Woolley, Barker, Debs, etc.

x
For VicerPresident, Stevenson, Roosevelt, Donnelly, etc.

x
1. Shall the Philippines be treated the same

as Cuba? Yes. No.

2. Shall trusts and combines be effectively
X

controlled in public interest? Yes. No.

3. Shall private monopoly be abolished as fast

X

as practicable? Yes. No.

4. Shall U. S. Senators be elected directly by
X

the people? Yes.

X
No.

5. Shall direct legislation be adopted? Yea
X

No.

6. Do you desire the immediate free coinage of

silver at 16 to 1? Yes. No.

7. Shall the gold standard be maintained? Yes.

X
No.
X
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DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION. 19

8. Shall all money be issued by the govern-

ment and the volume be regulated so as to keep

the average price line practically level and the

dollar substantially constant in value (i. e., its genr

eralpurchasingpoweroraveragecommand over the

world of purchasable commodities and services?) Yes. No.
x

9. Shall a Federal income-tax be established? Yes. No.
x

10. Shall this country enter a vigorous protest

against the conquest and- subjection of the Transr

vaial and Orange Free State, and demand the

settlement of such disputes by an international

court of arbitration? Yes. No.
x

I have marked the ballot to show how a person who did

not agree wholly with either party might thru the referendum

express his real convictions fully and accurately.

The voters in this way could express their thought on each

individual issue with entire precision, and the vote upon can-

didates would turn much more iipon considerations of individ-

ual character, executive ability, and general friendliness to the

interests of the people. The party that will accomplish such

a change in our methods of voting will entitle it9elf to the

gratitude of all future generations as a party of true patriot-

ism, opening the way to a truer and more substantial gov-

ernment of the people, by the people and for the people*.

V. Character, of Those Who Favor and Those Who
Oppose Direct Legislation.

Politicians who aim at the use of government powers for

personal ends will not favor the referendum. Monopolists,

boodle legislators, aristocratic office holders, plutocrats, etc.,

do not want it. But it draws to its advocacy honest men of

democratic or anti-aristocratic feeling, who really wish to see

good and efficient government in the interests of the whole

peopla
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20 GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE.

One of the most encouraging eigne therefore of the growth

of civic thought and political conscience is the direct legisla-

tion plank in the Kansas City platform!. The platform is

admitted even by violent opponents to be a clear and a vig

orous statement of the meaning of its makers, remarkably fre?

from "weazel-words," and "stained glass planks," a fact which

gives a double force to the simple but momentous words,

"We favor direct legislation wherever practicable."

It is known that Bryan favors the referendum principle,

and made an effort to obtain a recognition of it in the plat-

form of 1896. This year convention and candidate were in

agreement on this point, a point of thle most vital importance

whether we consider the value of the measure itself, or the

indications its advocacy affords respecting the character of

the party leaders who framed and1 adopted the Kansas City

platform.

Advocacy of direct legislation by a body of American) poli-

ticians is an act of the same nature as the advocacy of con-

stitutional government by an emperor, or a body of aristo-

crats in an old time despotism. It is an expression of con-

fidence in the people, and of willingness to place in their

hands the power hitherto held by their rulers. No one* whso

distrusts the people, or disbelieves in popular government,

or wishes to pervert the powers of government to private ends

will desire the adoption of direct legislation. Only the man
who believes in the rule of the people in fact as well as in

name, and neither has nor expects to have any private jobs

that may be diffident of public inspection,—only such a man
can desire direct legislation.

The question of direct legislation is not a partisan- one. It

is favored by many thoughtful men in every party. Never-

theless it is natural that the party most fully in sympathy

with the common people, and least under the domination of

political and industrial aristocrats, should be the first to ad-

vocate direct legislation. And it is matter foir profound

gratification that two great parties and their leaders have put

themselves on record as favoring the referendum principle.
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It is specially fitting that the party of Jefferson should take

the lead in this movement to perfect the machinery of Demo-

cratic government.

We may fittingly close with a few pregnant lines from the

great president and founder of American democracy: "Gov-

ernments," said Jefferson, "are republican only in propor-

tion as they embody the will of the people and execute

"it, * * * Government is more or less republican in

"proportion as it has in its composition more or less of this

"ingredient of the citizen."

The little clause in the National Democratic Platform far

voring Direct Legislation has an importance altogether out

of proportion to its length, for it touches the very heaxt of

free government. It is for us in less degree what the ques-

tion of liberty is to the Filipinos,—it is cut from the same

piece,—it is the old, old question; Shall wei be permitted!

to govern ourselves?
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Chapter II.

TWENTY REASONS FOR THE REFERENDUM.

A full statement of the ease for direct legislation1 requires

a bulky volume, but under pressure in a good! condensing

chamber the substance of the principal arguments may be

squeezed into very small space, and when one has studied

the matter with care even the clauses italicized in the follow-

ing analysis will call to mind the whole philosophy of the

subject.

1. Direct legislation is essential to self government in com-

plex communities—a necessary element in true democracy.

It and it only can destroy the private monopoly of legisla-

tive power and establish public ownership of the govern-

ment. The fundamental questions are: "Shall the people

rule or be ruled? Shall they own the government, or be

owned by it? Shall they control legislation, or merely select

persons to control it? Shall the laws passed and put in force

be what the people want, or what the politicians and monopo-

lists want?" The referendum answers these questions in

favor of the people, and it is the only thing that can answer

them that way, except a miraculous conversion of politicians

to wisdom and angelhood.

2. It is simply a common-sense application of the estab-

lislted principles of agency, affording the principal his proper

rights of veto, instruction, control, or discharge. Direct leg-

islation means control of your servants instead of letting your

servants control you.

3. It will perfect the representative system by eliminat-

ing serious misrepresentation. The unguarded system of law

making by final vote of delegates results in frequent mis-

representation. Laws are passed' that the people don't want

and laws they do want are not passed. The guarded system
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of law making, by vote of delegates subject to such action

as the people may see fit to take directly, is the only system

entitled to be called representative because it is the only sysr

tern that can prove and overcome misrepresentation.

4. It is immediately and easily practicable in city and

state affairs and1 to some extent in national affairs. We have

direct legislation now in town meeting government, and the

making and amending of constitutions. In city and state affairs

legislators may submit questions to the people if they see fit

to do so. All that is necessary is to transfer the option of

ordering a submission from the legislators to the people and

to make the people's decision final. In national elections,

instead of voting on a candidate and a complex platform as

a unit, it would be easy to put the main questions on the

ballots and to vote yes or no on each issue. (See above, page

18.)

5. It makes for political purity, stopping corrupt legisla-

tion, and destroying the concentration of temptation which

exists where a few legislators can take final action on fran-

chises, etc.—$5,000 may buy five coumcilmen to vote against

the people's interests, but cannot buy 5,000 citizens to vote

against their own interests. The power of bribery will be

infinitely diluted. It will no longer pay to bribe legislators,

for their action will not be final,—they cannot deliver the

goods, and bribery of the people at a cost within the range

of the values to be gained by it will be impossible. The

lobby will die; rings and bosses will lose their power; black-

mailing bills, and franchise-steals will go out of fashion; the

age of private legislation will pass away. Direct legislation

will take politics out of the slums and civilize thorn.

6. Better men will be attracted to political life. The

purer politics become the more attractive they will become

to good men, and the less attractive to bad men.

7. It will simplify elections, separating the judgment on

men from the judgment on issues, and disentangling issues

so that each may be judged on its own individual merits.

Our conglomerate politics, with its mixture of issues in corn-
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plex platforms, each mixture to be taken only with a specifi :d

candidate or set of candidates, makes voting very hard. Ono

may wish to vote against "imperialism/' and also against

"free silver," or for the rough rider, but against the Philip-

pine policy and the gold standard,—with direct legislat'on

he could do this, but as it is the voter must swallow some

gall in order to get some honey.

8. It will simplify the law, stopping the enormous output

of useless, or worse than useless laws and ordinances, and

limiting legislation to the few brief and simple enactments

that are really needed. The body politic will no longer be

disgraced by a fecundity natural only to organisms of a low

order.

9. It will lessen the power of partisanship. Experience

proves that voters at a referendum deal with measures on

their merits, and not on party lines.

10. It will elevate the press,—voting will turn more rn

reason, and mud will be less in demand in the political marke'

.

11. It will educate the people, intellectually and morally

—

more responsibility, more discussion of measures and pubi c

affairs, wherefore more understanding, sympathy and civic

patriotism, more mind, morals and manhood.

12. It will stop ckiss legislation and give labor h r

rights. Lawyers, traders, and corporation men form 60 to

90 per cent, of many congresses, legislatures, and councils.

Farmers and artisans are not fairly represented in legislative

bodies, but at the polls they will have their due preponder-

ance, and can pass such laws as they please.

13. It is the open door of progress. Reforms will c m?
as fast as the people desire them, without organizing or con-

quering a political party to carry out each advance, or waiting

till the millionaires and political bosses are ready for the cu-
tain to go up.

14. It is, however, wisely conservative as well as pro-

gressive. There is no log-rolling or insidious lobby to carry

a rash or dangerous law. The case for reform must be fully

proved before the people will vote it. Experience with the
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referendum here and in Switzerland demonstrates this. (Sea

below, pp. 52, 125). The natural inertia of caution, stupidity

or laziness leads most men to refuse a change unless they have

strong reason for it. Yet, in spite of this conservatism

which makes it difficult to pass bad measures at the poll.*,

progressive measures with clear reasons to sustain them pass

more easily at the polls than in the legislature, because the

feeling and interest of the people is with true progress, and

the resistive power of private interests opposed to progress

is greatly weakened by the vast increase of the area in which

it must operate.

15. There is an automatic disfranchisement of the un

fit—those of least intelligence and public spirit voluntarily

refraining as a rule from voting upon the measures submitted.

(See below, pp. 52, 99.)

I (J. It follows from fundamental psychologic law? that

with a people fit for free institutions the judgment of the

majority is apt to be superior to the judgment of the few.

(1) The interest of the majority coincides with the public

interest. Direct legislation identifies power and interest, and

makes the interest-bias work for good instead of evil. (2)

Truth is a unit, error is multiple. There are many goals

to which false logic may lead, only one to which true logic

leads. When the people are in error they are usually di-

vided, each urging his favorite illogicality. In large commu-
nities, as a rule, it is only on the basis of truth that the peo-

ple can get together in controlling numbers, especially wlie e

interests are separately considered.

17. Direct Legislation tends to stability, not only (1) by
the rejection of dangerous legislation, but (2) by offering

those who deem themselves oppressed a peaceable and effective

remedy by trial in the open court of public opinion—acting as

a safety-valve for discontent, and (3) by helping to eliminate

war—there will be few wars when the common people v« tc

them.

IS. It favors wealth diffusion by depriving the wealthy

of their enormous overweight in government, and giving the
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Irepondtrance of legislative power to the common people,

whose interests are opposed to industrial injustice, and the

vast aggregation of private capital. The income-tax will have

a chance, and the nationalization of railways and telegraphs.

All oppressive monopolies will become public property, or

have their horns sawed off.

19. Experience here and in Switzerland has proved the

measureless value of direct legislation and the titter futility

of all objections raised against it. Our town-meetings and

votings on constitutional amendments have shown that men
vote on measures with much discrimination, independence of

party, wise conservatism, and solid progressiveness. Ambig-

uous measures, and those involving jobs or tricks are defeated,

and the citizens least fit to vote, thro the natural effects of

lower intelligence and lack of interest, usually refrain from

voting on a referendum. Our people readily use the referen-

dum, and the portions of our legislative system in which it has

full play are universally acknowledged to be the purest and

best. (See below, p. 51 et seq.)

Switzerland was formerly cursed with the unguarded rep-

resentative system of law-making by final vote of delegates,

class-rule, monopoly, corruption, etc. Direct legislation was

adopted, and it has dethroned1 the politicians and monopolists,

abolis-hed bribery, class-law, and machine politics, rid the body

politic of its vermin, destroyed the power of legislators to

legislate for personal ends, giv^n labor its true weight in

the government, elevated the tone of the press, and the

methods of political discussion, helped to educate the mind,

heart, and conscience of the people, developed the manhood

and improved the citizenship of the nation, given great im-

petus to wise reform, reduced taxation, and changed its in-

cidence from poverty to wealth, established an Income tax

and other progressive taxes instead of indirect taxes, reduced

the charges of monopoly, and transferred! the telegraph, tele-

phone, railroads, express, etc., to the public ownership, filled

the civil service with efficient officers, given good legislators

a practical life-tenure thru repeated re-election, (the people
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being able now to reject a law and retain] the lawmaker),

facilitated the adoption of proportional representation, les-

sened partisan feeling, proved a drag on hasty legislation,

fatal to extravagance, and favorable to economy thru the

stopping of jobs and franchise-steals, the lessened cost of legis-

lative sessions, and of printing the simplified and expurgated

laws, and the saving of innumerable impotent petitions, pow-

erless mass-meetings, lobby expenses, abortive investigations,

etc. The great success of the referendum in Switzerland is

fully attested' by numerous witnesses of the highest character.

It is deeply rooted now in the hearts of the whole people,

even those who oppsed its adoption having been converted

to its favor by abundant experience of its benefits (see below,

pp. 118-128, and authorities there cited.)

20. TJie movement of thought and events in America is

in the direction of direct legislation a# is also the general

trend of political history thruout the civilized world. All

over the world, the current sets from despotism to democracy.

Thrones have been crumbling for a hundred years. Con-

stitutions have been written and are growing more and more

liberal, giving the people larger and larger powers. The

whole movement is toward the full and effective sovereignty

of the people in the expresssion of which direct legislation

performs so indispensable a part.

Our century is filled from end to end with the growth of

the people's power. The progress of civilization' means the

uplift of the common people. Once only the sovereign could

make a law; all others were his subjects; now the people

make seme laws, influence to some extent the making of the

rest, and have in theory the right to exercise the whole power

of government; at last the theory will be realized and the

people will be sovereign in fact as well as in name,—no laws

will be made against their sovereign wish, and all laws their

sovereign majesty desire will be enacted,—a state of tilings

impossible except thru direct legislation.

One of our states has passed a municipal direct legislation

law; another has adopted a full direct legislation amendment
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to the constitution, and in two others such amendments have

passed the legislature and will be submitted to the people.

In five states now, cities may frame their own charters, and

San Francisco has put direct legislation in her new home-

made charter. A considerable number of states have pro-

vided for the referendum, and some for the initiative, on

franchises and other important matters. The use of tli3

referendum is fast expanding, and opinion favorable to its

further extension is rapidly growing. Wm. J. Bryan, Thos.

Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln have advocated it. The1

American Federation of Labor, the Knights of Labor, the

Farmers' Alliance, Christian Endeavor Societies and Epwcrth

Leagues, the Social Reform Union, and political parties iep-

resenting many millions of voters, have pledged themselves to

its support. The whole drift of public sentiment is in its

favor. It is in the line of least resistance in reform to-day.

Prof. Bryce says:

"The Americans tend more and more to remove legislation

"from the legislatures, and intrust it to the people."

Thos. Jefferson said :

"Governments are republican only in proportion) as they

"embody the will of the people, and execute it," and "Gov-

ernment is more or less republican in proportion as it has

"in its composition more or less of this ingredient of the direct

"action of the citizen."

Wm. J. Bryan says:

"Democracy is not merely a party name. Democracy has

"a meaning. Democracy means a government in which the

"people rule, and that is all we ask for. We are willing to

"submit any question that concerns the people of ibis country

"to the people themselves."

"The principle of the initiative and referendum is demo-

cratic. It will not be opposed by any Democrat who cn-

"dorses the declaration of Jeireraon, that the people are capa-

"ble of self-government, nor will it be opposed by any Ite-

"publican who holds to Lincoln's idea that this should be a

"government of the people, by the people, and for the

"people."
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In his Labor Day address Mr. Bryan said:

"The laboring man favors direct legislation wherever prac-

ticable for the same reason that he favors the election of

"senators by popular vote. Direct legislation brings the

"government nearer to the voter. There is more virtue in the

"people than ever fimfe expression through their represent-

ative.

"To hold that a representative can act for the people better

"than they can act for themselves is to assert that he is as

"much interested in the people as they are in themselves and

"that his wisdom is greater than the combined wisdom of

"the majority of the people. Neither proposition is sound.

"Most if not all of the evils complained of in government are

"traceable to the fact that the representative of the people has

"personal interests at variance with the interests of his con-

stituency. Corruption in municipal, State and Federal

"governments is due to the misrepresentation of the people

"by public servants, who use their positions for private ad-

vantage.

"The people should have an opportunity to vote on public

"questions when those questions can be submitted without too

"great inconvenience and expense."

Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation

of Labor, writes:

"All lovers of the human family, all who earnestly strive

"for political reform., economic justice, and social enfranchise-

"ment, must range themselves on the side of organized labor

"in this demand for Direct Legislation."

Hon. John Wanamaker says:

"The movement to secure for the people a more direct and

"immediate control over legislation shall have my support. I

"trust such a movement will receive the thoughtful attention

"of all who would improve our political and industrial con-

ditions."

In fact only short-sighted plutocrats and politicians, and

persons unwilling to trust the people oppose the referendum.

All who really believe in government by the people favor

direct legislation as soon' as they understand it. It simply
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means the enfranchisement of all voters on all questions at

all times, in place of the disfranchisement of nearly all voters

at nearly all times on all questions on which they differ from

councilmen and legislators. It seems that the mighty power

of the ballot may be used not merely one day in the year,

but any day the public good requires—that the great engine

of popular sovereignty may be made to move whenever the

people see fit to turn on the steam. It is the key to the ful-

fillment of Lincoln's grand promise and prophecy,—"A gov-

ernment of the people, by the people, and for the people."
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Chapter III.

DIRECT LEGISLATION.

In early days the legislative function was exercised by the

whole body of enfranchised citizens assembled for the purpose.

The laws of the commonwealth were made by the voters di-

rectly, in substantially the same way that the laws of a New
England town are made to-day. But after a time the body

of free-men became too large to meet in this way, and a sys-

tem of law making by delegates was adopted. Towns and

districts elected men to represent them in legislative council,

and governmtent by representatives took the place of gov-

ernment by the people except in respect to the local affairs

of towns that possess the town-meeting system.

The change from legislation by the people to legislation

by final vote of a body of representatives chosen for a speci-

fied term, was a transformation fraught with the most mo-

mentous consequences. Undler the former system the people

had complete control of legislation. No laws were passed

that the people did not want, and all laws were passed that

the people did want. But under the delegate or repreaenta-

tive-final-vote system this is not true. The representatives

can and do make and put in force many laws the people do

not desire, and they neglect or refuse to make some laws the

people do desire. The people cannot command or veto their

action during their term of office. The representatives are

the real masters of the situation for the time being. Between

elections the sovereign power of controlling legislation is pot

in the hands of the people, but in the hands of a small body

of men called representatives. It appears therefore that the

change from legislation by the voters in person to legislation

by delegates was a change from a real democracy to an elec-

tive aristocracy; from a continuous and effective popular sov-

ereignty to an intermittent, spasmodic and largely ineffective

31
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popular sovereignty; from a government of the people, by the

people and for the people, to a government of the people, by

a few for the people? yes, sometimes, but

too often for the legislators, and the lobbies, bosses, rings,

monopolies, and party leaders who control them. It was a

change in which self-government was fettered and the soul of

liberty was lost.

What then shall be done? Shall we give up the represen-

tative principle? Clearly not. Division of labor and expert

service are as essential in law making as in any other business.

It is not representation, but misrepresentation that is wrong

—

not the representative system per se,but the unguarded and im-

perfect form of it in use at present. What we want is not a

body of legislators beyond the reach of the people for one,

two, four or six years, as the case may be, but a body of legis-

lators subject at all times to the people's direction and con-

trol. It is good to have powerful horses to draw your load,

but it is well to have bit and rein and whip if they are frisky

or likely to shy or balk. It is good io choose strong men to

manage municipal and State affairs, but it is well too to pro-

vide the means to hold them in check or make them move at

the people's will.

The problem is to keep the advantages of the representa-

tive system—its compactness, legal wisdom, experience, power

of work, etc., and eliminate its evils, haste, complexity, cor-

ruption, error, over legislation and undc - legislation—depar-

ture from the people's will by omission or commission.

The solution lies in a representative system guarded by

constitutional provisions for popular initiative, adoption, veto,

and "recall. Elect your councilmen and legislators and let

them pass laws exactly as they do now, except that no act

but such as may be necessary for the immediate preserva-

tion of the public peace, health or safety, shall go into

effect until thirty days after its passage in case of a city ordi-

nance, or ninety days in case of a state law. If within the

said time a certain percentage of the voters of the city or

state (say five or ten per cent.) sign a petition asking that

the law or ordinance be submitted to the people at the polls,
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let it be so submitted at the next regular election, or at a special

election if fifteen or twenty per cent, of the voters so petition.

If the majority of those voting on the measure favor it, it be-

comes a law; if the majority are against it, it is vetoed by the

people.

Let it be further provided that if the council or legislature

neglect or refuse to take any such action by ordinance, law,

contract, franchise, etc., as the people desire, the matter may
be brought forward for prompt decision by a petition signed

by a reasonable percentage (say five or ten per cent.) of the

voters of the city or state. The petition may simply state

the general purpose and scope of the desired measure, leav-

ing the council or legislature to frame a bill to be submitted

to the voters; or it may embody a bill or ordinance, where-

upon the petition, with the bill or ordinance, will go to the

council or legislature, which may adopt it, reject it, pass an

amendment or substitute, or do nothing—in any case the

proposed measure (together with the action of the council or

legislature upon it, if any) will go to the polls for final de-

cision at the next election, or earlier, if a sufficient number

(§ay fifteen or twenty per cent) of tihe voters so petition.

These methods of law making by the people are called

Direct Legislation, which includes two main processes known

as the Initiative and the Referendum.*

•The referendum may be obligatory or optional, general or partial, ex-
ecutive, legislative, judicial or petitional. Under the general obligatory
referendum all laws except emergency measures (acts necessary for the im-
mediate preservation of the public health, peace or safety) must be submit-
ted to the people; no petition is needed; the submission is as much a part
of the process of law making as the submission to the mayor or governor.
The cantons of Berne and Zurich, in Switzerland, have had this system
in operation for thirty years with admirable results. Under the partial
obligatory referendum all laws of a certain class must be submitted to the
people. For example, constitutional amendments must be submitted to the
voters in every one of our states except Delaware, and in Missouri, Cali-
fornia, Washington, Minnesota and Louisiana freehold-charters must go
to the polls. The purchase or erection of water works, gas and electric
plants, telephones and street railways, the issue of bonds for roads, schools
and other municipal movements of large importance are usually guarded
by the obligatory referendum. (See Chapter III. Comments on Table II.)

The optional referendum provides for a vote of the people on any measure
In reference to which such vote Is demanded by petition of a reasonable
percentage of the voters, or by some officer or body In whom such discretion
is vested.

The executive referendum is where the mayor or governor or president
has a right to refer a measure to the voters for decision.

The legislative
a
referendum is where one house, or a given percentage

(say twenty-five per cent.) of one or of both houses may refer a measure
to the people for decision, or where a measure upon which the houses disa-
gree must be referred to the voters.

The judicial referendum Is where a law that has been declared uncon-
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The Initiative is the proposal of a law by the people.

The Referendum is the submission of a law to the people

at the polls for approval or rejection.

By these means the people can start or stop legislation at

will. By initiative petition they can bring a measure forward

for discussion and decision. They can repeal an old law or

amend it, or enact a new one, and progress is no longer barred

by the interest or inertia of the legislators or councilmen, nor

by the weight and wealth of corporate monopoly. Moreover,

the people can prevent bad legislation as well as secure good

legislation. If the legislature passes a law the people dislike

they can call for a referendum and veto the measure at the

polls before it goes into effect, whereas at present the law goes

into effect whether the people like it or not, and they have to

wait till they can elect a new legislature to repeal the ob-

noxious act (after the damage is largely done, perhaps), and

if the said act is a franchise, very likely it cannot be re-

voked at all when once allowed to take effect—a franchise

grant to a private company being a contract within the pro-

tection of the Federal Constitution, a fact which makes it

particularly necessary that franchise grants (especially if un-

qualified by a reservation of the right to revoke at will) should

be submitted to the people.

Does not the Direct Legislation Amendment to the Rep-

resentative System solve the problem? Does not the guarded

representative system retain the benefits and eliminate the

stitutlonal must be submitted to the people for the final decision under a
fixed rule to that effect, or may be so submitted by the court, or by a speci-
fied number of the judges.

The petitioned referendum is where the submission is called for by peti-
tion of the voters. A petition signed by the required number of voters Is
imperative, not a mere request, but a compelling mandate. It is the petl-
tional form of the optional referendum, or the system in which the option
lies with the people, that is usually meant when the word "referendum" is
used without explanation.

It will be seen that executive, legislative or judicial referenda may be
either obligatory or optional, general or special, and that the petitional
method can be used to repeal an old law or veto a new one, or confirm a law
declared unconstitutional, or call for an election to remove a legislative or
executive officer or a judge from office.

The effective vote at the polls may be fixed at a majority of those voting,
or of those entitled to vote, or a three-fifths, two-thirds, or three-fourths
vote may be required.

The word '•referendum" is often used in the sense of the right of the
people to have enactments submitted to them, and it is also used to designate a
statute or constitutional amendment securing this right. The word ' 'initiative* •

Is used in a similar manner. The context will usually show which sense Is
intended.
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evils of the unguarded representative system? The city or

state will have its body of legal experts, trained advisors, and
experienced legislators as at present. They will continue to

do most of the law-making as they do now, but their power
to do wrong or stop progress, their power to do as they please
in spite of the people, will be gone. The city and state will

have the service of its legislators without being subject to

their mastery. If the delegates act as the people wish, their

action will not be disturbed. If they act against the people's

wish, the people will have a prompt and effective veto by
which they can stop a departure from their will before any
damage is done. If the delegates do not act, the people can
put the maohiniery in motion and bring the matter to decision.

When the delegates truly represent the people their action

will stand; when they fail to represent the people their de-

cision will be subject to prompt revision. To-day their acts

that do not represent the people's will stand as firm during
their term of office as the acts that do represent the popular
will. Is this right? Is it right that the peoples delegates

should be able to impose their will upon the people for one,

two, four or six years? Is it right that the acts of delegates

contrary to the people's will should stand in spite of the peo-

ple? Is such a delegate system really worthy to be called a

"representative system?" Is a system properly termed rep-

resentative which may misrepresent as much as or more than

it represents, and in which there is no adequate means of de-

termining whether its action is representative or not? Is not

the right to a referendum, the right of the people to prevent

the delegates from misrepresenting them, absolutely neces-

sary to entitle the delegate system to the name "representa-

tive?"

Self Government.

There is a confused impression in the minds of many that

the choosing of rulers is the substance of freedom and self-

government; that a people who elect their law makers are

really making the laws. But it is not so. The selection of a

governor is not governing, any more than the selection of a
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captain is commanding, or the choice of an organist or pianist

is playing. The choice of a legislature is not self-government

any more than the selection of a jailor or the choice of a jail

is freedom.

An apprentice may be allowed to choose the master to

whom he is to be bound for years, and a lunatic or minor who
is deemed incapable of governing his own affairs may, never-

theless, have the privilege of selecting the guardian who is to

govern him. A people may elect their rulers and yet live under

an absolute despotism. This was true in old Rome when the

King was elected by the whole body of citizens. It is true

now of the Western Fulahs in Africa and the Kamtecadales

in Asia, who elect their chiefs, but after election must obey

the head man's orders. It is true in many of the cities of

America, where the people go to the polls year after year in

the fond delusion that they have a voice in the administra-

tion of public affairs, whereas, in reality, a ring of rascals

holds the city in its grasp, and whichever nominee the citi-

zens may vote for, the ring will rule the same as before, en-

acting its private purposes into law, pouring the public

moneys into its purse, filling appointments with its creatures

to perpetuate its power, and controlling the city for its plun-

der, regardless of the interests or the wishes of the people.

It is true in the nation and the states as well as in the cities.

The rule of a congress or legislature that does the will of a

railroad or syndicate of gamblers in opposition to public opin-

ion and the good of the commonwealth is a despotism as truly

as ever the rule of a Tarquin or a Caesar was. Napoleon him-

self, the arch-despot of modern times, was elected to his im-

perial power.

The duration of a government or lease of power has noth-

to do with its character as free or despotic. A control that

lasts but a single year may be as far from freedom as one

that endures for a life time; and a people electing their rulers

each year to govern according to their own sweet will may
be no better off than a nation which elects a sovereign to

wear the crown for life. The essence of despotism is the

control of others for the benefit of the controller, regardless
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of the welfare of the controlled. The Tweed administration

was a despotism altho elected to power. So was the gas legis-

lation of the Philadelphia councils leasing the city works to

a powerful and corrupt ring, in spite of the well-known and

vigorously-manifested opposition of the great mass of the

people. So was the action of the Black Congress that gave

away the people's franchises and money and lands to the

schemers who projected the Pacific roads. Men of America,

do you govern the country? Is it your will that is done in

Senate chamber and council hall, or is it the will of the oil-

trust, sugar-trust, whiskey-trust, the railways and the bank-

ers? Ue is the sovereign whose will is in control. You are

not sovereign, for many things you wish to have done remain

undone, and many things are done that you do not wish to

have done. Politicians call you sovereigns in their campaign

speeches. But it is not true. You have the privilege of choos-

ing which of two or three sets of sovereigns you will have

to rule over you, but you are not sovereigns yourselves. The

men you elect are your masters during their term of office.

You come to them, not as sovereigns to their servants, but

as subjects, with humble petitions, which you are not sur-

prised to see them reject or ignore. They give away your

property and you are helpless; they pass laws without your

approval and against your interest and you cannot prevent

their taking effect; they refuse to take action on your most

pressing needs, and you are powerless until the expiration of

their deeds of sovereignty gives you an opportunity to choose

a new lot of masters to rule you for another term. This is

not a government by the people, but a government by an aris-

tocracy of office holders elected by the people. You call your

rulers "representatives ;" and to some extent they are such.

Honesty and coincidence of interest do lead them to carry

out your will to some extent, but they are free to legislate

for their own private interests or the interests of those who

furnish inducements for action in their behalf, and the peo-

ple cannot prevent it. Representatives have their uses. You
need the aid of specialists in legislation, but you do not need

to part with your rightful control of your own affairs when
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you seek their aid and council any more than you need to part

with it in dealing with a tailor, a doctor, or an architect.

It is well to employ an architect when you are going to

1 uild, but you never would think of giving him power to

draw up his plans and put them into execution without sub-

mitting them to you for approval, much less would you give

him a right to refuse to alter his plans in accordance with

your request, or to decide how much of your money should be

spent without recourseto youfor assent, or toexpendyourfunds

for a structure which you strongly disapproved and against

which you loudly protested. You would avail yourself of

the architect's skill in the drawing of plans, but you would

feel free to tell him what sort of a house you desired, and

would expect him to act upon your directions and suggestions,

and to submit his plans to you for approval or rejection be-

fore beginning to build on your land and on your credit or

with your cash. In this case you would continue to control

your affairs while availing yourself of the architect's wisdom

and skill. In the first case, the control of your affairs would

be in the architect, not in you.

It is the same with legislation. Doubtless it is well to seek

the aid and council of men well versed in law and skilled in

the phrasing of statutes, but it is not necessary to give these

men the power to ignore our petitions, nor the right to put

the laws they plan in execution without allowing us time and
opportunity to express our disapproval and rejection if we
wislfc to do so. There are cases of extreme urgency, in which

the architect or the legislative agent must be permitted to

act without waiting to consult his principal. Fire> flood, or

other unforeseen event may make it imperative that the

builder should act on his own judgment, without an instant's

delay. Likewise an unforeseen event endangering the public

saTety may make it needful for our legislators to act at once.

But as a rule there is time for consultation, and it ought to be
required. If you do not require it, if you allow your "rep-

resentatives" to put their plans into execution without an

opportunity on your part to reject them >r modify them, you

practically place the control of your affairs in the said repre-
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seiitatives for the term of their election, and self-government

on your part ceases during the said term.

"We do not want a government by the people without rep-

resentatives, nor a government by representatives without the

people; but a government by the people with the aid and ad-

vice of representatives, or what is essentially the same thing,

a government by representatives acting as the people's agents,

subject at all times to the orders and instructions of the peo-

ple, and to total revocation of authority at their will. The

first is impossible in a complex society; the second is an aban-

donment of the principle of self-government; the third com-

bines the good qualities of the representative system with a

real sovereignty in the people—it secures the economies and

values of representation without sacrificing justice, liberty

and self-government. It uses the legislator, like the architect,

to draw up the best plans his knowledge permits; it gives him

a right, like the architect's in cases of extreme emergency, to

act upon his own unaided judgment; but requires him at all

other times to submit his ideas to his principal before putting

them in practice, and holds him at all times subject to the

orders and suggestions of his principal. Such is clearly the

ideal management of political affairs as well as of business

affairs. Indeed politics is itself nothing but business; the

peoples business, it ought to be, and under their control.

We have already seen how this intimate and continuous con-

trol of their representatives hj the people can be secured in

place of the present subjection of the people to their repre-

sentatives during successive periods. It is a simple matter of

extending the use of the referendum.

The Referendum in Use in America.

The Referendum is already a Fundamental Fact in American Gov-

ernment and a Settled Principle in our Legislative System.

The suggested improvement of our representative system, to

make it harmonize with the law of self-government does not

require the adoption of any new principle or method. Both

the initiative and the referendum have been in constant use

in America ever since the Mayflower crossed the sea. All
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that is needed is an extension of established principles and

methods to cases quite as much within their reason, purpose

and power as those to which they are now applied.

In many of our towns we have the ideal of Democracy in

respect to local affairs. They are controlled by the people

directly. Any ten men, by petition to the selectmen, may
secure the insertion of an item in the warrant for a town

meeting, and so bring the matter before the town. Any one

may make a motion or enter the discussion, and all may vote.

The town meeting plan is the Initiative and Referendum ap-

plied to town business.

Direct Legislation is also used by all our states, except Del-

aware, in making and amending their constitutions, from

which it would seem that our citizens are already convinced

that it is the best possible plan of legislation, since it is the

one they adopt in respect to their highest and most important

law.

At first, as we have said, there was no other sort of gov-

ernment. For nearly twenty years after the founding of

Plymouth Colony, in what is now Massachusetts, the law

making was done in primary assembly of the freemen every

quarter, and when the colony grew so large that it was dif-

ficult for the people to meet in this way four times a year, it

was provided that every town should elect two delegates to

join with the Bench in enacting all such ordinances as should

be judged good and wholesome, and that the whole body of

citizens should meet once a year to have a general over-sight

of the doings of the delegates, repeal any of their acts that

were deemed prejudicial to the whole, and pass such new

measures as might be needful in the judgment of the people.2

That was the referendum almost as it is advocated to-day. It

lasted from 1638 till 1658, and in a modified form till 1686,

but it was lost to state affairs when the colony was united

with others and the population became too large to meet even

once a year. No one in Massachusetts seems to have thot

of the method of polling the whole citizenship on specific

2 See Direct Legislation Record, 1898, p. 33, and "Representation and
Suffrage In Massachusetts, 1620-1691," by Prof. George H. Haynes.
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measures8 for the reason may be that in those primitive, un-

sophisticated times, the delegates really acted very nearly as

the people wished them to. The population was compara-

tively homogeneous in interest, tho disturbing influence of

powerful class and monopoly interests was unknown, and the

modern politician had not been born.

Still the people tlid preserve Direct Legislation in town

affairs and in the making of the fundamental law, fondly

dreaming that this would be sufficient to prevent any possible

deflection of wiley representatives. It has not done that, but

it has proved itself the most perfect of all legislation. No
law-making in the world has been so smooth, so wise, so effec-

tive, so free from taint or suspicion of class interest or cor-

ruption as the making of American constitutions and the leg-

islation of New England town-meetings. Compare the honest,

public-spirited, effective, progressive and economical govern-

ment of a Maine or Massachusetts town with the dishonest,

selfish, narrow, ineffective, non-progressive and extravagant

governments of our ring-ruled cities, and you will get some

idea of the natural tendencies of the two systems—leaving

the law-making power with the people, or giving it to a limited

number of men to play with as they please for a specified time.

No other part of the country can be compared to New Eng-

land in the completeness of its local improvements, yet no-

where is the debt so small as in New England towns; nowhere

else are the voters so well informed; nowhere else is such

ample provision made for the education of children. 1

Thomas Jefferson referred to the town-meeting as "the

wisest invention ever devised by the wit of man for the per*

1 In other places the thot occurred and was acted upon. In the seven-
teenth century the fundamental law of Rhode Island required that all laws
passed by the general assembly should be referred to the people, and this
was done until the law was superseded by a royal charter. In reference
to the early constitution of Pennsylvania Noah Webster says, "I cannot help
remarking on the singular jealousy of the constitution of Pennsylvania,
which requires that a bill shall be published for the consideration of the
people before it Is enacted into a law, except in extraordinary cases," and
remarks that this reduces the legislature to an advisory body. In Virginia
Jefferson drafted a provision that all laws, after passing the legislature,
should be voted on by the people, and advocated it as a part of the state
constitution, but it was defeated for fear It might touch slavery. This was
the referendum In Its highest form—the obligatory.

1 See "Town and Village Government," by H. L. Nelson, Harper's
Monthly, Vol. 83, p. Ill, June, 1891, contrasting the effects of the New
England town-meetings with the effects of the village government In states
not possessing the town-meeting.
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feet exercise of self-government and for its preservation."

Prof. John Fiske says that "Government by town-meeting is

the form of government most effectively under watch and

control. Everything is done in the full daylight of publicity.

The town-meeting is the beet political training school in ex-

istence. It is the most perfect exhibition of what President

Lincoln called 'government of the people, by the people and

for the people!' " Prof. Bryce says, "The town-meeting

has been the most perfect school of self-government in any

modern country. * * * It has been not only the source,

but the school of democracy."

The value the people of New England place upon their

town-meeting system is shown by the tenacity with which

they cling to it, refusing to have their towns incorporated

even after they have grown to unwieldy size, because in so

doing they lose the town-meeting and pass from self-govern-

ment into the hands of politicians. For this reason Paw-

tucket, Rhode Island, did not become a city until its popu-

lation came close to 20,000. Brockton, Massachusetts, held

off until it was listed at 15,000. North Adams, a town of

more than 16,000 inhabitants and 4,000 voters has repeatedly

refused to become a city. Waltham, Ohicopee, Pittsfield and

many other towns bear witness to the same strong feeling.

Massachusetts has only thirty-two incorporated cities, instead

of sixty or more, as she would have under the regime prevail-

ing in states where the town-meeting is not in vogue.

Brookline, Massachusetts, is a town of 15,000 people. It

lies within the metropolitan district of the city of Boston, but

is not a part of Boston, having retained its government in

spite of its situation within the practical limits of a giant city.

The contrast between the city of Boston and that of Brook-

line is a startling one. Boston, tho better governed than

some other cities, has its corruption, its bosses, rings, spoils

system, arrogant monopolies, high taxes and extravagant ex-

penditures—extravagant for the results achieved—four or

five times as much as the English city of Birmingham spends

to obtain as good or better results.
1 In Brookline economy is

1 Forum, Nov., '92, p. 267; see also No. Amer. Rev., v. 152, p. 538.
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a fine art, and thio large amounts are spent in public improve-

ments and on the magnificent school system, the taxes are

considerably lower than in Boston. There is no corruption,

boss rule, ring rule, or spoils system in Brookline, altho the

expenditures amount to If millions a year, or more than

the expenditures of the whole state of New Hampshire. The

town is governed by the citizens in primary assembly, the

town meetings averaging eight per year.4 The meetings be-

gin at 7.00 P. M., and are usually over between 10 and 11

P. M. Ample notice is given of every matter to be considered

at the meeting, so that proposed ordinances, etc., may be fully

discussed, and all who feel interested may attend, make mo-

tions, argue and vote. Sometimies a large number of voters

attend the meetings, but usually two or three hundred of the

best-informed and most public-spirited citizens do the business,

so that while the door is open for the whole body of citizens

to take part in the decision of any matter that comes before

the town, yet the actual decision in each case is generally left

by tacit assent to a small body of public-spirited men who

have taken pains to inform themselves upon the questions in

issue—two hundred men in one case, perhaps a thousand in

another, a legislative body whose units vary considerably ac-

cording to the topics under discussion, coming together

by a sort of natural selection, compounded of interest, intel-

ligence and public spirit, acting with the power of a limited

assembly, but subject at all times to prompt revision or veto

by the whole body of citizenship—a fact which operates to

keep attention and decision close to the public interest This

is exactly the sort of government we are proposing for our

cities and states. The extension of the initiative and refer-

endum to practically the whole range of municipal and state

business will place the ultimate power at all times in the peo-

ple, and that will make it safe to leave public business to

limited bodies of experts, who will be held true to the public

interest by the power of veto and revision residing in the

public. Whten we contemplate the admirable effects of this

See the yearly reports of the town and a condensed account In the
Direct Legislation Record, 1896, pp. 2-4, and ''Brookline, A Model Town
Under the Referendum," by B. O. Flower, Arena, Vol. 19, p. 506, April, 1898.
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system in Brookline, effects which lead the people of Brookline

to resist most earnestly all attempts to make the town a part

of Boston, because their experience has shown that Direct

Legislation gives results far superior to those obtained under

the unguarded delegate system in the adjoining city of Bos-

ton, even tho the said adjoining city is so much better than

other cities that it prides itself, not without reason, on being

the Athens of America and the Hub of the Universe. When
we contemplate these facts we feel convinced that common
sense and civic patriotism demand the extension of the prin-

ciple of Direct Legislation to Boston and all other cities of our

land.

The worth of the town-meeting method is recognized

not only in Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

Khode Island and Connecticut, but in New York, Michigan,

Illinois and many other states outside of New England. In

Illinois it came into direct and vigorous conflict with the rep-

resentative system of local government. In 1818, when Illi-

nois became a state, its population was chiefly in the southern

counties, and composed for the most part of settlers from Vir-

ginia and Kentucky, Virginia's daughter state. These set-

tlers established a system of local government by elective rep-

resentatives without any local deliberative assemblies of the

people. Settlers from New England and New York, coming

into the northern part of the state, began to demand the town-

meeting system. A struggle ensued, resulting in the adop-

tion of a new constitution (1848) providing for local option

in local government; that is, township government by delib-

erative assembly of the voters would be organized in any

county whenever a majority of its voters so determined. The

two systems being thus brought into immediate contact in

the same state, with the people free to choose between them,

the northern system has steadily supplanted the previously

established southern system till less than one-fifth of the coun-

ties retain the representative system, more than four-fifths of

the state having adopted the New England town-meeting

system of local government

A similar local option by county vote has been established
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in Missouri (1879) and in Nebraska (1883). In Minnesota

(1878) and Dakota (1883) provisions for township option

have been enacted, i. e., any township containing 25 or more

voters may petition the county commissioners and obtain the

New England organization.

The general movement toward Direct Legislation in town

affairs is unmistakable, and the public school system is often

the entering wedge. The school district as a preparation for

the self-governing township is exerting its influence in Kan-

sas, Colorado, Nevada, California, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho,

Oregon and Washington. Even in South Carolina, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee and the Virginias a similar tendency is man-

ifest, and it is probable that thruout the southern and west-

ern states, as formerly in Michigan, the self-governing school

district may bring in its wake the self-governing town, with

its deliberative assembly of the voters, electing officers, levy-

ing taxes and making town laws by direct vote of the people.5

The use of the referendum in the United States is not con-

fined to town affairs and constitution making. Any one who

will go thru the laws of the various states marking all provi-

sions for submitting to popular vote franchises, licenses, con-

tracts, bond issues, charters and all sorts of laws and ordi-

nances, will discover a vast number of referendal clauses, and

will begin to realize how important a place in our law is

already occupied by Direct Legislation in state and city affaim

Some perception of this may be secured by marking the ref-

erendal clauses in the laws cited in Chapter LEI of this book,

but the distance between such perception and the whole truth

may be appreciated when it is known that in the single state

of Iowa a moderate search, by no means exhaustive, has re-

vealed thirty provisions for the popular initiative and twenty

provisions for the referendum, most of them obligatory; and

such provisions are not more prevalent in Iowa than in many

other states. Some of these enactments are given below*;

•John Flske's "Civil Government," pp. 90-94.

•Some of the Iowa provisions are as follows:

1. "One hundred citizens of any city of over seven thousand inhabitants
may cause the question of establishing a superior court to be submitted."

2. "One-fourth of the voters may cause the question of raising tflxi-s

for public improvements or payment of debts to be submitted; or the ques-
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the points I wish to emphisize here are: "first, that our laws

are permeated by the principle of Direct Legislation; second

that in a large body of cases the obligatory method is in use;

third, that in a considerable number of other cases the option

rests with the people; fourth, that in another large body of

cases the option is expressly given to the executive or legis-

lative authorities; and fifth, that in all other cases, according

«lon of the rescission of any of such proposition that has already been
adopted."

3. "Two-thirds of the voters of any village may cause the board of cu-
pervlsors to change the name of such village."

4. "A majority of the voters of a township may cause the trustees to
submit the question of building a public hall."

5. "Twenty-live voters of any portion of territory may cause the dis-
trict court to submit the question as to whether such territory shall be in-
corporated as a town."

6. "Twenty-five of the voters of such town may cause the question dis-
continuing the incorporation to be submitted."

7. "A majority of the voters of a portion of territory adjoining a city
or town may cause the question as to being annexed to such city or town
to be submitted."

8. "Ten per cent, of the voters of a city or town, under special charter,
may cause the council to submit the question as to abandoning such charter."

9. "Twenty-live property owners of each ward in a city, or fifty owners
of a town, may cause the mayor to submit the question as to municipal
ownership of water works, gas works, electric light or power plants, or
granting franchises for such."

10. "One-third of the taxpayers of a city or town may cause the question
as to aiding in the construction or repair of a highway leading thereto to
be submitted."

11. "Twenty-five property owners In each ward In a city, under special
charter, may cause the mayor to submit the question as to ownership of
water works, gas works, electric light or power plants, or granting fran-
chises for same or for railways, street railways or telephone systems."

12. "One-fourth of the voters of a city, under special charter, may cause
the question as to amending such charter to be submitted."

13. "A majority of the resident freehold taxpayers of a township, town
or city may cause the question as to aiding railroad company In construc-
tion of projected railroad to be submitted."

14. "Prom fifty to eighty per cent, of the voters of a city or town, ae-
cording to population, may cause the mulct tax to be substituted for the
prohibition law against selling liquor."

15. "One-third of the voters of a county may cause the question as to
establishing a high school to be submitted."

16. "Ten voters of any city, town or village of over one hundred residents
may cause the question of making it an Independent school district to be

' submitted."
17. "One-third of the voters of a school corporation may cause the ques-

tion of free text books to be submitted."
18. "The State cannot go Into debt more than two hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars without submitting the question."
19. "All acts creating banks must be submitted."
20. "Amendments to the constitution must be submitted."
21. "No territory can be annexed to a city or town without submission."
22. "The council may submit the question as to annexing territory In

cases wherein such territory has asked for annexation."
23. "The council must submit the question as to uniting the city or town

with another contiguous one."
24. "No city or town can extend its limits without submission."
25. "The name of a city or town cannot be changed without submission."
26. "No water works, gas works or electric light or power plants shall

be authorized, established, erected, leased or sold, or franchise extended or
renewed without submission."

27. "Cities and towns cannot appropriate money to found and maintain
libraries without submission."

28. "No water works can be purchased or constructed by cities of the
first class without submission."

29. "Cities and towns cannot grant, renew or extend franchises for
the use of Its streets, highways, avenues, alleys or public places for tele-
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to the law of most of our states,
1 the referendum may be

used at the discretion of the legislative authorities—the

legislature or council may submit any question to the voters,

so that really the only change we ask for is the placing of

the OPTION in the hands of the people instead of leaving

it with the legislators. If it rests with the councilmen to

decide whether a franchise, lease, contract, or other matter

shall be submitted to the voters, they will be ready enuf to

submit enactments with which they have tried to act hon-

estly, and in respect to which they really desire to follow the

people's will; but when there is a steal on foot and the coun-

cils are conscious of dishonest purpose, they will refuse to

submit the matter to the voters. The question of building a

public subway may go to the people, but the question of a

Broadway Surface Franchise or a Philadelphia Gas Lease

will not be submitted, even tho the people hold enormous mass

meetings demanding it, and the press is a unit in favor of it,

and public sentiment is at a white heat over the refusal. To

leave the option with the legislature is to put the referendum

beyond the reach of the people just when they need it most.

As tho my architect could submit his plans to me before build-

ing if he chose, or go ahead and build with my funds with-

out consulting me, no matter how much. I protested, if it

suited his purpose to use his discretion that way. When he

was acting honestly for my interest he would consult me, for

he would have nothing to fear from such consultation; but

graph, district telegraph, telephone, street railway or other electric wires
without submission.'

30. "Cities cannot deepen, widen, straighten, wall, fill, cover, alter or
change the channel of any water course, or part thereof, flowing thru the
limits of such city, or construct artificial channels or covered drains, without
submission."

In a large number of States the prohibition of the liquor business Is

allowed to cities or counties by vote of the people, and the referendum is

being used more and more in the obligatory form, through constitutional
provisions compelling the legislatures to submit certain questions to the
people whether they petition for a referendum or not. In 15 states the lo-

cation of the capital cannot be changed except by popular vote. In 11
states no debts, unless specifically provided for by the constitution, can be
incurred without" such a vote. In many states a similar restriction applies
to assessments above a fixed rate. In 19 states counties must choose their
county seats in this way.

Delaware seems to take a position against any implied authority in the
legislature to submit questions to the people. Rice v. Poster, 4 How. (Del.)

479. The vast weight of authority, however. Is the other way. See People
v. Reynolds, 5 Gilm. (111.) 1; Ewing v. Hoblitzelle, 85 Mo. 64; and the
citations In the article by C. S. Lobinger, Esq., on "Constitutional Law"
in American and English Cyclopedia of Law, p. 1022 of vol. VI (2d ed.).
and In Dr. E. P. Oberholtzer's "Referendum In America," published at
Penn. University.
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if he were trying to put up a job on me, he would exercise

his option to act without conferring with me, because such a

conference would greatly endanger the succe&j of his job.

A few illustrations may show how frequent is the use of

the referendum, and how thoroly the legislators believe in it

when they have no private interests likely to bo endangered

by it.

1. The New Jersey legislatures of 1885 to 1888 are said

to have referred 40 questions to the people.

2. In the fall of '93 California sent 9 questions to the

people.

3. New York voted a few years ago on the question of

prison labor and on selling the public salt works.

4. The city of New York long ago voted at the polls on the

water supply, and have recently decided in the same way to

build an underground city railway, and the legislature has

also referred the question of municipal annexation and con-

solidation to the citizens of New York and vicinity.

5. Boston citizens have voted a number of times on the use

of the common, rapid transit, the subway, the methods of

choosing aldermen, a single chamber, etc.

6. Minneapolis recently voted on the question of raising

$200,000 for the schools and $400,000 to extend the city

water works.

7. San Francisco, Los Angeles, St. Louis, Kansas City,

Duluth, Tacoma and other cities have held referendal votes

on the adoption of freehold charters. (See Chapter III.)

8. It is a common thing to submit to the people of a city

questions relating to the purchase or erection of public water

works, gas works, electric light plants, etc. In a very large

proportion of the four hundred municipalities that own their

electric light plants the matter was decided by direct vote

of the citizens. In a number of other states a referendum

vote is necessary to the grant of street franchises for water,

gas, electric light, telegraph, telephone, transit, etc. In

several states such referenda are required by the constitution.

(See Chapter III, comments on Table II.)

In New Orleans a specially interestng referendum has re-
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oently been held (June '99) on the question of levying a tax

to establish municipal water supply and better sewage.

Women could vote, and vote, if they wished, by proxy, a

dangerous provision as to the proxy part of it The initiative

was also used, as the referendum was secured by a petition

signed by over 10,000 taxpaying voters.

9. Many referenda occur in counties, townships and school

districts, fixing of county seats, division lines, school taxes,

questions of municipal indebtedness, etc.

10. Local option is the referendum in full bloom. For

yeans the cities and towns in Massachusetts have been voting

at moderate intervals on the question of license or no license.

Many of them, including even Cambridge and Chelsea, have

voted against license. The total vote on the liquor question

frequently exceeds the vote for candidates. For example, the

Chelsea vote for mayor in 1896 was only 96 per cent, and

the vote for school committee only 80 per cent, of the local

option vote. Local option on the liquor question also exists

in Hew York State, Mississippi, Arkansas, Texas, Geoigia,

Tennessee, etc., and the effects in educating the people on the

temperance question, developing local patriotism and bringing

it to bear upon the enforcement of law are most admirable.

The following cases of the use of the referendum in No-

vember, 1896, may be noted here:

1. Massachusetts voted on two amendments to the con-

stitution. The amendments had been passed by two* Repub-

lican legislatures and endorsed by the Republican convention,

yet both were defeated by a 60 per cent, adverse vote, altho

McKinley got nearly 70 per cent favorable vote and the Re-

publicans carried the state ticket also by a tremendous ma-

jority. This shows the independence of party ties which

usually characterizes a vote on a well-defined measure, and

illustrates the fact that "representatives/' even when acting

honestly, may not represent the real opinion of their con-

stituents. The total vote for governor was 380,000, and on

the amendments 276,000 and 261,000 respectively—only

the more intelligent and fully posted voting on the latter.

2. New York voted on the Forestry Amendment passed
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by two Republican legislatures and endorsed by the Repub-
lican Board of Forestry Commissioners. The amendment was

defeated by 400,000 majority, tho the Republican Presiden-

tial electors had over 200,000 majority. The vote on the

amendment was 321,486 for and 710,505 against. The total

vote for President was 1,423,876.

3. In Minnesota nine amendments were submitted; one

was defeated and eight adopted, the favorable votes varying

from 90 to 58 per cent, on the different questions. Party lines

were not drawn on the amendments.

4. In Missouri four amendments were voted on. They

were not party measures and had not been discussed in the

papers. The people voted them all down, probably thru the

natural instinct of wholesome conservatism, that refuses to

make a change until the reasons for it and the effects of it are

understood. The votes on the amendments were respectively

57, 59, 62 and 80 per cent of the Presidential vote, which

was 20 per cent larger than the ordinary vote in a non-presi-

dential year.

5. Nebraska voted on twelve amendments. The votes

varied from 54 to 70 per cent, in favor of the amendments

and 50 to 53 per cent in favor of the various Populist candi-

dates. That is, the range of discrimination on measures was

five times as great as on men. This shows that there is less

partisanship and more judgment in voting on measures than

in voting on men.

6. The Colorado people defeated an amendment submitted

to them. It was complicated and not well understood, so that

few voted upon it. Those who voted did not act on party

lines but opposed the amendment because it contained some

propositions thought to be suspicious, as possibly intended to

cover a job. The amendment was favored not only by the

legislature but by many state officers.

7. Idaho voted on three amendments, including one for

equal suffrage. They were not party measures, but were

brought before the people by an almost unanimous vote of

the legislature. The equal suffrage amendment was recom-

mended in the platform of every state convention. All the
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amendments were adopted, equal suffrage by a 70 per cent
vote.

8. In Montana an amendment apparently beneficial was
overwhelmingly defeated because, as I am told, it was sus-

pected of concealing a trick.

9. In California six amendments were submitted by the

same legislature; three were ratified and three defeated. The
voting was not on party lines nor in any sort of agreement

with the action of the people's "representatives." The second

amendment was carried by 43,000 and the first was defeated

by 100,000 (162^945 against and 63,824 in favor). The high-

est vote on any amendment was 85 per cent, of the total vote

for candidates.

10. Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Georgia, the two Dakotas

and Washington also voted on constitutional amendments in

1896. Michigan has had twenty-nine referenda in twenty

yeairs, most of them vaguely stated and not largely voted on.1

The large experience of our cities and states with the true

referendum, a small part of which has been recited, appears

to establish some very important generalizations.

1. As a rule much greater discrimination is used in voting

on measures than in voting on men.

2. The referendal voting is largely independent of party

ties or the vote on men. Measure after measure is voted down

by the same citizens who sustain thle party and re-elect the

legislature that proposes these measures. If it were not for

the referendum—if the citizens had simply compound plat-

forms to vote for, with candidates and party politics to ob-

,Por further cases of the use of the referendum and the Initiative, see
the Direct Legislation Record, Vols. I to V, edited by Eltweed Pomeroy,
of Newark, N. J., President of the National Direct Legislation League; also
Oberholtzer's books, "King People" and "The Referendum In America;"
the statute books of the various states and the municipal records and re-

ports of cities and towns all over the United States. A number of referen-
dum votes were taken at the recent elections (November, '98). Those In
South Dakota, Washington and California were of special importance, as
may appear hereafter. In California six amendments passed the legislature,
but only one was carried at the polls.

The principle of the Referendum Is recognized In every election in
which the people are asked to vote for candidates In reference to their pro-
posed action upon the issues of the campaign; the theory is, that, in voting
for candidates who stand for certain measures, the people render a decision
upon those measures. The whole theory of our elections, therefore, Is

based on the right of the people to decide upon measures, tho the mixture
of Issues and the unreliability of candidates make the present method of
carrying out the theory very imperfect.
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scure and overwhelm the inanimate issue, the people could

not have expressed their will on the said measures—theywould

have been obliged to endorse measures they did not want in

order to elect the men they did want.

3. Laws passed by legislatures and councils are frequently

rejected by the people. "Representation" does not represent;

or, more precisely, unguarded representation frequently mis-

represents. Legislation by final vote of the people's delegates

cannot be relied upon to represent the people's will, but on

the contrary, may be relied upon to fail in such representation

in a large proportion of cases, even when, the delegates are

acting honestly, with the aim of carrying out the wishes of

the people.

4. The action of the referendum is conservative. Changes

not supported by strong reasons are voted down.

5. Complex measures and those not clearly understood are

apt to be defeated.

6. Anything that involves a job or political trick, or is sus-

pected of being tainted with corruption or injustice, is voted

down on general principles.

7. There is an automatic self-disfranchisement of the unfit.

The more intelligent and public spirited citizens take the

trouble to understand the measures presented for decision and

vote upon them. The ignorant voter and the bigoted partisan

who constitute the curse of the ballot, sustaining corrupt ma-

chines and bosses and every political iniquity, are the very

ones who ordinarily care least about a referendum vote. There

are no offices or jobs to be won by it; no party success to be

scored by it; what's the use of voting on it? Lack of interest,

carelessness or lack of knowledge and a fear that they might

vote in the dark against their interest eliminates their vote, to

the great purification and elevation of the ballot Referenda

on the liquor and gambling questions are, of course, excep-

tions. The political slums do vote in such cases, but the civic

enthusiasm and educational energy of the better citizens, in

prospect of a clear-cut vote on such an issue, generally lifts

the ballot almost or quite as much as the omission of the slum

vote in ordinary cases.
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8. It is clear that Direct Legislation is not only in entire

accord with American feeling and history, but is deeply im-

bedded in our institutions. Both the principle and the prac-

tice of the referendum are familiar to our people, and its

methods are not only in constant use in our system of law-

making, but have a monopoly of a considerable space at each

end of the scale of legislation that is under discussion, 4 and

are open to engagements at the option of the legislative au-

thorities at all intermediate points.

Direct Legislation is the sole method used at the top of the

scale in making and amending state constitutions; and at the

bottom of the scale in many states in the legislation of towns

and school districts. In the intervening spaces, city, county

and state legislation, the initiative or referendum or both

may be put in practice whenever and wherever the legislators

and councilmen so desire. The only difference is that at the

ends of the scale the referendum is either compulsory or else

the option rests with the people, whereas in general as to in-

termediate areas the referendum is not compulsory, and the

option is not with the people, but with the legislators. Now
it is an undoubted fact that looking at the matter in a broad

way, the legislation at the two ends of the scale we are con-

sidering is vastly superior to the legislation in the intervening

fields. Our constitution and the acts of our town and school

district meetings are on the whole just, public-spirited, clear,

concise, the pride of our jurists, historians and philosophers

—

incomparably the best legislation we have; while our statutes

and' the acts of our city councils are voluminous, complex,

ambiguous, tainted with corruption and saturated with the

spirit of private interest—a by-word all over the civilized

world, so that government builders in Australia urge upon

4 1 do not Include national legislation. It seems to me that the safest
and best plan Is to extend the referendum to city and state legislation over
a considerable portion of the country before we attempt to deal with the
Initiative and referendum In Federal affairs. It is best to solve the simpler
problems first, that we may be better prepared to solve the more difficult

ones. The city referendum is the key to the state referendum, and both
will lay the foundation for the national referendum. The principles and
arguments Involved, however, are practically the same thruout, and expe-
rience, discussion and research in any department of Direct Legislation
throws light on the whole question. Moreover, in the present condition
of our law it is Impossible to separate state and municipal government.
These facts may explain to the reader the method of treatment adopted
In this chapter.
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their people the necessity of avoiding a reproduction of the

American system; a disgrace to our civilization, a menace to

our institutions. It would require a Swift or a Carlyle to

find words to describe the botch work with which our statute

books are annually disfigured, the inefficiency, confusion' and

corruption that have flowed from the abuse of the representa-

tive principle.

In the field where the referendum is compulsory, or at the

option of the people there is little or no trouble; but in the

field where this is not true there are legislative evils, the rem-

edy for which is universally regarded as one of the greatest

problems of the age. Is it not clear common sense to try in

the middle areas the method that works well at both ends?

Is it not worth while at least to try the experiment of using

the successful method in place of the unsuccessful one? es-

pecially as the only change required is the very simple and

obviously just and proper one of transferring the referendal

option from the people's delegates to the people themselves,

so that city and state enactments 1 may be brought within

the rule that applies to town affairs and constitutional provi-

sions, sweeping the whole extent of state and local legislation

within the control of the beneficent principle of actual, con-

tinuous and effective popular sovereignty. In almost every

state we have a solid stone road at each end of the legislative

highway, with a treacherous bog in the middle. Shall we not

build the stone road thru the bog, so we shall have, from end

to end, a safe and solid roadway?

There can be no doubt about the answer that is due to thtese

questions. The referendum has shown itself the best of all

the legislative methods known to us, and it is the part of wis-

dom to extend its field of usefulness, and apply it to correct

the abuses resulting from less efficient methods. If a farmer

should find that a method in use in two of his fields produced

far better results, with less expense, than the methods he used

on the rest of his farm, he would be a f if he did not ex

tend the use of that better method to all the fields he possessed

to which the said method was reasonably applicable.

1 See last preceding note.
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The Movement in America.

To Perfect the Representative System by Fuller Provisions

for the Initiative and Referendum.

A. ACCOMPLISHED FACTS.

That our people believe in real self-government and are

not insensible to the benefits to be derived from an extension

of the rights of effective petition for the enactment or submis-

sion of a law or ordinance, is shown by the splendid progress

made in recent years toward a fuller provision for the use

of the initiative and referendum.

1. San Francisco has adopted the initiative and referendum

(on a 15 per cent, petition) in respect to all ordinances and

amendments to the charter to which the people choose to ap-

ply them, and ordinances involving the grant of a franchise

for the supply of light or water, or the lease or sale of any

public utility or the purchase of land worth more than $50,-

000, must be submitted to the people. (May, 1898. See

Chapter III.)

2. Alameda, Buckley, Seattle and Blacksburg have also

adopted Direct Legislation. The percentage for effective pe-

tition runs from five per cent, in Buckley (Washington) to

51 per cent, in Blacksburg (Virginia), which is a small place

with a large idea of economy, the result being a plan for the

initiative and referendum all in one, the petition being large

enuf to carry the proposition without any separate referen-

dum vote. This does not seem a wise plan. A moderate per-

centage of the citizenship ought certainly to have the right of

bringing a matter before the people for decision by secret and

authentic ballot.

3. Seattle, Washington, with 42,000 inhabitants, adopted

the initiative and referendum by a strong popular vote. Five

times the local bosses and aristocracy prevented the question

from going to the people, but at last the long struggle was

won. It takes 25 per cent, of the voters to exercise the initia-

tive as the law now stands, but the beauty of a D. L. Law,

even with a high percentage, is that it places it in the

power of the people to reduce the percentage to 5 or 10 per
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cent, whenever they see fit. It was probably a wise thing
under the circumstances to begin with a high percentage, be-

cause a law framed in this way could be more easily carried,

and the initiative once in the people's possession, they can
amend the law and put the percentage wherever th<ey choose.

4. The charter of Greater New York was submitted to the
people for approval or rejection. The referendum principle,

however, has not been given its due control inside the charter.

5. In five states municipalities have been given the right

to adopt home-made charters by referendal vote, and in three

of these states the popular initiative is provided for, Minne-

sota requiring only an 8 per cent, petition to frame a new
charter and a 5 per cent, petition for the submission of an

amendment to the charter. (See Chapter HI, Comments on

Table I.) In a sixth state, Ohio, a strong movement is on foot

to obtain a constitutional amendment giving municipalities a

right to frame their own charters on petition of 5 or 10 per

cent, of the voters of the municipality. As Mayor Jones, of

Toledo, and other prominent men are leading the movement,

it is likely to be a success.

6. The municipal initiative in respect to street franchises

and public ownership of public utilities has been recognized

by several states in their recent legislation, and the referen-

dum by many states. (Chapter III.)

7. It is coming more and more to be the custom, even in

special legislative grants of franchises, etc., to insert a clause

requiring submission of the matter to a vote of the people in

the locality affected.

8. It has come to be the practically universal custom to re-

quire a municipal referendum on local bond issues, and other

questions of indebtedness.

9. Nebraska passed a law in 1897 providing for municipal

Direct Legislation on a 15 per cent, petition, or 20 per cent,

if a special election is desired to determine the matter at issue.

But only one special election can be held under this act in

any one year unless the petitioners for it shall deposit with
the city or village clerk a sum of money equal to the expense

of such election.
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The right to propose ordinances for the government of any

city or other municipal division of the state may be exercised

by 15 per cent, of the voters of such city or municipal divi-

sion as well as by the mayor and oouncilmen or other gov-

erning authorities of the municipality. The petition must

contain the full text of the proposed ordinance. If the mayor

and council pass the proposed ordinance within thirty day3

after the petition is filed, the matter apparently does not go

to the polls unless there is a petition for a referendum. If

the council amend the proposed ordinance, both the original

proposal and the amended ordinance go to the people.

No ordinance passed by the council, except an urgency

measure, goes into effect till thirty days after its passage, and

the voters by a 15 per cent, petition, filed with the city clerk

within said thirty days, may demand a referendum on the

ordinance at the next general election, or by a 20 per cent,

petition they may require a special referendum, which must

Le held not less than fifteen nor more than twenty days after

the filing of the petition. Ordinances relating to the imme-

diate preservation of public peace or health or items of appro-

priation of money for current expenses, which do not exceed

the corresponding appropriations of the preceding year shall,

by unanimous yea and nay vote of the council and the ap-

proval of the mayor, be deemed to be urgency measures.

The law does not go into effect in any city until accepted by

the voters thereof.1

This is a condensation of the chief provisions of the act.

It is much longer and contains more detail than need be, and

is by no means perfect in other ways. The 15 per cent, re-

quirement is too high; it makes the use of the referendum

too cumbersome and difficult. There is reason to believe, also,

that in respect to some matters, such as ordinances involving

important franchise grants, the referendum should be obliga-

tory. Again the percentages and methods adapted to the

1 Party lines were drawn to some extent in the vote on this Nebraska
bill, the Republicans voting against it. This probably arose chiefly from the
fact that the bill was introduced by their political opponents. One of the
main causes of the strength of the measure was the support it received
from the various labor organizations.
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municipal initiative and referendum in one place may not be
best in another place, wherefore it would have seemed wiser

to authorize the adoption of the principle of Direct Legisla-

tion by any municipality, and let it mate its own laws as to

percentages and methods of carrying out the principle, sub-

ject, perhaps, to a few broad limitations, such as the obligatory

franchise referendum and a minimum percentage, altho even

these matters might safely be left to the municipality in most

cases, if real home rule were bestowed upon it.

10. TheArizonaTerritorialLegislatiire in 1897 passed a mu-
nicipal Direct Legislation bill applying to cities casting a vote

between 600 and 1,000. Petitions must be signed by 30 per

cent, of the legal voters of the city, of which signers one-half,

at least, must be taxpayers. It is a clumsy law, and applies at

present only to the city of Prescott, but it is a good entering

wedge, and a territorial law may have great strategic value,

because it requires the approval of Congress, and may be the

means of bringing the subject of Direct Legislation to discus-

sion and vote in Washington, thus drawing the attention and

thought of th^e people to the matter in a new and vital way,

and possibly securing the endorsement of the National Gov
ernment for the Referendum Principle.

11. In November, 1898, the people of South Dakota

adopted a constitutional amendment securing the initiative and

referendum in state and municipal affairs.
1 A five per cent,

petition is sufficient for either the initiative or referendum,

and all measures passed by the people's representatives are

subject to referendum petition except such laws as may be

necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace,

health or safety, or support of the government and its existing

public institutions.

The provision is brief, sweeping, strong; but lacks some-

what in definiteness. Note especially the failure to name

any period between the passage of a law and its taking effect,

during which a referendary petition may be filed. An ad-

*The amendment was carried thru the legislature mainly by the Popu-
lists. It passed the Senate (1897) by a party vote, but In the House re-

ceived the votes of all the Populists, six Republicans and two Democrats.
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verse legislature granting a corrupt franchise or "railroading

thru" a dangerous law might evade the referendum by mak-

ing the petition period too short. The amendment says that

the legislature shall "enact and submit" laws proposed by the

people. It would be better to say that the Governor or Sec-

retary of State shall submit proposed laws, unless enacted as

proposed, in which case they should be subject to referendary

petition, as in other cases. A Direct Legislation amendment

should also state distinctly that the people may propose

amendments to the state constitution or the city charter, and

that no state enactment adopted by the people shall be re-

pealed or amended by the legislature without submitting the

matter to the people, and that no municipal enactment adopted

by the citizens shall be altered or repealed by the city council

or municipal authorities without a referendum.

12. The Oregon Legislature has passed a D. L. Constitu-

tional amendment, which, if approved by the next legislature,

will be voted on at the polls in June, 1902. The law does not

apply to municipalities, but only to state enactments.

The initiative requires an 8 per cent, petition filed with the

secretary of state at least four months before the election at

which the measure is to be voted on.

The referendum may be ordered by the legislature, or may
be demanded (except in urgency cases) by a 5 per cent peti-

tion filed with the Secretary of State within 90 days after the

final adjournment of the legislative assembly on whose action

the referendum is sought Laws necessary for the immediate

preservation of the public peace, health or safety are urgency

measures.

The vote in the legislature was overwhelming and abso-

lutely non-partisan—43 ayes to 9 noes in the House, and 20

ayes to 8 noes in the Senate. It was introduced in the House

by a Republican and in the Senate by a Populist, and not a

man in either house attempted or suggested anything of a

partisan nature in the discussion and passage of the bill.
1

1 Direct Legislation Record, Vol. VI, p. 1. Since this chapter was set
up the Legislature of Utah has passed a D. L. amendment to be submitted
to the people at the next general election. See infra Appendix on "Legis-
lative Forms."
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B.

—

Efforts.

In the last few years Direct Legislation amendments or

laws have been introduced in almost every legislature in the

country. In 1897 Direct Legislation measures were intro-

duced in the Legislatures of Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wis-

consin, North Carolina, Delaware, New Jersey, Maine, Mas-

sachusetts, Missouri, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska,

Colorado, Washington,- Montana, Idaho, etc. It is said that

"every state legislature west of the Mississippi, except, per-

haps, Arkansas and Louisiana, had a Direct Legislation meas-

ure before it"1 Before that amendments had been pushed

in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Minnesota,

Nebraska, Kansas, both Dakotas, Colorado, Montana, Idaho,

Oregon, Washington, California, and perhaps elsewhere. In

some states vigorous work has been done for the referendum

at every opportunity since 1894. In a number of cases the

measure has passed one House, and in some cases both Houses

(but failed for lack of a 2-3 vote, or for some other reason),

and in still other cases the bill came within a few votes of

passing.2

In Washington a Direct Legislation amendment passed the

House (1897) by a vote of 63 to 12. In Kansas an amend-

ment drafted by Chief Justice Doster Lnd Senator Young
passed the Senate 29 to 10, and the House 76 to 42, the Re-

publicans for the most part voting against it and the Demo-

crats and Populists for it It needed 8 more votes for the

necessary two-thirds. The bill required 15 per cent, for

effective petition. In Montana a Direct Legislation amend-

ment passed the House 41 to 27—21 Populists, 19 Democrats

and 1 Republican for it; 21 Democrats and 6 Republicans

against it; defeated for lack of the needful two-thirds vote.

The bill engrossed the attention of the legislature for 23 days,

and held all other legislation in check until it was decided.

The Hon. M. J. Elliott, who introduced the measure, say3:

1 Direct Legislation Record, Vol. IV, p. 21; see also p. 6.

1 Several D. L. bills were Introduced In the "99 session of the Penn.
Legislature. One of them was very generally and favorably commented on
by the press of the state, but It died in committee. See Appendix, "Leg-
islative Forms."
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"It took the combined force of plutocracy among the Repub-

licans and Democrats to defeat it" It called for 21 per cent,

petitions, which is high, ye* the law would open the way for

the reduction of the percentage by a vote of the people on that

point alone, disentangled from the claims of parties or candi-

dates, or the pros and cons of other issues. Next year a bill

is to be introduced with provisions for 10 per cent, petitions.

In 1894 the Hon. Richard W. Irwin, a leading Republican

of Massachusetts, introduced a bill giving Direct Legislation to

such cities as might accept the act He secured the passage of

the bill thru the House by a vote of 150 to 3, but it was lost

in the Senate, altho Direct Legislation was advocated in every

political platform in the State.

In New Jersey a Direct Legislation amendment came

within 2 votes of a favorable issue. It was introduced in 1894

by the Hon. Thomas McEwan, the Republican leader of the

House,1 and was championed in the Senate by Mr. Adrian,

the leader on the Democratic side and a former President of

the Senate. The Legislature listened to addresses in favor of

the amendment by Mr. J. L. Sullivan, the author; Samuel

Gompers, President of the American Federation of Labor;

Rev. H. D. Opdyke, representing the Farmers' Alliance; Sam-

uel J. Sloane representing the Prohibitionists of the state,

and other men of weight, including some of the officers of the

National Direct Legislation League.

The Rev. Opdyke said in part:

"Make the Referendum the law of the state and a less number of

officers will be needed to administer the government, and they will

work at reduced salaries, to the relief of the taxpayers
Pass this amendment and the licensed liquor traffic of the state

will be swept out of existence as if struck by a western cyclone.

This is not a party measure. It is approved by all

parties—Democrats, Republicans, Prohibitionists and Populists

work together for it The people are determined to

get the government back to themselves. It is an absolute necessity.

In conclusion let me say that as farmers we have never

asked for much from the legislature, and the little we have asked

1 Mr. McEwan afterward went to Congress, and has Introduced Direct
Legislation resolutions Into the last two Congresses and in the Republican
National Convention of 1896, but his efforts have not received as much en-
couragement In these quarters as could be wished.
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is not yet in sight. But the farmer demands the enactment of this
measure. He wants to do some lawmaking himself, and you may
rest assured that when the farmers, as well as the lawyers, become
law-makers, we will have fewer laws but better government, less

evil and more virtue."

Mr. Sloanesaid:

"We have submitted petitions in which there were thousands of

names of the best citizens of our state, only to see these petitions

laughed and scoffed at, smothered in committee, and in one in-

stance thrown around the chamber from member to member, as a
lot of school boys might pelt each other with paper snowballs. We
have seen these so-called representatives cowering under the lash

of the bosses, doing the bidding of thieves in opposition to their

own expressed sympathies and beliefs."

0.

—

The Rising Tide of Thought.

The drift of public sentiment toward the extension of the

initiative and referendum to city, state and ultimately to

national legislation, is one of the most emphatic tendencies

of our time.

Professor A. V. Dicey, of Oxford University, wrote on the Refer-

endum in The Nation in 1886.

In 1888 Boyd Winchester, U. S. Minister to Switzerland, began to

write about Swiss institutions.

In 1889 Professor Bernard Moses published an essay on "The
Federal Government of Switzerland," and Sir Francis Adams'
"Swiss Confederation" appeared the same year.

In 1890 the Universal Review contained an article on the Refer-

endum, by E. A. Freeman, and W. D. McCrackan wrote a series of

letters on the Initiative and Referendum for the New York Evening
Post, and followed them with articles in the Arena, Atlantic and

other periodicals, and with lectures in various places.

In 1891 Boyd Winchester's book, "The Swiss Republic," came out,

and some of McCrackan's articles appeared in the Arena, etc.

In 1892 McCrackan's "Rise of the Swiss Republic" and J. W. Sul-

livan's "Direct Legislation thru the Initiative and Referendum"
were published. Mr. Sullivan had been studying Direct Legislation

for some years; had been to Switzerland in 1888 to study the sub-

ject in the home of its highest development. He began to write

about it in the New York Times in 1889, and his book, published

three years later, is undoubtedly the best popular statement of

the subject yet made.

In 1894 Mr. Sullivan started the Direct Legislation Record, the

editorship of which was afterward transferred to Mr. Eltweed

Pomeroy, of Newark, N. J. The Record is beyond question the
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finest publication devoted to one specific reform that has yet ap-

peared in America.

The first Direct Legislation organization was formed in Newark
In 1892. There is now a National Direct Legislation League, of

which Mr. Pomeroy is president.

Such was the beginnings of effective thought on this subject

in England and the United States. To-day it requires six or

eight pages of small type to record the titles of the books

and leading articles that have been published in this country

on the subject of Direct Legislation. The popular movement

began in 1892, with the publication of Mr. Sullivan's book,

and has been greatly aided by Mr. Pomeroy's editorial work

in the Direct Legislation Record, together with his extensive

lecturing tours and skillful efforts to establish centers of Di-

rect Legislation work in various parts of the nation, and to

strengthen the National Direct Legislation League. To the

work of these two men and the inherent sense and justice of

their cause is largely due the fact that now, after less than

six years of discussion, over three thousand newspapers and

magazines favor Direct Legislation, and at least four millions

of voters are ready to sanction its principles at the ballot box.

With the single exception of the Public Ownership of Mono-

polies, no other progressive idea has had anything like so rapid

a growth as this.

Those who have read this chapter from the beginning will

realize (if they did not do so before) that there is nothing par-

tisan about the referendum movement. Further proof of

this is found in the fact that the measure has received strong

support from the press of all shades of political partisanship

—

Republican, Democratic, Prohibition, Populist and Socialist.

In some states it has been made a plank in the platform of

. "v party in the state, and thruout the country numerous

platforms—Republican, Democratic, Prohibition and Popu-

listic—have declared in its favor. The National Convention of

the People's Party at St. Louis in 1896 put a Direct Legislation

plank in the platform and ordered the use of the initiative

and referendum in the internal government of the party. A
Direct Legislation plank has been adopted by the party in
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every state where it has an organization, except in a few south-

ern states. Democratic state conventions in Illinois, Michi-

gan, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, Ohio, California,

Washington, Oregon and other states have adopted vigorous

Direct Legislation planks, and a strong effort was made by

William J. Bryan and other leaders to put it in the National

Democratic platform, made at Chicago in 1896. It came

within one vote in committee. One more progressive man
would have put the heart and soul of Democracy

into the Chicago platform. The Prohibition party has

put a Direct Legislation plank into several of its

state platforn^ and might have adopted the one pro-

posed for the National platform in 1896 if the Conven-

tion had not split on the money question before it got a chance

to consider the Direct Legislation plank. The Republican

party has adopted Direct Legislation in some of its state con-

ventions, and it was urged by Congressman McEwan for the

National platform in 1896, but failed of success. The Lib-

erty Party, the Union Reform Party, the National Party,

the Union Party, the Single Taxers and the Socialists have

all declared in favor of the referendum. In England the

Conservative Party has stated the referendum as one of its

leading aims, and in Australia a powerful movement is on foot

to secure the obligatory referendum in case of any deadlocks

or legislative disagreement between the two Houses.1

Those of every party who believe in government by the

people favor the extension of the referendum. So do those

who see the irresistible drift toward democracy, and wish that

the movement may be smooth and peaceful instead of harsh

and explosive. Even far-sighted men of wealth and power

without much philanthropy favor the referendum, because

they understand that the people are more just and wisely

conservative as well as more wisely progressive than the ordi-

nary legislature, congress or parliament. Only the short-

sighted, reckless plutocrats and politicians, and those who are

1 Senate Document, 840, 56th Congress, second session, July 8, 1898.
Both In England and Australia the referendum is advocated by statesmen
of the highest character and greatest eminence.
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umcilling to trust the people, or do not wish them to govern

themselves—only such oppose the referendum.

Among the supporters of Direct Legislation are such Re-

publicans as John Wanamaker, Governor Pingree

Senator Irwin and Congressman McEwan; such Dem-
ocrats as William J. Bryan and Greo. Fred. Williams; such

Populists as Senator Marion Butler, Chief Justioe Doster and

Hon. Ignatius Donnelly; such Prohibitionists as Ex-Gov. St.

John and John J. Woolley; such writers as Henry D. Lloyd,

B. O. Flower, Prof. R. T. Ely, Prof. J. R. Commons, Prof. E.

W. Bemis, Wm. Dean Howells aid Charles M. Sheldon; such

preachers as the Rev. B. Fay Mills, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Dr.

George 0. Lorrimer, Rev. Russell H. Conwell and Rev. Wash-

ington Gladden, and such leaders of labor as Samuel Gompers

and Eugene V. Debs—organized labor is, in fact, almost a

unit for Direct Legislation.

We have seen the Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union

with three million members, and the American Federation of

Labor, nearly a million strong, stand shoulder to shoulder on

this great issue, heartily endorsed by the fafmers, and until

December, 1894, the sole political demand of the Federation

of Labor. The Knights of Labor, the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers, the order of Railway Conductors, and

many other labor organizations favor Direct Legislation. A
considerable number of trades unions use the initiative and

referendum in their own affairs.

The movement is endorsed not only by a large part of the

press 1 and by various political parties and labor organizations,

but also by church conferences,2 Christian Endeavor Societies,

Epworth Leagues, Good Roads Associations and numerous

other societies. And in private conversation, according to my
experience, five out of six persons admit the fairness and de-

sirability of Direct Legislation as soon as they understand

what it means.

1 It Is estimated that "more than 3,000 newspapers and magazines are
advocating direct legislation as a primary reform." A. A. Brown in Arena,
Vol. 22, p. 98. The number stated amounts to about one-seventh of the total
pressof the country.

1 Direct Legislation Record, 1896, p. 18.
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Among the eminent men and women who have advocated

the extension of Direct Legislation are the following:

Gov. Pingree, of Michigan. William J. Bryan.

Rev. Washington Gladden.

Mary A. Livermore.

Samuel Gompers.

Hon. John Wanamaker.

Rev. Lyman Abbott.

Robert Blatchford.

Lord Salisbury.

Edwin D. Mead.

Henry D. Lloyd.

Rt Rev. F. D. Huntington.

Rev. R. Heber Newton.

John S. Crosby.

Hon. O. 0. Poet

Florence Kelly.

Pres. Thos. E. Will.

Ex-Gov. John P. St. John.

Gov. Lind, Minnesota.

Gov. Rogers, Washington.

J. St. Loe Stracbey.

Gov. Lee, South Dakota.

U. S. Senator Pettigrew.

Dr. George A. Grates.

Lord Roeebury.

Prof. Lecky.

Rev. Russell H. Conwell.

Prof. John R. Commons.

Hon. Geo. Fred. Williams.

Wm. Dean Howells.

Rev. B. Fay Mills.

B. 0. Flower.

Prof. George D. Herron.

Sir Francis Adams.

Arthur J. Balfour.

N. 0. Nelson.

Rev. W. I. Rainsford.

Gov. Thomas, Colorado.

George E. McNeill.

Pres. G. Droppers.

Prof. E. W. Bemis.

Robert Treat Paine, Jr,

Gov. Walcott, Mass.

Gov. Smith, Montana.

Rev. W. D. P. Bliss.

U. S. Sen. Marion Butler.

Con. D. B. Henderson, la

Dr. 0. F. Taylor.

Hon. John G. Woolley.

Prof. Dicey.

Ex-Mayor McMurray, Denver.Mayor Jones, Toledo.

Prof. George Gunton. Prof. Helen Campbell.

Edward Bellamy. Frances E. Willard.

Thomas Jefferson. Abraham Lincoln.

Other eminent persons favorable to the extension of the

referendum have been named in preceding paragraphs, and

still others I know to be favorable, but have nothing definite

in writing or print expressing their views.

It may be well to quote a few lines from some of the think-

ers named in order to show how emphatic their attitude is

and the grounds of their belief.
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¥m. Dean Howells said in a letter to me dated May 22,

1897:

"I am altogether in favor of the Initiative and Referendum as
the only means of allowing the people really to take part in making
their laws and governing themselves."

A letter from Rev. Lyman Abbott contains these words:

"In my judgment the remedy for the evils of democracy is more
democracy; a fresh appeal from the few to the many; from the
managers to the people. I believe in the Referendum, and, within
limits, the Initiative, because it is one form of this appeal from
the few to the many."

The Hon .John Wanamaker wrote me in August, '97:

"I heartily approve of the idea of giving the people a veto on
corrupt legislation. The movement to secure for the people a more
direct and immediate control over legislation shall have my sup-
port. I trust such a movement will receive the thoughtful atten-
tion of all who would improve our political and industrial condi-
tions. I am willing to trust public questions to the intelligence and
conscience of the people."

In July, '97, 1 received the following from Frances E. Wil-

lard, the great President of the World's Woman's Christian

Temperance Union:

"I believe in Direct Legislation, and think it is so greatly needed
that language cannot express the dire necessity under which we
find ourselves. The reign of the people is the one thing my soul

desires to see; the reign of the politician is a public ignominy. I

also believe that Direct Legislation is certain to become the great

political issue in the immediate future. The people are being edu-

cated by events. They are coming to see that there is no hope for

reform under the existing system of voting."

The following is from a letter postmarked June 5, 1897,

from Henry D. Lloyd, author of "Wealth Against Common-

wealth" and "Labor Copartnership:"

"Direct Legislation—the Initiative and Referendum—must be

supported by every believer in free government The
people have carelessly allowed their delegates in party, corpora-

tion and government to become their rulers, and now they are

awakening to the startling fact that the delegate has become their

exploiter. The people are losing control of their means of subsistence

because they have lost control of their government, the most powerful

instrumentality for the creation and distribution of wealth in so-

ciety. Its government must be recovered by the American people

—
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peaceably, if possible; but it must be recovered. Direct Legislation
would be the ideal means for this peaceable revolution. If the
revolution is to be acomplished otherwise, Direct Legislation will

stand forth in the new order as the only means for expressing the
popular will that a free people will exercise. No future republic
will ever repeat the mistake of giving its delegates the opportunity
to become its masters.'

*

1

Wm. Jennings Bryan, the famous orator and Democratic

leader says:

"Democracy is not merely a party name. Democracy has a mean-
ing. Democracy means a government in which the people rule,

and that is all we ask for. We are willing to submit any question

that concerns the people of this country to the people themselves."

"The principle of the initiative and referendum is democratic.

It will not be opposed by any democrat who indorses the declara-

tion of Jefferson, that the people are capable of self-government,

nor will it be opposed by any republican who holds to Lincoln's

idea that this should be a government of the people, by the people

and for the people."

Samuel Gompers, President of the American Federation of

Labor, with nearly a million members, writes these weighty

words:

"All lovers of the human family, all who earnestly strive for

political reform, economic justice, and social enfranchisement,

must range themselves on the side of organized labor in this de-

mand for Direct Legislation."

Lord Salisbury, the great English statesman, prime minister

and leader of the Conservative party of Great Britain, has said:

"I believe that nothing could oppose a bulwark to popular pas-

sion except an arrangement for deliberate and careful reference

of any matter in dispute to the votes of the people, like the ar-

rangements existing in the United States and Switzerland."

The Rev. B. Fay Mills, the celebrated evangelist and elo-

quent preacher, writes:

"I will hold up both hands for the Initiative and Referendum.
I sometimes think I agree with those who feel that this should

be the next step in social reconstruction, as I certainly believe it

will be productive of aU others."

1 These and other letters were loaned to President Pomeroy, and appear
In Senate Document, 340, 55th Congress, second session, July 8, 1898.
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Prof. Lecky, Conservative Member of Parliament and
author of "Democracy and Liberty/' "History of European
Morals," ett., says:

"The referendum would have the immense advantage of dis-
entangling issues, separating one great question from the many
minor questions with which it may be mixed. Confused or blended
issues are among the greatest political dangers of our time. . . .

The experience of Switzerland and America shows that when the
referendum takes root in a country it takes political questions, to
an immense degree, out of the hands of the wire-pullers and makes
it possible to decide them mainly, tho perhaps not wholly, on their

merits, without producing a change of government or of party
predominance."

Prof. George D. Herron says:

"Not the centralization but the diffusion of power is the safety

of the present."

Dr. George A. Gates, President of Iowa College, writes r

"I have more confidence in Direct Legislation as a means of ap-

plying the principles of a true democracy to our public affairs

than in any other movement before the public. Our American de-

mocracy is very democratic in form, but as matters now stand,

very undemocratic in fact."

J. St. Loe Strachey, editor of the London Spectator, says:

"The man who refuses to agree on the referendum cannot be true

to the essential principle of democratic government."

Andrew Jackson said in his inaugural:

**So far as the people can, with convenience, speak, it is safer

for them to express their own will."

• Governor Pingree strongly endorses the referendum prin-

ciple, and in respect to important municipal franchises, would

make the submission obligatory. In his message to the 40th

Michigan Legislature, p. 28, he urges "the passage of an act

making it requisite to the validity of a franchise in the streets

of any municipality that the ordinance granting such rights

shall be voted upon and approved by the citizens."

Professor Geo. Gunton, a New York editor and Republican

defender of trusts and monopolies, yet a believer in good gov-

ernment, discussing the initiative and referendum of the San

Francisco charter, says:
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"Whether much use is made of this privilege or not, it will un-
doubtedly create among San Francisco's aldermen a livelier sense
of the representative character of their office and a keener regard
for the course of public opinion." And then, speculating upon the
possible results of inaugurating such a system in New York city,
he adds: "Extension of educational facilities and various public
improvements could either be voted directly, or a club held over
the head of the Administration and Municipal Assembly which
would very materially stimulate progressive action on their part.
Then, too, there would undoubtedly be fewer franchises granted
for inadequate compensation, and fewer contracts let to political

favorites if it were known that all such ordinances could be
promptly vetoed by a plebiscite."

Hon. John G. Woolley, the great temperance orator, says:

"It ought to be possible for the people to order a plebiscite upon
the liquor question or any question that seems great enuf to them.

The Initiative and Referendum would be dignified,

conservative, simple, safe, powerful I am by instinct

and training an adherent to the Hamilton ian idea of government,

but my reason, my intelligence impels me to assent to Direct Leg-
islation as necessary to the continuance of our free institutions."

Do not fail to note how constantly the opinions cited em-

phasize the idea that Direct Legislation is essential to self-

government That fact lies at the heart of the whole discus-

sion. I have sometimes listened to men dispute about the

referendum for half an hour or more, and then, when it was

possible to get a word in edgewise, asked if they believed in

self-government here in America, and on a favorable reply,

which has rarely failed, I have said, "Well then you believe

in the referendum, for it is nothing but self-government, and

self-government is impossible without it. There may be dif-

ficulties in extending the referendum, as there usually are in

any great advance, but remember they are difficulties with

self-government; and if you really b lieve with the great mass

of the American people that self-government is right and

necessary for justice, safety, manhood, education and devel-

opment, it is your duty to set about trying to overcome what-

ever difficulties you find in the way." I have yet to see the

person who has any answer to make to this if the justice of

self-government is once admitted, so manifest is it that the

referendum and self-government are one and the same thing.
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We have seen, in the early part of this chapter, that

Thomas Jefferson believed in Direct Legislation (tho that ex-

pression was then unknown), «nd tried to get it into the

Virginia constitution. Some paragraphs from his writings

^vill show how strong was his feeling:

"Governments are republican only in proportion as they embody
the will of the people and execute it Were I to assign

to this term (a republic) a precise and definite idea, I would say,

purely and simply it means a government by its citizens in mass,

acting directly and personally according to rules established by the

majority, and that every other government is more or leas repub-

lican in proportion as it has in its composition more or less of

this ingredient of the direct action of the citizens

The further the departure from direct and constant control by the

citizens, the less has the government of the ingredient of republi-

canism And believing, as I do, that the mass of the

citizens is the safest depository of their rights, and especially that

the evils flowing from the duperies of the people are less injurious

than those from the egotism of their agents, I am a friend to that

composition of government which has in it the most of this ingre-

dient. An elective despotism was not the government

we fought for."

Abraham Lincoln was also a believer in the principle oi

Direct Legislation, and sought to put it in practice to settle

one of the most momentous questions in our history. His

famous phrase, "a government of the people, by the people,

and for the people," is an exact definition of a system based

upon and effectively controlled by Direct Legislation, and it

will not harmonize with any other system.

In 1854 Mr. Lincoln said at Peoria, "According to our

ancient faith, the just powers of government are derived from

the consent of the governed. * * * Allow all the governed

an equal voice in the government, and that and that only is

self-government."

Early in the war Lincoln made an effort to secure an ar-

rangement that would terminate hostilities and settle the

questions of union or disunion and slavery or no slavery by

means of a direct vote of the whole people. Gentlemen were

sent to talk with the President and Secretary of the Confed-

eracy to see if an agreement oould be made to go to the people

with two propositions—peace with disunion and confederate
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independence as the southern proposition—and peace with

union, emancipation, no confiscation, and universal amnesty

as the northern proposition; the citizens of all the states north

and south to vote "yes" or "no" on these two propositions at

a special election, both governments to hold themselves bound

by the result of the vote. If such an agreement had been

made it is probable that union and emancipation would have

been secured without further strife. A large number of citi-

zens even in the south were Union men, and perhaps the high

probability of a Union majority in the referendum was what

influenced Pres. Davis to refuse to entertain the proposal for

a settlement by ballot—a Union majority would mean the

collapse of his Presidency.1

The Referendum Movement

Part of a World Movement toward Liberty, Peace and Democracy.

A little more than a hundred years ago every nation in the -

civilized world was under an absolute aristocracy. There were

some gleams of freedom in England—she had her Magna

Charta and Bill of Rights and her House of Commons, but

the suffrage was exceedingly limited and the distribution of

representation outrageously unjust, the majority of seats in

the House being controlled by a few nobles and men of

wealth. Only in local affairs did the principles of self-gov-

ernment find anything like adequate expression.

Transplanted in America local self-government and the fun-

damentals of the Magna Charta and the Bill of Rights grew

into the ideal of complete self-government. England trod

upon this ideal, and it took up arms and drove the monarchy

out of the colonies.

Voltaire andRousseau stirred the mind and heart of Europe.

English thought, transformed and glorified in the flames of

our Revolution, was taken to France by Franklin, Paine and

Lafayette, and by the French soldiers returning from America.

France took fire, and the French Revolution burned up the

Bourbon throne.

1 See the full story by Edmund Kirke in the Atlantic, September, 1864.
See also Senate Document, 340, July 8, 1898, p. 86.
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Napoleon's armies shook every throne on the continent,

overturned the most of them, put plebians in imperial places,

annihilated the "Divine Right of Kings" and scattered

the seeds of democratic thought all over Europe. The soldiers

of the Allies returned from France talking of freedom and

popular government. The printing press fed the new thought,

and the students in the universities were full of English,

American and French ideas of liberty. The French revolu-

tion was smothered, but only for a moment. It burst out

again and again, not only in France, but in Italy, Austria,

Germany, Spain and other countries. Kings and Emperors

granted constitutions to appease the people. England re-

formed her representative system, greatly extended the suf-

frage, passed splendid secret ballot and civil service laws, and

took effective measures against corrupt practices in elections.

America built a republic, with government by the people in

town affairs and constitution making, and for the rest a mix-

ture of government by delegates with government by the peo-

ple. And Switzerland evolved a republic based on the idea

of government by the people with the aid of representatives.

A century full of tremendous movement in the direction of

democracy: 1775 all absolute monarchy or aristocracy; 1875

not an absolute government in America or Europe except in

Russia and Turkey; all the rest on the high ground of con-

stitutional government with representative houses and wide

suffrage, or still further up the slope where kings and nobles

entirely vanish, with a few almost at the top, where the peo-

ple's will is sovereign all the time. From absolute king to

sovereign people—from one to all—that is the fundamental

movement of the age; and do you think it will stop part way?

Will forces that the kings and emperors and aristocracies of

Europe have not been able to resist be held in check by a

few politicians and plutocrats? Not if the people continue to

think. Not if the press and the school can be kept from the

schemers' control. If the movement towards democracy does

not stop—if the evolution of equality in government does

not cease, Direct Legislation must come. It has come in

Switzerland and to a large extent in America, is used to some
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extent in England and France, is vigorously demanded in

New Zealand and Australia, and is bound to come here and

in every other country where the trend to democracy is strong,

because there is no other way in which the rule of the few

can be entirely supplanted by the rule of the many.

The diffusion of power is the mightiest idea that is moulding

the world to-day, except the principles of love, justice and

brotherhood from which it is a oorrollary. Direct Legisla-

tion has an inevitable part to play in the progress toward dif-

fusion of power, and is therefore sanctioned and necessitated

by the principles from which the ideal of diffusion is derived.

Direct Legislation aiding diffusion will help the cause of

peace as well as the cause of liberty and democracy. Since

the dark ages very few wars have been brought about by the

common people. The reason the world is still drenched with

blood every few years is that the men who decide on war are

not, as a rule, the ones who do the fighting or suffer the losses

of the conflict. If the men who voted war had to stop the

bullets and pay the taxes, arbitration would soon replace

battle. If conciliatory proposals could be suggested by ini-

tiative of the people as well as by the President and Congress;

if international commissioners carefully discussed and ad-

justed differences, subject to a referendum, either compulsory

or on petition of the common people in each disputing coun-

try, instead of being subject to approval or rejection by a

hot-headed Congress, that sees in war perhaps a chance for

glory, profit, conquest, or political capital; if an appeal from

the government to the people were possible in every case of

war, except where immediate action in self-defence were neces-

sary—in short, if the final decision lay with the people on

both sides of the line, wars would be few and far between.

If the good Czar wants to bring about the disarmament of

Europe, he cannot do better than work for the Initiative and

Referendum. So long as he works with the governments he

is dealing with men whose power and pride and interests of

every sort are largely bound up with the military; but give

full power to the common people and war would become a

lost art in the civilized world.
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The Practical Details.

There are several methods of providing for the proposal

of measures by the people, and the reference of enactments

to them for approval or rejection. The most effective means

of securing full rights of initiative and referendum is a con-

stitutional amendment. If the provision is only a statute

the legislature may repeal it at any time when they have a

law on hand which they do not wish to submit to the people.

A statute right, however, may do much good, and, if long en-

joyed, will be certain to develop a sentiment that will not only

make its permanent repeal impossible, but will inevitably

lead to constitutional guaranty. The following analysis may
serve to suggest some of the leading points that should be

covered by a Direct Legislation amendment or statute. Pro-

visions amounting to a new method of amending the consti-

tution or involving any changes therein would of course be

invalid in a mere statute—the legislature cannot change the

constitution; such provisions could only be effective in a con-

stitutional amendment, and if incorporated in a statute might

render it void in toto.

Analysis of Direct Legislation Law or Amendment.

The percentages refer to the vote at the last preceding election.

Initiative.—Five per cent, of the voters of a city (or state) may
propose an ordinance (or law) or amendment to the char-

ter (or constitution) by imperative petition (containing

the proposed measure) filed with the city clerk (or Secre-

tary of State).

Said official shall publish such proposal at once and sub-

mit it to the people at the next city (or state) election

occurring 20 (or 40) days after the said filing, unless it is

adopted by the councils (or legislature) 50 (or 130) days

before said election,, in which case it shall be subject to

the referendum.

A special election may be ordered by a 15 per cent, peti-

tion, or at the discretion of councils (or legislature) or of

the mayor (or Governor).

Referendum.—All measures proposed by the people, and all enact-

ments of councils (or legislature), except urgency meas-

ures, shall be subject to the referendum.
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Five per cent, of the voters of a city (or state) may de-

mand a referendum.1

The mayor (or Governor) or one-third of either council
(or House) may order a referendum.
Urgency measures are those necessary for public health,

peace or safety, passed by a two-thirds or three-fourths

vote of councils (or legislature).

Other enactments shall be in abeyance for 30 (or 90) days
after passage by councils (or legislature) and publication.

If within that time a referendum petition is filed with the

city clerk (or Secretary of State), the said official shall sub-

mit such measure to the people for final decision at the

next city (or state) election, as above.

A special election may be ordered as above. (See Initia-

tive.)

If no referendum petition is filed within said time, the

measure takes effect under the same conditions as at pres-

ent.

Franchise and monopoly grants and contracts with mo
nopolies must be submitted to the people.

A measure rejected by the people cannot be again pro-

posed the same year by less than 20 per cent, of the voters,

nor re-enacted in councils (or legislature) except by a

two-thirds vote, and in such case must go to the polls,

whether there is a referendum petition or not.

A measure once approved by the people cannot be altered

or repealed without a referendum.

When a law is declared unconstitutional, the Governor
or the legislature may, and on a 15 per cent, petition shall

submit the law to the people, and if approved by them it

shall thereafter be law, notwithstanding said decision.

(This amounts to a new means of amending the constitu-

tion.)

How far the referendum or reference to the people should

be made obligatory is a very important question. The direct

citizen vote is already obligatory in respect to constitutional

amendments and the affairs of towns under the New England

1 Five per cent, is by some considered too large when applied to populous
cities or states, as 5 per cent, of a very large voting population would place
too great a difficulty In the way. It is proposed tbat a definite number be
fixed, as 3,000 for a city or 10,000 for a state, or 5 per cent, when such
definite numbers would exceed 5 per cent. The following is a good wording:
"Three thousand voters, or a number equal to 5 per cent, of the total of
votes cast at the last preceding election, if such percentage is less than
3,000." Or in case of a state "Ten thousand voters or a number equal to
5 per cent, of the total votes cast at the last preceding election. If such
percentage yields a number less than 10.000." This option would require
5 per cent, unless such 5 per cent, would amount to more than 3,000 in case
of a city, or 10,000 in case of a state. Whichever was least in any case,

the 5 per cent, or the fixed number, would govern that case. Five per cent,

of a small voting population would be easy to secure; In a large voting
population the above mentioned option would be desirable.
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system; and in a number of states a citizen vote is necessary

to certain franchise grants, public purchases, bond issues, etc.

In several of the Swiss cantons the law exempts urgency meas-

ures, leaves transactions that do not go beyond established

routine to take effect if not objected to, and in all other cases

requires the submission of each and every legislative act to

the people as a matter of course and without any referendum

petition.

Matters of routine may be defined as including appropria-

tions, purchases, contracts and other acts that are substantially

the same as in the preceding year. It might be well to put

routine measures with urgency measures as exempt even from

the optional referendum, leaving them subject to control thru

the initiative. But however that may be, they ought clearly

to be exempt from the obligatory referendum.

It seems probable that ultimately the obligatory referen-

dum will be found the better form for several reasons:

1. It saves the trouble and expense of a double appeal to

the people, once on the petition and once on the ballot. It

has been found in Switzerland that the optional referendum

sometimes remains useless because the voters, wishing to in-

voke its aid, cannot afford to bear the cost, so the law to which

they are opposed remains unchallenged and goes into effect

without a verdict of the people. •

2. The obligatory referendum does not play informer

—

does not require the disclosure of opinions, but affords the

voters all the protection of the secret ballot. The optional

referendum puts the petition signers on record and makes

their opinions known, therefore it does not close the door so

completely as the obligatory referendum to improper legisla-

tion that is supported by powerful employers and corpora-

tions against whose influence employees and others dare not

act openly for fear of discharge, or loss of business, blacklist,

boycott, etc.

It is often the case that citizens who oppose an unjust en-

actment and would vote against it at the polls, are, neverthe-

less, afraid to record an adverse opinion by open petition, and

others, tho not exactly afraid to avow themselves, yet deem
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it wisest for business or social reasons to keep their ideas to

themselves.

3. The mere inertia of the people permits some things to

pass that are objectionable, but not sufficiently so to awaken

an energetic protest; so that designing legislators are encour-

aged to act on the possibility that bad laws adroitly worded

may go thru unnoted by the people, or at least escape the

requisite petition till the 30 or 90 days are up. The Optional

Plan leaves a somewhat wider way to improper laws than the

other, and holds out a slight hope to corruption; an exceed-

ingly small one, of course, for the chance of success is a des-

perate one for an evil law with the Referendum in either

form, but hope enuf perhaps to invite the attempt sometimes

when it would not be thought of under the Obligatory Sys-

tem, by which the chance of success is reduced almost to ab-

solute zero.

In all probability, however, notwithstanding the ultimate

advantages of the obligatory plan, it will be best to begin with

the optional referendum (except as to street franchises, and

dealings with corporations and monopolies), the reasons being:

(1) That during the transition from present methods to Direct

Legislation there would be a volume of business that might

prove burdensome under the obligatory system, and (2) That

the optional form provides an intermediate step, permits a

more gradual change to the new system and allows the people

time to become more accustomed to the use of Direct

Legislation before they enter upon the full privileges and re-

sponsibilities of the obligatory referendum.

Either the Optional or the Obligatory Referendum, to-

gether with the initiative, will make our legislative system

consistent thruout, and bring all parts of it into harmony with

the fundamental principles of liberty, self-government, de-

mocracy and popular sovereignty, which it claims to regard

as the essential principles of true government, and to which

it professes an earnest desire to conform. The right to pro-

pose or initiate a city or state measure is like the right of a

citizen in town-meeting to make a motion upon any matter

of business to be acted upon by the meeting, and the right
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of ten citizens to have any subject they choose inserted in the

warrant for action by the town; the right to demand a vote

at the polls on a given law, corresponds to the right of a citi-

zen in town-meeting to call for the ayes or noes; and the ob-

ligatory referendum corresponds to the rule which requires

the plans and proposals of town officers and committees, and

all motions made at town-meetings to be put to a vote of all

the citizens who care to express themselves, whether a vote is

asked for or not.

It must be remembered that the Referendum, in its strict

sense, is merely preventive, whereas the Initiative and Ref-

erendum together give the people the means of construction

as well as the means of prevention.

The word Referendum, however, is frequently used as sy-

nonymous with Direct Legislation, including both the propo-

sal of laws by the voters and the reference of laws to them.

Reasons fob the Referendum.

the doorway of reform.

1. It is the hey to progress. It will open the door to all

other reforms. It is not the people who defeat reform. The

people want honest government, civil service reform and just

taxation. They vote overwhelmingly against monopoly rule

and for public ownership of street franchises and public utili-

ties almost every time they have the opportunity. It is the

power of money and corporate influence and official interest

that checkmates progress. 1 Miles of petitions have gone in to

Congress for a postal telegraph. By the million our people

have expressed the wish for such an institution, and Hon.

John Wanamaker says in his very able argument on the sub-

ject, that the Western Union is the only visible opponent of

the movement It is enuf, however, for it has more weight

with Congress where its interests are touched than all the 75

millions of "common" people in the country. But if those

1 In Switzerland direct legislation has defeated the monopolies, abolished
the lobby, destroyed political corruption, undermined partisanship, and es-

tablished proportional representation, progressive taxation, home-rule in lo-

cal government, and public ownership and control of railroads, telegraph*
telephone and express service. (See below under Experience.)
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"common" people made the law, the Western Union would

weigh several tons less, and the nation would own the tele-

graph in a very short time. Postal savings banks, progressive

income and inheritance taxes and popular election of U. S.

Senators would probably be adopted by vast majorities if sub-

mitted separately to popular vote, and perhaps a referendum

might even give the Filipinos their freedom. Freehold char-

ter laws, civil service acts, proportional representation, effi-

cient corrupt practices acts, local option and state dispensary

systems, etc., would be adopted in many States, and city after

city would get its government and its streets out of the hands

of politicians and monopolists. Philadelphia would not have

been robbed of her gas works if she had had the referendum,

but would have improved them and kept them in good con-

dition for the serving of the people. Her water supply would

have been enlarged and purified instead of being left to dis-

tribute filth and disease in order that councils might have

a plausible excuse to sell the works some day to a syndicate

of greedy capitalists. Boston might be lighting her public

buildings and streets and supplying electricity to her citizens

at half the private company's charges if the people had had

the referendum to keep the aldermen and the legislature from

killing all measures of relief. Boston, New York and Philadel-

phia would not have been worsted in their battles with the

street railways. Detroit and Chicago could have won their

victories with a fraction of the cost in time and money that

has been required to fight the league of railway corporations

and legislative authorities.

Hundreds of instances might be named in which councils,

legislatures and congresses have persistently defeated the well-

known will of the people. It is not sufficient now to educate

the people to a new idea, or even to elect representatives on

the promise to carry it into execution
;
you have also to fight

the power of money and corruption in the legislature that

will steal away or put to sleep the ardor of your legislators.

How important it is that progress should rest with the peo-

ple free of hindrance from their rulers is clearly brought out

in this fine passage from the great historian, Buckle:
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"No great political improvement, no great reform, either legis-

lative or executive, has ever been originated in any country by its

rulers. The first suggesters of such steps have invariably been
bold and able thinkers, who discern the abuse and denounce it and
point out how it is to be remedied. But long after this is done,
even the most enlightened governments continue to uphold the
abuse and reject the remedy."

Wendell Phillips said:

"No reform, moral or intellectual, ever came from the upper
classes of society. Each and all came from the protest of the
martyr and the victim. The emancipation of the working people
must be achieved by the working people themselves."

The Keferendum is the key that will unlock the door to

every onward movement. It will give us new reforms as fast

as the people want them, without the necessity of waiting till

the millionaires and politicians are ready for the curtain to

go up. In this great fact lies the tremendous and immediate

importance of the Keferendum, altho it is by no means the

only irresistible reason for favoring the movement.

Direct Legislation will give the people the power of volun-

tary movement; it will bring the public mind into connection

with the motor muscles of the body politic; it will gear the

power of public sentiment directly and effectively to the ma-

chinery of legislation, with no slipping belts, switched off

currents or broken circuits.

At present the pocket nerve and the corporation ganglion

are frequently able to paralyze the progressive muscles and

the civic conscience and control the body politic, and the party

ganglia compel it to remain inactive, or else go to enormous

labor and perform a large number of actions that are against

its wish in order to acomplish a few things it desires—as tho

a man were obliged to lift a fifty or hundred pound spoon to

his lips with each sip of soup and endure the pricks of several

pins and needles or sit down on a tack with each mouthful of

bread or fragment of beef, the bill of fare being written with

those conditions to be accepted or rejected as a whole, like

the conglomerate platforms of our parties.

The separation of measures accompanying Direct Legisla-

tion is another thing that makes it par excellence the friend
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of progress. Each reform will receive as a rule the full sup-

port of all who believe in it without suffering from the alien-

ation and subtraction of the votes of citizens who favor it

but oppose some other measure with which it may be linked

in the platform, or object to the party in whose platform the

reform is suggested or dislike the candidate whose name is

tied to the movement and whose election is the only means

of securing its success.

PURE GOVERMENT.

2. Direct Legislation will tend to the purification of poli-

tics and the elevation of government It is not the people

who pat up jobs on themselves, but cormpt influences in our

legislative bodies; the Referendum will kill the corrupt

lobby and close the doors against fraudulent legislation. It

will no longer pay to buy a franchise from the aldermen, be-

cause the aldermen cannot settle the matter; the people- have

the final decision, and they are so many that it might cost

more to buy their votes for the franchise than the privilege

is worth. It is comparatively easy for a wealthy briber

to put his bids high enuf to overcome the conscience or other

resistance of a dozen councilmen. It is quite a different mat-

ter to overcome the consciences or other resistance of ten

thousand or a hundred thousand citizens. Legislative bribery

derives its power from the CONCENTRATION OF
TEMPTATION resulting from tlie power of a few legisla-

tors to talce FINAL action.

The Broadway Surface Railway Company paid aldermen

$20,000 apiece for the Broadway franchise steal, which cost

the company in bribes and lobby expenses about $500,000;

but how much would it have cost to buy up a referendum vote

in the city?

The Philadelphia councils submitted the question of bond-

ing the city for $12,200,000, to be used for a variety of pub-

lic improvements (November, 1897), but they refused to sub-

mit to the people the question of leasing the city's gas works

to the United Gas Improvement Company (which already
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owns the gas works in over 30 cities), altho the people de-

manded a referendum with indignant vehemence. The In-

quirer had a referendum vote taken in the Twenty-eighth

ward, with ballot boxes and regular printed ballots, just be-

fore the lease, and the vote was 32 in favor and 2583 against

it—81 to 1 against the action of the councils. There is no

doubt that a vote in other parts of the city would have gone

overwhelmingly against the councils. "The Progressive Age,"

a leading organ of the gas interests, in its issue of January 15,

1898, admitted that the people would have voted against a

lease, and that "it was artificial pressure which effected the re-

sult." Commenting on this case "City and State," of Phila-

delphia, said: "The refusal to permit the owners of a great

property (which is valued approximately at $30,000,000) to

say whether they shall part with it or keep it is worthy of the

severest condemnation." "Bribed by the rich to rob the

poor," said the Hon. Wayne MaeVeagh. The poor thieves

in legislature and council bought by the rich thieves in the

corporations, to give away the property of a million people

that has been entrusted in their care.

Such cases show with tremendous emphasis that it will not

do to leave the referendum option with the legislators. They

submit questions that are immaterial to them or in respect to

which they wish to act honestly; but they never submit a fran-

chise steal to the people. When they are acting from honest

motives they often find the referendum very helpful in com-

ing to a wise and just conclusion; but when they are acting

from corrupt and selfish motives they have no use for the ref-

erendum.

The reader will remember that in examining the facts relat-

ing to the use of the Referendum in the United States, we

found that the people have voted down all propositions that

were suspected of being accessory to any job, and the stren-

uous opposition of the corruptionists to the extension of the

Referendum shows that they appreciate its power for purity.

They know very well that coloration frauds could not go on,

and that valuable gas, electric light and street railway fran-

chises would no longer be givw to lobbying corporations if

we had the Referendum.
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When the Eeading Road was asking for special terminal

privileges in Philadelphia at Twelfth and Market streets, the

company put $5,000 at the service of each member of the se-

lect council, and a noted political boss, who was in the council

at the time and had large influence there, told a prominent

lawyer of my acquaintance that there were only three council-

men who refused the money, and that he (the boss) was not

one of the three.

I am told that in Massachusetts legislators at the state

house can be bought for $250 a vote on important measures.

It is said that in Washington State ordinary legislation can be

purchased at $200 a head. A few years ago a member of the

Albany legislature told an intimate friend of mine that two-

thirds of the legislature had taken bribes, and it was doubtful

if many of the other third would resist in case of strong pres-

sure. I am told by Peoples' Party men that, in the Legis-

latures of some Western States, Populist members can be

bought for $20 a vote and other members for $10 a vote.

A member of the Michigan legislature resigned because he

could not put up with the conitinual strain on his morals, and

his successor told him that he made $16,000 out of his first

session on a salary of $300 a session.

A legislator may be subjected to successful pressure by

street railways, gas and electric light companies, the railroads,

the oil-trust, or the coal combine, but the citizens are too nu-

merous, too much interested in their own pocket-books and

too wide awake to their own welfare to be wheedled or bribed

or threatened into giving away their property, or endowing

big corporations with privileges and powers to be used to the

disadvantage and oppression of the donors. As Professor

Bryce says, "The legislators can be 'got at;' the people can-

not."

Prof. Bemis tells of a corporation voting $100,000 to buy

the Chicago council as calmly as it would vote to buy a new

building, and says that, according to a reliable attorney, such

a proceeding is an ordinary thing. Under the Referendum

such proceedings would not take place because they would

be of no use. The Referendum destroys the power of legis-

lators to legislate for personal erude.
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The lobby exists mainly to get from the legislature private

advantages which the people would never grant, because such

advantages are against the interests of the people. You may
find it quite easy to offer ten men or a hundred men enuf to

overcome their interest in good government according to their

perverted standards of value, but you would find it very diffi-

cult and very costly to buy half a city full of men to vote

against the public interests. In a state or national vote the

lobbyists' problem would be more gigantic still. Imagine

Oakes Ames travelling all over the United States bribing men
with stock to vote for a big Pacific steal ! It would take more

stock than the road would ever own, even if it had as much
water in its capitalization as lies in the broad bed of the Pacific

Ocean. If a million citizens owning a city or state entrust

their business to 100 agents, and you wish to acquire a million

dollar franchise for nothing, or obtain a contract that will

give you a million more than the fair value of the work you

do under it, you may be able to persuade 51 of thfc agents to

vote the contract or franchise to you, but it would be a very

different undertaking to persuade 500,000 people to vote you

the booty. You could give each agent of the 51 an "induce-

ment" of five to ten thousand dollars and still have one-half

or three-fourths of a million of the plunder left for yourself,

but to buy the people at the same rates would cost you two

and a half to five billions, or several thousand times as much

as the whole steal would come to; and instead of being a

gainer you would be some billions out of pocket In order to

buy the people and have half the plunder left you would have

to reduce your "commissions" from $10,000 apiece to $1 a

head. The Referendum would infinitely dilute the power

of bribery in procuring legislation, and correspondingly

weaken the motive for it. It is one thing to say to a few

agents, "Help me steal a fortune from the people and I will

give you a big slice of it," and quite another thing to say to

the people, "Permit me to take a fortune from yourselves

and I will give back a few cents of it to each of you."

The Eeferendum will be the death of the lobby. It will

be impracticable to lobby the people because of their number.
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And it will be useless to lobby the legislators for they cannot

deliver the goods. 1

No doubt persuasion will still be used with legislators as

the first and easiest method of initiating legislation, but the

lack of finality in the action of legislative bodies will take

away its commercial value, and the Lobby or "Third House"
as it exists to-day will dissolve. Log-rolling and minority ob-

struction will also lose their power, and dishonest men will be

much less likely to buy legislative positions and other offices,

because they cannot make them pay. Where would Tweed

have been with the referendum in full play? Where would

Quay be now if the people had the referendum on the United

States Senatorship?

Blackmaiiiny will be destroyed as well as the corrupting

power of the lobby. The Referendum works both ways; it

l Mr. S. E. Moffett says in his Suggestions on Government: "That every
man has his price is too hard a saying; but that the great majority of men
have their pr^ce is the simple truth. When votes are quoted at $2 apiece
from 5 to 10 per cent, of the voters of a state can be bought. Ten dollars
apiece would buy, perhaps, 20 per cent.; $100 apiece would buy 50 per cent,
and If the price was raised to $100,000 each, it is doubtful whether one voter
out of twenty in any state of the Union could resist the temptation. Now,
It often happens that the enactment or defeat of certain legislation is im-
portant enuf to rich corporations to make it worth their while to offer $100,-

000 each, If necessary, for the assistance of a few members of Congress or
of a State Legislature; but it would be impossible for any corporation to
offer $100 apiece to a majority of the voters of the United States; and prac-
tically Impossible to make such an offer to the majority of the voters of an
average state.
"There are other ways, too, in which the private interests of legislators

are made to Influence their public action. The Congressional silver pool,
at the time of the passage of the Sherman law of 1890, and the Senatorial
speculation In sugar stock during the manipulation of the Wilson tariff bill

In the Finance Committee, became national scandals. Every great railroad
whose Interests are affected by legislation has its attorneys in Congress
or in the State Legislatures. The presidents and chief stockholders of Im-
portant corporations have held seats in the Senate and openly spoken and
voted In behalf of their private interests without betraying a thought of
Impropriety.

"It Is said that the true remedy for these evils is to elect good men to
office. The advocates of this happy and original idea will have every-
thing their own way when they show us two things: First, how to Insure
the election of good men; and, second, how to keep them good after they
are elected. It is useless to expect representatives to be very much better
than the people they represent. It is as much as we can reasonably look
for If they are no worse. A system of government whose satisfactory opera-
tion requires the continual election of archangels to office is not a practi-
cable working system. To have a really stable frabric of government we
must base it upon enlightened self-interest. As Mill puts it:

" 'The ideally perfect constitution of a public office is that in which the
Interest of the functionary is entirely coincident with his duty.'

"Now, the self-interest of the average man, acting as one of the mass
of voters, lies in the direction of good and and honest government. It is

worth more to him to have cheap sugar, pure water and safe, rapid, cheap
and comfortable transportation than to accept 50 cents from the sugar trust,

a dollar from a water company and $2 from a railroad, to be cheated, pois-

oned, Jostled and belated, with the prospects of being eventually flattened
out or burned alive in a wreck. But the average man in the place of a legis-

lator would certainly succumb to the same influences that corrupt the poli-

tician."
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keeps the corporations from using the legislature for theii

private gain, and it also keeps the legislators from blackmail-

ing the corporations by introducing bills injurious to them,

so that they will offer large sums to have the bills quashed

—

a shameful practice prevailing to a large extent in some of

our legislative bodies.

The unguarded representative system, or delegation of un-

controlled law making power to a small body of legislators,

has utterly failed to check class legislation, or the growth of

monopoly and corruption. On the contrary, these evils have in-

creased in city and state where the delegate system has control,

whereas in town affairs and constitution making, and city

business so far as referred to and controlled by the people,

the said evils are comparatively unknown. This contrast viv-

idly illustrates the power for purity that Direct Legislation

possesses.

As we shall see below, the force of partisanship will dimin-

ish by the referendum. Party success will no longer mean

power to mould the laws of a city or state for one or more

years. And the intensity of party feeling will diminish as

the value of the prize to be won is lessened. The weakening

of partisanship will react on the executive department, and

the spoils system will have lees hold on the government even

before civil service regulations are thoroly formed and en-

forced.

As we have seen, the obligatory referendum would be most

effective in checking corruption; but even the optional refer-

endum will make corrupt legislation a dangerous and un-

profitable thing. The mere fact that the right of appeal to the

people exists within the reach of a reasonable percentage of

voters will purify legislation at its source. (See Professor

Gunton's remarks above quoted.)

The Initiative and Referendum will destroy the private mo-

nopoly cf law making. The public ownership of monopolies

will destroy the chief corruption fund. Civil service reforn?

and effective corrupt practices acts will also make for purity

Proper restriction of immigration and thoro educational

measures can hardly fail to follow close upon the referendum
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And the force of these six measures will gradually eliminate

corruption from government. As politics grow purer the ras-

cals will leave the field and nobler men will enter it, thus

hastening the upward movement
3. Demagoguery and the influence of employers over the

votes of their employees will be diminished factors in elec-

tions. When the question is voting an office to A or to B,

one as good as the other for all the voter knows, a two-dollar

bill or the wish of his employer may seem to the voter to be

worth more than the problematical difference between the

two candidates, for whatever their platforms and promises

there is little possibility of telling what they will do when

elected. 1 But when the question comes directly home to the

self-interest of the voter, on a bill to give away public prop-

erty, or franchises, or make an extravagant contract, etc., the

voter will use the protection of the secret ballot and record

his opinion, regardless of two-dollar bills or the wishes of em-

ployers.

The Bay State Gas Company of Boston found no difficulty

in managing the councils, but if the public ownership of gas

works were put to a vote of the people, the Bay State would

be almost a cipher in the ballot. If the municipalization of

the street car lines were put to vote I believe that even the

employees of the roads would neglect to obey the voting

orders from headquarters, and cast their ballots almost to a

man for the change. Even the ignorant voter will be rescued

by the Referendum to some extent The demagogue and

politician will lose a large part of their power to prejudice and

confuse when the issue is a single, clea^-cut question of money,

property or public policy, instead of the present entanglement

of measures and men tossed together in a confused heap for

1 CarlyTe says: "What Is it to the ragged, grimy freeman of a 10-pound
franchise borough, whether Arlstides Rigmarole, Esq., of the Destructive
party, or the Hon. Alcides Dolittle, of the Conservative party, be sent to
Parliament; much more, whether the two-thousandth part of them be sent,
for that is the amount of hfrs faculty In it. Destructive or Conservative,
what will either of them destroy or conserve of vital moment to this free-
man? Has he found either of them care, at bottom, a six-pence for him or
his interests, or those of his class or of his cause, or of any class or cause
that is of much value to God or to man? Rigmarole and Dolittle have
alike cared for themselves hitherto, and for their own clique and self-con-
ceited crochets, their greasy, dishonest interests of pudding or windy, dis-
honest interests of praise, and not very perceptibly for any other interest
whatever."
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the express purpose, one might think, of affording dema-

gogues their golden opportunity to prejudice men against the

whole "heap" by centering attention upon some objectionable

feature of it, and ignoring the good features or lying about

them, or to prejudice men in favor of the whole by reversing

the process of deception.

4. The power of rings and bosses will be greatly reduced

by the Referendum; directly so far as concerns the large por-

tion of their power, which depends on controlling legislation;

indirectly so far as concerns their administrative power. Noth-

ing will do more than the Referendum for .the cause of civil

service reform, and the awakening of a strong interest in

politics and the ballot on the part of our best people, and these

things will quickly abolish the boss and the ring.

Proportional representation, majority elections and strin-

gent corrupt practices acts will be likely to be proposed and

adopted under the initiative and referendum. And further

relief may be afforded by the Imperative Mandate or Recall

—

the removal of an officer by initiative and referendum on a

two-thirds vote—a plan which would operate in case of any

executive, judicial, or other officer appointed for a certain

district or elected by a majority vote in a given district, but

would not work with officers elected under the plurality rule

or proportional representation and the secret ballot.

All these things, together with the fact that the purification

of legislation, will take away the larger part of the profits of

bossdom, make it likely that the Platts and Orokers, Quays

and Hannas will find their empires undermined by the Refer-

endum and its natural sequences.

5. Partisanship will sink into comparative insignificance

in the government of the country. At present about all the

guide the average voter has is the party to which he belongs.

He knows little or nothing of the candidates on either side.

There are only a few things much talked of in the campaign,

so far as his party papers and speakers bring him information,

and he thinks his party is right on these things, or he votes

with it because his father did or his employer, and because

there is no particular reason appealing to his interests to pre-
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vent him from doing so. But when specific measures are

submitted separately to the people in the precise form in

which they are to take effect, voting will assume a definite-

ness heretofore unknown, and the citizens will vote on each

measure as they believe their interests require, and will not

be likely to rob themselves or disregard what they believe to

be for their benefit, merely to please a party machine. Expe-

rience with the Keferendum plan in town affairs, voting on

city franchises and making constitutions, abundantly proves

that the voters do not keep to party lines when it oomes to

opening streets, building school houses, making appropriations

and acting on any matters of business, the drift of which is

clearly brought home to them. Not only will the interest of

the voter lead him away from partisanship, but the outside

pressure tending to make him a partisan will be much less,

since the larger part of the motives for that pressure—the

legislative and administrative spoils to be gained by party

success—will disappear, the first as a direct consequence of

the Referendum, the second as an indirect consequence thru

the favored growth of civil service reform.

SIMPLIFICATION.

6. The Referendum will simplify as well as purify

ELECTIONS. It is much easier to vote upon measures

than men. A man is a cyclopedia of measures bound in mys-

tery; even his character is a puzzle, for the main business of

opposing politicians is to fling mud at each other's candidates

until it is impossible to tell how much is mud and how much
is man, or some other animal.

After throwing all the mud they can dig up or manufac-

ture, the next duty of the politicians is to pile up a lot of high-

sounding words into sentences that will come as near as pos-

sible to covering any conceivable thing that a council, legis-

lature or congress may do, and call it a platform, to remind us

of its likeness to the board contraption at the business end of

a summer convention, used for the speakers to stand on during

[lie rumpus and afterward cut up for kindling.
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Instead of a tangled mass of ignorance and vituperation,

the Keferendum will bring to the voters a series of clear-cut

measures, each to be decided on its own individual merits.

Shall we have proportional representation? Shall women
vote on the same terms as men? Shall street car companies
be required to put effective fenders and vestibules on the trol-

ley cars? Shall towns and cities have the right to build or

buy, own and operate municipal gas and electric light works
if they wish? Shall they own and operate street railways?

Shall they make their own charters? These are questions

easily understood and capable of decision without the per-

plexing admixture of personal considerations or inquiries as

to whether a Democratic candidate for offW did not behave
with becoming modesty in early life, or loves liquor too well,

or whether the tariff ought to be higher, or silver freer, or

whether the hard times or the good times came in under Re-

publican or Democratic administration.

That the referendum would disentangle issues is one 01

its most weighty claims to our attention. At present we have

to put up with the splinters in the bread, the hairs in the but-

ter and the salt in the ice cream or go without our food. The

party cooks stand smiling and bowing before you, urging their

bills of fare on which you can plainly read such questions as

these: "Will you eat a hash of chicken and dog meat? or will

you have beef and rat tail in croquettes?" "Will you drink

coffee steeped in vinegar or chocolave flavored with gall?"

The party tailors fix up three or four suits for you to choose

from. "Will you wear black clothes with yellow stripes and

a very tight belt? or a grey suit with bright green shirt and

corn creating shoes? or a silk hat, red overalls and a green

necktie?"

The exceeding complexity of the judgments required of our

voters and the impossibility of satisfactory voting under a sys-

tem characterized by Mixture of Issues, is well brought out

by Mr. Moffett

To put the "party policy" idea to the test, let us suppose that I

desire the reform of the tariff, and object to the further coinage of

silver, the intensity of my wish for tariff reform being represented
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by 100, and that of my opposition to silver legislation being repre-

sented by 99. Suppose that my party passes a tariff bill satisfac-

tory to me, and also passes a silver coinage bill. I am called upon
to render judgment upon this "policy" at the next election. I do

violence to my convictions on the silver question for the sake of

my preponderating convictions on the tariff; but my dissatisfac-

tion (99) on one question must be deducted from my satisfaction

(100) on the other, leaving me a net satisfaction of only 1 instead

of the 199, which I could have had if I had been allowed to vote on
each measure by itself.

But this is putting the case too favorably for the "policy" theory.

In this example the voter does get some opportunity, however
slight, to move in the direction of his preponderating desires. But
the situation is not often so simple. Suppose, for instance, that my
ideas of a national "policy," quantitatively expressed, run like this:

Tariff reform 100

Opposition to silver coinage 99

Economy in government 80

Annexation of Hawaii 50

Extension of civil service laws 100

Strong navy 40

469

Suppose that my party meets my wishes on tariff reform and
economy (180), and the other party on silver, Hawaii and the navy

(189), while neither takes a satisfactory position on the civil ser-

vice (100). Then, if I vote for my party, I vote for a policy of which

I approve of only 180 parts and disapprove of 289; and if I vote for

the other I vote for a policy of which I approve of 189 parts and
disapprove of 280. Thus my net satisfaction is 109 less than nothing

in one case and 91 less than nothing in the other. And, moreover,

the situation is almost certain to be still further complicated by
the nomination of candidates whom I do not consider fit to hold

office, but for whom I must vote as the only way of exerting an in-

fluence on the choice of any policy at all. If the people were allowed

to vote on measures as well as on men, I could exert my full power
at the polls in favor of the whole 469 points of the policy I desired

to see carried out, and, in addition, I could vote for the candidate

I thought best qualified for legislative business, regardless of his

opinions on disputed political issues.

The American theory of representative government is that "the

members of a lawmaking body should be true representatives of

the people, endeavoring, to the best of their ability, to carry out

the popular will, and held accountable by their constituents for the

fidelity with which they execute their trust." This idea is clearly

stated by Mr. Woodrow Wilson:

"It should be desired that parties should act in distinct organi-

zations, in accordance with avowed principles, under easily recog-

nized leaders, in order that the voters might be able to declare by
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their ballots not only their condemnation of any past policy by
withdrawing all support from the party responsible for it, but
also and particularly their will as to the future administration
of the government by bringing into power a party pledged to the
adoption of an acceptable policy."

This admits the principle of the referendum, the right of the
people to determine the law, but the method proposed is unwork-
able. The trouble lies with the fact that the harm is often largely

or wholly done before the people get a chance to condemn, and
with the false assumption that a "party policy" is a clearly defined

unit, which may be unmistakably condemned or approved by the
voters. The fact that it is nothing of the kind is one that lies on
the very surface of our history. We have never had a national

election whose returns made it possible to determine just what
policy, in the sense of a programme of legislation, the people
wanted, altho there have been very few elections in which the
popular will on some one overshadowing issue has not been made
tolerably clear. It was reasonably plain in 1864, for instance, that

the Northern people favored the prosecution of the war, but the

election threw no light on their ideas upon reconstruction, eman-
cipation, negro suffrage, or the finances.

The theory of representation stated above is based on true

feeling, but it does not work out in practice, because of the

mixture of issues, and because the people have no immediate

check upon the delegates; even if the people voted on each

issue separately, it would do them little good to condemn,

long after the wrongs, men who gave away Broadway fran-

chises or leased Philadelphia gas works. It will not bring

back the horse to pass a vote of censure on the hostler a year

or two after the horse was stolen.

7. The Referendum will simplify and dignify the laic.

A law that is to be submitted to the people with any great

hope of its adoption must be reduced to its lowest terms,1 and

we shall stand a chance of avoiding in future the piling up of

massive tomes of useless enactments which the legislature it-

self knows little or nothing about a month or two after their

passage, even if understood at the time, and which became

law to buttress some private interest or to fill up the time of

our legislators, who, being elected to make the state's laws,

1 See above statement of facts as to the use of the Referendum where
It appears that people are apt to veto on general principles, a complex and
ambiguous law which cannot be clearly comprehended by them—a most
beneficent tendency, for surely a people ought not to be expected, to obey
a body of laws they cannot understand.
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seem tc measure the fullfillment of thedr duty by the number
of bills they enact David Dudley Field estimated in 1871

that if the enacting of local laws were left to the communities

to which they apply, the work of the New York legislature

would be reduced 95 per cent Eltweed Pomeroy says that in

1892 alone New Jersey passed 600 laws, many a one of whic

«

was longer than the whole Justinian Code, that governed the

Roman world for centuries. These New Jersey laws also

nave been examined, and nearly the whole of them found oo

be (1) local or special laws, or (2) laws that fall under a prin-

ciple already established, so that they are mere senseless rep-

etitions, or (3) acts in private or corporate interests that ought

never to have been passed by any body, local or state. In later

years the legislature seemed to get tired sooner than in '90,

and at one session passed only about 400 laws, but they have

kept up their reputation for useless enactments pretty well,

altho some good laws were passed.

Under the referendum the yearly output of New Jersey'3

law factory would probably be reduced from 400 or ©00 to

20 or 30—such at least is the result indicated by the expe-

rience of Switzerland,1 and such is the reason of the case upon

1 For the last twenty years the cantons of Berne and Zurich, where they
have the obligatory referendum, have passed an average of 4 or 5 laws
a year, and these laws are short, simple and easily understood. In a recent
Swiss national legislative session of the usual activity 65 measures were
Introduced and 24 passed. The New York legislature about the same time
passed 700 laws, and the measures introduced into Congress reached the
enormous total of 24,000. It is said that Switzerland has less than one-
seventh as many lawyers as we have in proportion to popu4ation.

In 1895 Governor Griggs, of New Jersey, said: "I have absolute faith in
the judgment of the people when intelligently and deliberately formed."

And in his inaugural he used the following powerful language in ex-
pressing his lack of faith in the virtues of our present prolific system of
legislation

:

"I consider it most important that you should at once restrict the vol-
ume of legislatiOD. The mass of statute law has now become so immense
as to be almost beyond the power of the legal mind to acquire it or the
judicial mind to interpret it. It was intended by the amendments to the
constitution adopted in 1875 to decrease the quantity of statute law by the
abolition of special legislation upon several subjects, notably, the govern-
ment of counties and municipal corporations. Such decrease was for several
years effected. But gradually, aided by experience and a sharpened inge-
nuity, the draughtsmen of statutes came to know how to draw up laws
which, while possessing the form of generality required by the constitution,
had all the substance of special application to the desired locality without
becoming fastened to any unwilling municipality. ***** A strik-

ing instance of manifold legislation exists in the laws relating to boros.
These forms of local government did not exist until recently. They were
all created under so-called general laws. The spirit and letter of the consti-
tution required that they should be governed by a uniform system. Yet we
find three different general acts now in force regulating the creation and
government of boros. At each session of the Legislature numerous amend-
ments to each of the three systems are passed, until this one title In the
General Statutes covers 111 pages. So variant, inconsistent and confused
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*n analysis of the laws now enacted. The principles of the

<5ommon law, with a few simple modifications, are entirely

sufficient for any state* There would be more justice and

less litigation by far, if courts were left free to apply broad

principles instead of being compelled to give attention to the

rigid language of narrow-minded, short-sighted legislators,

and if men were able to carry the law in their oonscienc s

instead of requiring a two-horse team to convey it and a line

of lawyers and judges from the justice court to the supreme

court of the United. States to explain it to him, and then be

in danger that they'll turn round next day and declare it is

the other way. It is one of the most ridiculous things in mod-

ern civilization that every man is presumed to know the law,

while everybody knows that nobody knows it, not even the

judges of the Supreme Court. It is impossible to keep track

of one thousandth part of the statutes of state and nation; the

legislators don't know much about them by the time the ink

is dry, except, perhaps, the bills they drew themselves, and

I have known legislators who did not know much about their

own bills even while advocating them. But if some poor fel-

low in blissful ignorance happens to run up against some

words in a musty volume in the law library, and his enemy's

lawyer happens to find those words, the poor innocent has to

suffer for not sitting up nights to learn the statutes. The fact

are these acts that no legal advisor or judicial interpreter can safely say
what the law is on many subjects relating to boros.

"For some years past the annual volume of the laws has been growing
In thickness. As an example, the most recent, that of 1895, contains 100
different acts relating to cities, 43 relating to boros, 33 relating to townships,
13 relating to villages. It cannot be that any such number are necessary.

"Take some other subjects. There are nine separate amendments to the
school law, seven different acts on the subject of sidewalks, eight relating

to the State House, five relating to swamps and marshes. Similar variety
and multiplicity will be found in any volume of annual statutes for the last

six or seven years.
"When we consider that the power of legislation is the greatest that can

be exercised by any human agency, that every law changes the rights and
modifies the duties of a greater or less number of citizens, it is proper to

inquire whether proposed laws are sufficiently considered before they are
adopted. The same tendency to multitudinous and slipshod legislation pre-

vails in other states of the Union, and has attracted the attention of many
thoughtful persons.

"Besides the uncertainty and confusion that ensues from the existence of
so many separate statutes, the easy change of existing law tends to create
popular disrespect for the sanctity of the law. What can be so readily made
and so easily altered can be fairly considered as of small importance.

"The General Statutes of the State now in press will comprise three large
volumes of over 1,000 pages each. •••••• Unless we confess
that our legislative system is a failure, we must find a method of remedying
this excess." (See Appendix II T.)
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is that our legislatures spend most of their time in establishing

stumbling blocks in the paths of justice and the people, and

the Referendum will not be long in use before the great mass

of statute law will be replaced by a few simple provisions im-

partial to all, in thoro accord with justice and easy to learn.

Local legislation should be performed by counties and mu-

nicipalities under general state laws, and private legislation

should not be tolerated at all. Numerous bills that are now

rushed thru, very often without discussion or understanding

by the legislators, would never be introduced under the refer-

endum, the certainty of a popular veto making them hopeless.

I have even known lawyers to secure the introduction of a

bill to change the law applicable to a case they had in hand so

it would work in their favor. Such action is an invasion of

the judicial field by the legislative power. Senator James

Bradley, of New Jersey, believes this sort of thing to be quite

prevalent. He says:

"The present mode of legislation is behind the age. I have be-

come a sincere convert to the Referendum. The mass of bills pre-

sented was something to startle one. The provisions of one bill

lapped on another, and I believe many an indolent lawyer found

it easier to frame a bill covering" just what points he needed in

some case he had on hand than to exercise his brain in looking up
the immense number of laws we have on every subject on our

statute books. The looseness of legislation should grieve every

good citizen of the state, and I hope the day is not far distant

when the people will turn to the Referendum, and pass laws more
general in their character and less of them."

The nation is deluged with laws, 13,000 new ones al-

together in a single year sometimes, and the people know

nothing of most of them till they see them in the newspapers,

when it is a good while too late to stop them, and indeed not

one per cent, of the people have time or interest or eyesight

to go thru the wilderness of nonpareil nonsense and the muss

of technicalities called laws.

Direct Legislation will stop a large part of the present law-

making, turn over another large part to municipalities, and

simplify what remains to the infinite relief of the people and

the great lightening of the burden now resting upon our

legislatures.
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The over production of laws is a sign of a low grade, unde-
veloped legislative system. It is simply the natural fecundity
of low organisms. A fish has multitudinous offspring at a
single session, an elephant only one; but the quality is in in-

verse mtio to the quantity. The Referendum will lift our leg-

islative system from the fish stage to the elephantine or the
human plane.

Of course the dignity of the law will increase with the
diminution in quantity and improvement in quality. A few
examples will serve to illustrate the degree of dignity pertain-

ing to some of our legislative proceedings under the present
plan.

In New York a bill providing that every oyster stew must con-
tain 13 oysters passed one house.
The Minnesota legislature passed a law forbidding the sale of

any pie over 24 hours old at any lunch counter.
In Arkansas a bill was introduced providing that any bachelor

over 30 must pay a tax of $50 a year for each year he remains un-
married, unless he can bring an affidavit from a reputable woman
stating that he has offered himself to her in marriage that year.
They called it the "single tax." I do not know whether it passed
or not.

Texas passed a resolution that her skies are bluer than those of
Italy.

Iowa prohibited bloomers.

If I remember rightly, one House at Albany passed a law forbid-
ding- roosters to wear trousers on the public streets. Some man
had exhibited a few chickens dressed in more humorous fashion
than results from pulling out their feathers, and a grave and rev-

erend member of the legislature, deeming the show unseemly, in-

troduced a bill to regulate the clothing of chickens.

In New Jersey the proper length of clams is regulated by statute

—they must be one inch long to escape the legislative prohibition.

And New York prohibits lobsters less than six inches long.

In Indiana the Senate passed an act providing that no man shall

be fined more than $250 for kissing a woman. The bill was intro-

duced by a man who kissed a woman without her consent. She
had sued him, and as she was pretty he feared the jury would
render a heavy verdict against him, and he introduced the said

bill to head off the jury.

RESPECT FOR LAW.

8. The Referendum will aid the enforcement of the law,

for the people will grow up with it. It will be law because

7
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the people want it, and they will stand behind it, and see that

it is carried into effect. Nothing is of more importance to a

nation than a deep reverence for law; but reverence dies when

legislation is dragged in the mire, and when the people regard

the law-making bodies with dread and disgust1 Why is it

that we revere our constitutions so deeply? It is because they

are the work of the people and not of a band of politicians

whose motives are open to question. The Referendum will

fold the whole law in new confidence, endow it with the

strength of public opinion, and give it new force for the main-

tenance of order and the accomplishment of progress.

ELEVATING POLITICS AND ATTRACTING GOOD MEN TO PUBLIC LIFE.

9. The Referendum mil elevate politics as a profession

and bring the best men again into political life. Govern-

ment is intrinsically the noblest of all professions, for it in-

cludes and controls all otihers, as the captain of a ship holds

the destiny of all on board. But when power is prostituted

to evil ends it becomes despicable. The people no longer re-

gard membership in a city council or a legislature as a badge

of honor, but rather as a mark of suspicion. He is most prob-

ably in league with the powers of darkness or he would not

have been elected. Honest men have little weight in the

councils of many of our cities; they find the atmosphere un-

congenial, and retire in disgust, or if they persist in their duty

they are soon hounded out by the ring, which finds them in-

convenient Many of our wisest and purest men look on poli-

tics as too dirty to touch. They will not descend to the mean-

ness and cunning usually necessary to secure office, nor sub-

1 The motives of city councils, state legislatures and national congresses
are everywhere called in question. Nobody has much confidence in their
public spirit, conscience or wisdom. Newspapers and magazines are full
of slighting remarks about politics; and so besmirched have politics become
by the multitudinous bad practices of legislators that It Is as much as a
good man's reputation is worth to have anything to do with practical poli-
tics. However pure his motives may really be, he will find it almost Im-
possible to convince the public that his interest is unselfish and his methods
conscientious, so firmly is the Idea of chicanery linked in the public mind
with the idea of practical politics. Laws made by legislators regarded in
such a light cannot have the respect of the people to any such degree as
laws directly sanctioned by the citizens at the polls, or made by legislative
bodies under the popular veto and subject to conditions in every way tend-
ing to eliminate fraud and private legislation.
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ject themselves to the cruel suspicions and slanders that

often accompany public life. Mudslinging and the winning

power of chicanery too often discourage the wise and good

and leave the field to the most callous and unscrupulous.

With the referendum all this will change. Attention will

be directed from men to measures. The power for evil of

our office holders will shrink to a small fraction of its present

bulk. Bad men will be discouraged from entering or con-

tinuing in politics because they will no longer be able to ac-

complish their evil purposes. With these changes the susr

picions and mudflinging now so prevalent will decrease, be-

cause their causes will subside. As discussion of specific

measures takes the place of partisan abuse, men of probity

and wisdom will feel their influence with the people increase,

and will delight to exercise their powers of mind and con-

science in the direction of public affairs when they can do so

without stain or ignominy. The increasing weight of good-

ness and the returning purity of political life will induce our

best men once more to take a leading part in it and stand for

office in council, legislature and congress as they used to do

in the patriotic days of the revolution. The Senate will again

become an Assembly of Sages instead of a Club of Million-

aires, and it will no longer be necessary for a man like Beecher

to pray "Lord keep us from despising our rulers, and keep

them from behaving so we can't help it."

10. The Referendum will help to bring out a full vote of

the better and more intelligent citizens, while it would tend,

as a rule, to eliminate the votes of the less intelligent—the

very reverse of the effects which the present system tends to

produce. While speaking of the Use of the Beferenidum in

the United States we called attention to a number of facts

showing the general tendency of the referendum to cause an

automatic disfranchisement of the unintelligent, so that we

will confine ourselves here to the other branch of the propo-

sition before us.

In the first place the interest will generally be more dis-

tinct in a vote on the grant of a franchise, civil service reform,

appropriations for roads, schools, etc., than on a vote
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whether A or B shall be councilman or mayor. And in the

second place, the effectiveness of the vote will be greater.

The influence of these facts in securing a full vote has been

very noticeable when Boston, New York and other cities have

submitted questions to the direct vote of the people. In Pres-

idential and Gubernatorial elections, when a heavy vote is

polled, it is often largely due to the enthusiasm created by

some great issue involved in that election; when no such issue

is at stake the mere vote for candidates is usually much

smaller. In the ordinary process of making laws people think

that one of two machines will do the work any way, it makes

little difference which, and interference is useless. It will

make no odds whether they go to the polls or not They

cannot aoomplish anything except by using the methods of

the machine, and sinking to the level of unscrupulous, con-

scienceless war. Mr. Arrowsmith says:

"A few years ago the New Jersey legislature submitted to the

citizens of Orange the acceptance or rejection of a measure pro-

viding for the election of a new officer, president of council, at a

salary of $1,000 per annum. Now, out of a citizenship of upwards
of 5,000, almost altogether opposed to it, only a small percentage of

the voters expressed themselves upon the question. I did not vote

upon it, and my neighbors exhibited a similar indifference. Why?
simply because we Orange folks knew that our wishes would be set

at naught, and the politicians would come to Trenton and carry

their point with or without our consent."

Such a reference was not a referendum, because the vote

of the people was not intended to be final. It was a sham;

the people knew it lacked effectiveness, and altho 1hey were

interested in the question they stayed at home. The real ref-

erendum is final and effective, and encourage ; the people to

go to the polls for the same reason that it encourages the best

men to enter political Ufa It is full of strength, hope and

progress. Let the people once feel that they are really sov-

ereign and they will vote and look after their own interests,

and instead of 40 to 60 per cent, stay-at-homes among the

"better classes," who leave the field to the machines, we shall

have a reasonably satisfactory expression of the people's will.

Ask a man if he wants a tenderloin steak or a bit of leather

for his dinner, and if he knows he will get leather any way
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lie may keep his mouth shut; but if he knows that what he

says will settle the question, he will express himself vigor-

ously.

HELP THE PAPERS TO TELL THE TRUTH AND USE DIGNIFIED

ENGLISH.

11. The elevation of the press is one of the effects of the

Referendum, and one which alone is sufficient to make it an

incalculable boon. One of the most noticeable and important

of all the many changes produced in Switzerland by the adop-

tion of Direct Legislation, is the substitution of fair debate

for noisy vituperation in the columns of the daily papers. It

will do a similar work in America, and the Lord knows that

we sorely need such a change. As measures are put in the

place of men, sober discussion will take the place of the

traffic in abuse. The tendency to manufacture facts, and

deluge the country with sophistries will not so readily yield,

but even in this respect there is sure to be a great improve-

ment. When the people come to direct their own affairs they

will demand the truth; they will want the actual facts, so that

they may judge correctly in respect to their business, just as

a board of directors of a private corporation wants the facts,

and regards deception of themselves as one of the most un-

pardonable sins.

THE PEOPLE'S UNIVERSITY.

12. Direct Legislation will have a profound educational

effect. Wendell Phillips said long ago that the discussions

accompanying presidential elections give the people a tre-

mendous intellectual lift every four years. With the Ref-

erendum, the progress will be continuous instead of spasmodic,

with intervals wide enuf for the pupils to forget nearly all

that they learn at each lesson, as at present.

Nowhere on the face of the globe do you find as high an

average of keen intelligence as among the men of a New Eng-

land town trained from boyhood in the town-meeting. Con-

tinual voting on measures supplies an invaluable discipline
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in place of the retrograde influences often involved in per-

sonal elections. Every citizen's sphere of thought and re-

sponsibility will be enlarged by the Referendum, and growth

will be the result. Besides being a University in itself, the

Referendum will make the public welfare depend so directly

and obviously on the morality and intelligence of the people,

and not on the sagacity and probity of a few individuals, that

patriots, statesmen and business men will combine to develop

to the utmost every means of educating the masses, and a

great impetus will be given, to popular education, with a cor-

responding improvement in the results.

It is interesting to note that, according to Mulhall, Switzer-

land is the best schooled country in the world. The percent-

age of children attending school is far above that in any

other country in Europe or any state in America. The per

capita expenditure for education is correspondingly high, and

the diffusion of knowledge is remarkable.1 The Referendum

educates the people directly, and creates a powerful sentiment

in favor of the thoro education of the children.

History has only one other example of a people so univer-

sally cultivated, and that is the still more remarkable instance

of the Athenians. Among all the Greeks, they were the most

cultured, and they were far the most democratic. The Age
of Pericles, and immediately succeeding years, when Grecian

civilization was at its height in Athens, with a cluster of

great philosophers, statesmen and poets such as the world

has never seen before or since, corresponded with the

full bloom of democracy. All power was in the hands of

the people, who made the laws by direct discussion and vote

1 It is interesting to compare the expenditures for education and for
the army in Switzerland and in some of the other chief countries of Europe.
The figures are from the Clarion of March 12, 1898:

Expenditure per capita
Country For Army For Pub. Education

s. d. s. d.

France 17 4 3
Great Britain 16 2 4
Holland. 15 7 2 9
Germany 10 4 2
Russia 8 6 2
Belgium 6 2 2
Switzerland 3 8 3 10

Switzerland spends comparatively little on the army and much on edu-
cation.
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in public assemblies of the citizens. And the historian, Free-

man, says that the average intelligence of the assembled free-

men of Athens was higher than the average intelligence of

the English House of Commons, which is probably the equal

of our Congress.

DEVELOPS MORALS AND MANHOOD.

13. The emotional development of the people, as well as

th-eir intellectual growth will follow from the Referendum.

The consciousness of added power and responsibility will give

the voters a new dignity and a nobler manhood. They will

feel like judges in the court of final appeal. Not mere se-

lectors of somebody to boss them, but rulers themselves. Not

mere nominators of a sovereign, but sovereigns. Such changes

in spiritual attitude and environment always work most pow-

erfully upon the moral and emotional development of the

individual and the race. The patriotic, law-abiding, law-en-

forcing sentiments of the people will be specially intensified

by the Keferendum, because they will know that the country

is theirs not merely in name, but in fact; not merely to live

in and use as some one else bids them, but to mould and con-

trol for themselves.

A STEADYING INFLUENCE THE SOCIAL FLY-WHEEL.

14. The Referendum favors stability by developing pa-

triotism and education, securing greater simplicity and better

enforcement of law, driving bad men out of politics and bring-

ing good men in, supplying a safety valve for popular discon-

tent, and requiring a more careful consideration of legisla-

tion. Long use of the Referendum has shown that it is con-

servative. This clearly appears from the facts already stated

concerning its use in this country, and its record in Switzer-

land for thirty years shows that two-thirds of the measures

submitted to the people were rejected by them.1 If the votes

1 Direct Legislation Record, 1897, p 17: One of the most Important of

the advantages of the Referendum Is the fact that It forms a drag on hasty
legislation. There are two reasons for this tendency: First, an agent is apt
to give more consideration to his action when he knows that the watch
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of the legislators had been final, many of the rejected meas-

ures would have been law and some of the best measures

adopted by the people would not have been passed by the

legislators. An open door to popular decision gives discontent

a peaceful vent—prevents its accumulation and draws it

away from destructive methods of escape. The present sys-

tem affords it no reasonable means of exerting its power, and

allows it to acumulate indefinitely. The importance of this

matter can hardly be overestimated. Anglo-Saxon manhood,

confined beneath the pressure of accumulating injustice, is

the most dangerous explosive known to history. Macaulay

predicted that it would destroy America—industrial oppres-

sion of hopeless masses leading to revolution; but Macaulay

did not know about the Referendum that is going to re-

lieve the pressure, we hope, before the explosion comes.

The Referendum reduces to a minimum the danger of

broken peace. Nothing can oppose so strong a bulwark

against an appeal to passion as the knowledge that the

PEOPLE made the law and can change it when they please

—the knowledge that there is no selfish power, deaf to reason

and impervious to sympathy, imprisoning progress in the dun-

geons of iniquity, whence only force can hope for speedy re-

lease, but that deliberate and careful discussion before the

great, honest, justice-loving people will remedy every wrong

Such knowledge will remove the causes that have produced

the growth of anarchy. It is smothering discontent in hope-

lessness that breeds poison. Every anarchist I ever heard

express himself had much of truth in what he said. It was

his hopelessness of obtaining the justice he sought by peace-

ful means that made him advocate fire and bomb. An an-

archist generally is a man who feels intensely the pressure of

wrong conditions, and whose nature has more of recklessness

than hope. Give us the Referendum and the path will be

and control of his principal are continually upon him, than If he Is beyond
the reach of interference and can do as he likes without Interruption. Sec-

ond, not only will the legislators give more attention to what they do when
the people are to pass on their acts, but the fact that a large body of citi-

zens must make up their minds before the bill can become a law will itself

necessitate far more discussion of the measure than when only one or a few
persons do the deciding, especially if influence, money or partisanship give
the few their decision beforehand without the trouble of discussion.
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so plain that Anarchy will soon go out of business. There is

no such thing in Switzerland. It is foreign to real democracy,

for there the obstruction to your wishes is the people, and

you can't get rid of them with a bomb.

It is sometimes objected by those who oppose Direct Legis-

lation, that the Initiative will give all sorts of cranks a chance

to bring their ideas to the front. But that is really one of

the advantages of the institution. It enables discontent to

find out just how big it is, gives it form and precision, sifts

out the kernel of truth and justice at the heart of it, lifts it

into the fresh, air of public discussion before it has a chance

to ferment and explode. Even the worst cranks would prob-

ably be diverted from violence to peaceful petitions and ef-

forts to educate the public to their ideas. The petitions

would cause no trouble, not even the effort of a veto, until

they rose to 20,000 in Massachusetts and 70,000 in New
York, and if there were 20,000 citizens in the Bay State who
were united in the opinion that a certain change should be

made in the law of the state, surely the matter would be

worthy the careful attention of the people.

Under the Referendum, the street car men of Brooklyn

or Philadelphia would not give up their work for the priva-

tions and turmoil of a strike, nor would they suffer in hope-

less silence, but they would state their grievances at the head

of a petition for the Referendum on Municipal Ownership of

the Roads, and get their friends to circulate it, and then vote

the secret ballot for the transformation that would give them

a voice in the government of the industry in which they are

engaged.

Under the Referendum, the unemployed would not parade

the streets of our cities in angry, hopeless mobs, but they

would set the wheels of the law in motion to give them com-

plete justice, instead of the patchwork of hated charity.

Not only will revolutionary and disruptive forces become

comparatively harmless under the Referendum, and progres-

sive forces work more smoothly and steadily, but even the

unavoidable difficulties and errors incident to the government

of large bodies of men will be more serenely and calmly dealt
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with. People are not so apt to find fault with what they do

themselves as with what is done by others. Take a man who

is scolding about something and prove to him that it is his

own doing and he becomes quiet and moderate. Watch a

mechanic trying to use a defective piece of machinery made

by some one for whom he is not responsible, and see how blue

the air will be with deprecation or something worse; but let

him endeavor to use an imperfect machine made by himself,

and see how good natured and tolerant he is, and how pa-

tiently he seeks to remedy the defect. So censure and ridi-

cule without measure are heaped upon the acts of councils,

legislatures and congresses, but note the atmosphere of quiet

acquiescence when the people have spoken, even tho the in-

terests involved are of the most tremendous moment and the

preceding struggle was most intense.

The following selections illustrate these points. Read first

a few of the extracts collected by Mr. Pomeroy, showing the

light in which many legislative bodies are regarded, and then

compare the expressions of cordial acquiescence in the people's

decision in 1896, on the part of those who had advocated men
and measures that were not successful at the polls.

CONGRESS.

From the Outlook (religious).

"Congress has adjourned. It has lived without achievement; it

dies without honor. It was elected by an overwhelming majority.

At the end of its career it was defeated by a majority not less sig-

nificant."

From the New York Herald.

"Congress drew its final official breath amid a wild saturnalia.

Champagne flowed like water, women of ill repute swarmed the

corridors and sang songs in the public restaurants with inebriated

Congressmen in the small hours of the morning. Between roll

calls members staggered between their places and the bottle."

NEW YORK LEGISLATURE.

From the Review of Reviews.

"Republican politicians at Albany turned out to be as selfish

and unscrupulous as their Democratic predecessors had been. The
opposition of Mr. Piatt and his friends wretchedly mutilated the

reform programme."
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From the New York World.

"The New York State legislature of 1895 was probably the most
incompetent, vicious and useless that the people were ever called

upon to pay for. The session itself cost the 7,000,000 people of the
State almost as much as the 1894 term of the British Parliament,
which made laws for 300,000,000 of its citizens and colonists."

No. of Cost of
Legislative Body. laws maintenance.

Congress 351 $3,477,834

British Parliament 266 468,640

New York Legislature about 700 420,000

(The second session of the 53d Congress, which legislated for 70,-

000,000 of people, cost nearly eight times as much as the British

Parliament, legislating for 300,000,000.)

From the Outlook.

"Distrust of legislation has been widened and deepened by the

record of the Mew York body just adjourned This

legislature, more than any other of recent years, was elected on the

pledge of reform It was pledged to ballot reform,

and passed a blanket ballot bill which permits the ballot of the

bribed voter to be identified by the purchasers.

"It was pledged to a corrupt practices act, requiring sworn
itemized statements of the receipts and expenditures of campaign
committees, and ignominiously rejected all measures designed to

fulfill this pledge.

"It was pledged to public school reform, and defeated the bill

which had the support of all the reform organizations.

"It was above all things, pledged to the complete overthrow of

the Tammany Hall police system, yet it passed the police bill mak-
ing mandatory the Tammany system of a bipartisan commission

and then rejected the bill giving the honorable commissioners ap-

pointed by Mayor Strong the power to reorganize the Tammany
force."

PENNSYLVANIA LEGISLATURE.

From the Voice {Prohibition).

"The Pennsylvania legislature expired to-day without a mourner.

In the early part of the evening a number of the members were
visibly affected by liquor, and with howls, yells and whistling did

all in their power to make night hideous. The climax was reached

at midnight. Then it was that the most disgraceful scenes that

have ever occurred within the halls of the State Capitol took place.

Some of the members were not satisfied with what
they could drink, but threw the liquor over each other, so that

when they emerged from the room they were spattered with beer

from head to foot; others carried bottles with them; others had
lunch sent to them at their desks, where they entertained their

"lady friends."
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MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURE.

From Harper's Weekly.

"It has been widely and most regretfully noticed that during
the last ten years or so the Massachusetts legislature, once a body
of exceptional purity, intelligence and public spirit, has become
more and more an assemblage of ordinary political hacks, acces-
sible to corrupt influences."

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

From the Detroit Free Press.

"It would be impossible within a reasonable space to record
the sins of commission and omission committed by the present leg-

islature The whole course of the legislature is in-

dicative of venality and of servility to the machine. Lobbyists may
have had less expensive work at times past, but they never found
it easier. Our misrepresentatives go so far as to say that the people
shall not voice their opinion upon a great constitutional question.

They are without rights which the legislators are bound to respect.

It is for the machine and the corporations We have
in Michigan the most terrible example yet furnished in a time of

profound peace of what calamities may result from a perversion
of the principles of representative government."

INDIANA LEGISLATURE.

From the Review-Herald, Battle Creek, Mich, (religious).

"The Indiana legislature has won for itself a distinction for de-

fiance of law, even in the days of lawlessness. A Republican legis-

lature has struggled for supremacy with a Democratic executive,

and the contest culminated on the night of the 11th in a wild riot.

Chairs, revolvers, books, fists and boots were freely used. More
than a score were severely injured

"The disgraceful scenes that are witnessed in some of our legis-

latures are sufficient to cause a deep blush of shame on the cheek

of every American."

ILLINOIS LEGISLATURE.

From the Chicago Times-Herald.

"If the honest, law-abiding people of Illinois could have been

present in Springfield to witness the extraordinary closing hours

of the thirty-ninth general assembly, they would have been led

seriously to doubt whether there exists in this State a republican

form of government."

ARKANSAS LEGISLATURE.

From the Farmers* Tribune.

"Representative Yancy disclosed how the Iron Mountain Railroad

had been able to buy and control the legislature of the State at

$10C per vote. There is no doubt that enough legislators were

under pay to swing the vote in the favor of the railway company."
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TEXAS LEGISLATURE.

James Armstrong in The Coming Nation.

"With the exception of prayer, excursions and the payment of
salaries, I know nothing which that august body has successfully
done. They have insisted on mileage while traveling on passes,
and laughed to scorn every proposition to curtail expenses. Their
conduct from the first day of their meeting has elicited nothing
save my sovereign disgust."

Now read a few more paragraphs from some of the most

strenuous advocates of the party and policy that was defeated

at the polls, and mark their quiet acquiescence in the people's

verdict against them.

Wiliiam P. St. John, treasurer of the National Democratic Committee

said:

"The people have declared themselves unmistakably. I there-

lore cordially acquiesce."

The New York Journal said:

"The people have chosen Major McKinley instead of Mr. Bryan
to be President. Nobody has a right to object, for the people's

will is sovereign. It is the high privilege of the citizens of this

Republic to decide for themselves what is good for them, and when
they happen to be wrong they always have the good sense to suffer

the consequences with patience, knowing that at the ballot box

they can set things straight again. The Journal regrets the de-

cision of the people. Four years, however, constitute an insig-

nificant space in the life of a nation. Let us hope that the pre-

dicted confidence and prosperity will be forthcoming. The Journal

has no inclination to quarrel with the jury of the people because

of their verdict."

The Chicago Evening Dispatch said:

"Wait. It is only four years. The mills of the gods grind

slowly, but they grind exceeding small; wait. To dispute the will

of the majority is revolution, and the Dispatch believes in the

perpetuity of the nation, and concedes that what a majority of the

people want all of the people can stand. Our faith is pinned to

American citizenship."

The Wheeling (W. Va.) Register said:

"But we have faith in the American people, in their common
sense, and in their rugged honesty. Four years is not long, and

Mr. Bryan is young."

The Indianapolis (Ind.) Sentinel said:

"The result will come as a great disappointment to thousands,

but the fundamental principle of our Government is acquiescence
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in the will of the majority, and, therefore, all good citizens will

reconcile themselves to making1 the best of what they may possibly

consider a bad matter."

The Wilkesbarre (Pa.) Leader said:

"The will of the people is supreme. Let all cheerfully bow to it

and hope that the best that could have been done has been accom-

plished."

The Salt Lake (Utah) Herald said:

"The American people, as a people, cannot be purchased, tho

they may be deceived. Those who advocate free silver will accept

the verdict of the American people as that of the sovereign power

of this country."

The Houston (Tex.) Post said:

"The voice of the nation has decided against the Democracy and

in favor of Republicanism, and nothing remains, of course, but to

bow as gracefully as possible to the will of the majority."

If men can so serenely bow to the defeat of their most

cherished hopes when the people speak, altho the door is

closed for four long years, how much more calmly would

they yield when they knew that it might not be necessary

to wait four years but that the decision could be modified

whenever the people should consider it best to do so?

ECONOMY.

15. Large economics will result front Direct Legislation

thru the stopping of jobs, extravagant contracts, corrupt legis-

lation of all sorts, cutting down the power of bosses and rings,

simplifying the law, reducing litigation and diminishing

even the expenses of legitimate government. A single illus-

tration under the latter head will show the economical ten-

dencies of the Referendum. In New Jersey every year about

100 newspapers receive about $1200 apiece for printing the

acts of the legislature, a performance which costs the publisher

less than one-tenth of what he receives; $75 cost to each news-

paper, over $1200 cost to the taxpayer. More than $100,000

out of the pockets of the people every year merely to enable

the politicians to keep in the good graces of the papers, for

if a paper misbehaves, it is easy to strike it from the list of
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those that are to get the law-money, and not a few papers

would die if they did not get this help—a consummation de-

voutly to be wished, since one^third, or even one-tenth of the

papers in the state could do the whole work of the press, and

do it better and cheaper than it is don© now, with a paper to

each 1000 inhabitants in some localities, and four of them

(the papers) to publish the laws in a single town of 5000 peo-

ple. The shrinkage of state legislation under the Referendum

and the effective auditing of appropriations will probably save

the whole $100,000 and a large part of the actual present

cost The state could print for itsslf the laws enacted each

year and send a package to every post office or news delivery,

where they could be had free upon application.

This is only one little item, but it shows the drift The ruler

is apt to arrange things to suit his own interest. When the

people really make the laws, they will arrange things for

their interests. They will banish unnecessary offices, reduce

the salaries of lofty officials, abolish jobbery and extravagance,

get rid of the iniquitous spoils system, cut down the power of

corporate wealth, rescind all forfeited franchises and take

control of misbehaving monopolies. Economy, justice and

purity will go hand in hand. Ring-rule and class-legisla-

tion will die, and politicians will lose their power, because

they can no longer command rewards for their supporters, no

jobs, no fat contracts, no rich franchisee. The cost of taking

the Referendum vote will be very slight; not so much as the

saving on many a single contract; not a half of the saving on

the one item of printing the laws; not a tenth of the value of

many a franchise it will keep from being stolen.

IDENTIFICATION OF POWER WITH PUBLIC INTEREST.

16. The Referendum will identify power with the public

interest. One of the prime sources of evil in our government

to-day is the possession of vast political power by private in-

terests. History shows that the law is in the main the ex-

pression of the interest of the law-maker. If the law is to be

»n the people's interest, it must be their act; the enacting and
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approving power must be in the people. Power is used in the

interest of its possessor. If the power of government is to

be used in the interest of the people, they must have contin-

uous and effective control of the government.

Government should be so arranged that interest and power

will coincide with justice and the public good. This can only

be the case when the real control is in the whole body of citi-

zens of full age and discretion and good character, for the in-

terest of a part is not identical with the interest of the whole,

and so far as power is possessed by a part, its exercise may de-

viate from justice and the public good.

THE WORKINGMAn's ISSUE.

17. The Referendum will give Labor its true weight

Labor's interest in the Referendum is measureless; it is par

excellence the workingman's issue. The present delegate

system places Labor at tremendous disadvantage as compared

with Capital. Nearly all the delegates are wealthy or sym-

pathize with the wealthy, or are under their influence. Labor

cannot expect a great deal from legislators; and the weapon

it has largely relied upon, the organized strike, is being abol-

ished by injunction. Not without reason, for it is certainly

against the public interest to allow a big corporation and its

employees to settle their disagreements by private war in the

heart of a great city, to the vast disturbance of business and

perhaps the destruction of life and property—just as muci

against the public interest as it would be to allow two individ-

uals to settle a dispute by conflict ini the public streets. Never-

theless, Labor is coming to be in a very tight place without the

strike and without effective representation in the halls of legis-

lation. What is the remedy? Courts of compulsory arbitra-

tion would do some good, but the fundamental constitutional

cure is Direct Legislation.

Labor unions recognize quite generally the importance of

Direct Legislation to them. As early as 1891 ten of the larg-

est national and international trades unions (with a member

ship close to 200,000) were using Direct Legislation. The
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same year Grand Master Workman Powderly recommended

the adoption of the Referendum in political government.

From 1892 Direct Legislation was the only political demand

of the American Federation of Labor until 1894, when others

were added. It hlas been repeatedly and emphatically indorsed

by this powerful organization, and its president, Samuel Gom-
pers, is a firm believer in the movement The Farmers' Al-

liance, also, as we have said, strongly advocates the Referen-

dum. For two or three years its Supreme Council passed res-

olutions favoring the discussion of Direct Legislation, and

recently an emphatic demand for it has been inserted in their

platform.

Any one who will examine the composition of councils and

boards of aldermen in our large cities, or of our legislatures

and congresses, will realize how small a chance there is that

our present law-makers will do full justice to labor. The fol-

lowing facts illustrate the situation:

53d Oongreea

Senate. House.

64 lawyers. 245 lawyers.

10 manufs. or merchants. 14 bankers.

6 bankers. 21 manufs. or merchants.

1 doctor. 5 doctors.

1 farmer. 8 educators,

4 miscellaneous. 25 farmers.

28 miscellaneous.

Over 70 per cent, lawyers and nearly all the rest belong to

the "upper" classes. What chance has Labor with such an

assembly?

There are some farmers, physicians, educators, etc., who

may perhaps be heard if the speaker is willing. But the

farmers are not, as a rule, the sort of men who hold the plow

themselves. They are farmers because they own farms. They

hire non-owners to do the work. Their financial interests are

not with labor.

Examine the present congress (55th):

8
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Senate.

54 lawyers. 1

11 public officials 2

(very likely lawyers also). 2

1 railroad president. 1

1 president of express co. 1

1 capitalist. 1

1 miner. 4

2 manufacturers. 1

6 merchants. 1

brewer,

journalists.

newspaper proprietors.

literateur.

planter.

planter and journalist,

farmers.

lawyer and farmer,

retired.

Over 60 per cent are lawyers, and nearly all the rest are

members of the professional and capitalistic classes. The Sen-

ate has been called a millionaire club, and it is a fact that

almost every member is wealthy, or so related in sympathy

and interest to the wealthy as to make it very unlikely that

he would vote for anything that would put much check on

the growth of great fortunes.

The House.

210 lawyers.

17 public officials.

11 manufacturers.

12 merchants.

3 "real estate."

3 lumbermen.

1 coal dealer.

10 journalists.

7 editors.

1 printer.

1 laboring man.

8 bankers.

3 physicians,

pharmacist,

chemist

1

1

2

3

20

1

1

1

3 retired.

20 not given.

insurance,

planters,

farmers,

stock raiser,

operator,

"machinery."

Over 60 per cent, lawyers again—the president and 60 per

cent, of both houses are lawyers, and is it not the very instinct

of a lawyer to followthe interests of his wealthiest clients? And
who are those clients but the great monopolies and trusts?

Is it any wonder that sugar has many friends at Washington,

and can get what it wants in the tariff? Is it any wonder that
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all the efforts of the people to secure a postal telegraph have

been abortive? Is it any wonder that the express companies

have been able to prevent the establishment of a parcels post,

or that the government pays the railroads for transporting the

mails eight times the rates paid by the express companies for

the transportation of express packages?

The spoils of office under the absolute delegate system have

created conditions of nomination and election which naturally

produce class government. To be a sucessful candidate re-

quires, in general, time, money, address, a wide acquaintance

and a knowledge of the machinery of politics and law. A
workingman or farmer or business man of small affairs is not

very ^pt to be a candidate for any influential office, and if he

is a candidate his chances of election are small. He is too

busy to do the needful buttonholing; he has no money with

which to convince the "boys" that he is a good fellow, fit for

office; he has no acquaintance with leading men, and he lacks

the knowledge of political tactics which is so useful in win-

ning elections, as well as that really important understand-

ing of government and social affairs which is rightly regarded

as a qualification for public preferment. Lawyers, bankers,

brokers and brewers, leading merchants, manufacturers, jour-

nalists, corporation managers, professional politicians and

demagogues—such are the men who carry elections and fill

the offices, and these are not the men most likely to be in real

sympathy with the great mass of the people, or to have inter-

ests identical with theirs, or to be capable of truly represent-

ing them; they are more likely to represent the great trusts

and corporations whose legislative and administrative interests

are, to a large extent, antagonistic to the public interest. If

the mass of the people were really represented, the tide of af-

fairs would be turned from the progressive congestion of

wealth toward the progressive diffusion of wealth.

In illustration of the sort of chemical composition that is

possible in a state legislature. I quote from a Hazleton (Pa.)

paper of last year (1897)

:

"In the next Pennsylvania Legislature will be found one gambler,

one base ball umpire, one preacher, eight men who declare they
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are •gentlemen,' nineteen without occupations, twenty-seven law-
yers and one pugilist. Of the members, three were convicted of

larceny, one was tried for murder and acquitted, three have been
in insane asylums, while eight have been at Keeley cures and four

are divorced."

• THE PEOPLES ISSUE.

18. Not the producing classes alone, but every other class

in the community will be benefited by the Referendum. It

must be clear by this time that all who wish justice and good

government will be benefited by Direct Legislation, and it is

equally true that even the bosses and tricksters will receive a

priceless boon by the removal of the temptations that help to

make them evil men, and the establishment of conditions tend-

ing to lift them to a nobler plane of life. Under the Refer-

endum, those who desire political power must become true-

hearted orators and public-spirited philosophers instead of ac-

complished wire-pullers.

The Referendum is in no true sense either a class-measure

or a party-measure. The latter point has already been brought

out by our review of the persons and platforms that favor Di-

rect Legislation, and by the record of actual referendum

votes, showing how independent of party lines the voting

usually is. A single case may serve to bring the matter

strongly to mind. In Nebraska, in 1896, the Republicans

submitted twelve amendments to the people and were de-

feated by the Populists at the polls, but the amendments re-

ceived majorities ranging from 54 to 70 per cent of the votes

east, while the Populist majorities on the eleven state officers

elected and on the Presidential electors ranged from a plur-

ality of 50 per cent, to a majority of 54 per cent.

A CoRROLLARY FROM ESTABLISHED LEGAL PRINCIPLES.

SIMPLY AN APPLICATION OF THE LAW OF AGENCY.

19. Direct Legislation is simply an application of the

fundamental principles of Agency recognized in every court

of justice in the civilized world; viz: That an agent must

hold himself at all times subject to the command and approval
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of his principal. If you employ an agent to manage your

business, lie expects to do as you say in all things. He will

advise you, but if you are not convinced he must do your way

and not his; and if he is not willing to do your way, he resigns,

or you discharge him. He may plan, but you have the power

of instant veto, and you do not have to wait till the end of

the year. If you did, you might find your property mort-

gaged or sold or given away beyond recall.

Men often speak of their theories as tho they were facts.

Because of our theories of what government ought to be and

is intended to be, we have fallen into the habit of calling

our representatives and misrepresentativee the 'agents" of the

people; but it is not true. An agent may be instructed by

his principal at any time, and he is bound to obey; he must

submit his plans in respect to the principal's business to the

principal whenever requested to do so, and the principal may
reject them or amend them if they do not suit him; the agent's

power may be revoked whenever he misconducts himself; and

in every respect he is subject to the will of the principal; an

instrument to carry it into execution, and not a person to set up

his will in opposition to the principal's and override or disre-

gard the principal's wishes in his own affairs—that sort of a

person is a master, not an agent.

To one who understands the nature of agency, and knows

that an agent is simply an instrument in the hand of the prin-

cipal to execute his purposes, it sounds very odd to call city

councilmen and state legislators "agents." They ought to be,

but they are not. They have some of the symptoms, but in

other respects they are found to be a very different sort of

animal. Queer agents who can sell or give away my prop-

erty against my wish and protest; queer agents who can re-

fuse to manage my business in the way I tell them to, and

who may violate my orders and disregard my instructions, and

still be safe from discharge till the term for which I em-

ployed them to act for me has expired. Tou engage an

architect to draw plans for your house, but you expect to

have the plans submitted to you before your money is spent

in building. Legislators are not agents, but masters; and the
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people do not, for the moet part, govern themselves, but

merely select the persons who are to govern them. These

legislative masters have many interests in common with the

rest of the people, and not infrequently wish to be re-elected;

so they act to a considerable extent as real agents would. But

they are not real agents, for they are not bound to act for the

principal's interest or according to his instructions, and every

now and then, when their interests are strongly opposed to

the people's, and they think they can act in such a way as

not to arouse public indignation, or they have a political ma-

chine at their backs assuring re-election whatever they do,

or the interest involved seems more important to them than

the chance of re-election—then they give away franchises,

lease city gas works, make bad contracts, pass laws for their

private benefit, and act in public affairs in many a way they

would never dream of acting if the business in their charge

had been intrusted to them by an individual or company em-

ploying them as agents subject to the principal's supervision,

instruction, veto and discharge according to the universally

recognized principles of the law of agency. A man who can

give away my property against my protest and without re-

dress, and can make laws that I have to obey for a year or

two years or four years, till he goes out of office, is not my
agent, but my master for the term. 1

Our legislators and officials will never be really the people's

agents, the people's will will never be the actually and contin-

uously governing will, until the people claim the principal's

rights of instruction and veto, revocation and discharge.

EXPERIENCE.

20. Experience speaks strongly for the Referendum, not

only from its successful use in the United States, but also from

1 Not only the principles applicable to agents strictly so called, the class
to which legislators ought to belong, but also the laws and usages of dealings
with servants, contractors, etc., point to the Referendum Idea. If you have
a cook and she makes a broth you don't like, you do not have to swallow it,

and you may discharge the cook if she won't make things right; but legisla-
tive soups you have to take, no matter how unpleasant, and you are com-
pelled to wait one year, two years or four years to get rid of the rascally
cooks. If your tailor makes a suit of clothes that does not fit, you do not
have to wear It, nor pay the tailor, either, unless he makes it the way you
want it. But with the making of law you do not exhibit so much sense;
you have fixed things so that you are obliged to wear the misfit and pay
the tailor just the same as if it were a fit.
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its use in England and Canada, and most eloquently of all

from the splendid results of its complete adoption in Switzer-

land.

In Canada the Referendum is often used to ascertain public

opinion on important measures, and has done some excellent

work in the same way as in our states and cities when used

voluntarily by the legislatures or councils.

In England the Referendum principle is very effectively

applied. Every "appeal to the people" after each dissolution

of parliament is practically a Referendum. Parties go to the

people, not with vague generalities muddled in a heap of

promises which the promisors never dream any one would

be so discourteous as to ask them to fulfil, but with a distinct

course of legislation clearly marked out, a definite and prac-

tical measure reduced to the very terms it is proposed to enact

into law, an actual bill which the people sit in judgment upon,

hear the advocates for and against and reject or approve, as

they see fit. England is slow in some things, but the mother

can teach the daughter a few good lessons if the young lady

will only listen with her nose at par or lower. When the Eng-

lish, make up their minds, and elect a new parliament to carry

out a reform, the members meet at once and put the will of

the people into action. The old parliament is dead, and the

new one begins to move as soon as the victory at the polls is

assured. But with us it takes six months or a year for the

new Congress to get hold of the reins, and meanwhile the old-

boys, whom the people have repudiated, continue to drive to

destruction or anywhere else they please.

It is to Switzeiland, however, that we must turn for the

fullest development of the referendum. Prof. Louis Waurin,

of the University of Geneva, says:1

"In the middle of this century the aristocratic regime in Switz-
erland was succeeded by that of representative democracy. The
pure representative system, however, was not destined to last long.

The people soon became aware that in the latter regime the coun-
try was overridden by political 'coteries,' prone to sacrifice the
general good to party or personal interests, and thus was brought
about the development of direct democracy. Then appeared two
institutions: The Referendum and the right of popular Initiative,

to which has of late been added, as a necessary complement, pro*

portional representation."

1 Progressive Review, London, July, 1897.
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The evolution and effects of Direct Legislation in Switzer-

land are so important that a knowledge of its history there

seems almost essential to anything like a thoro understanding

of our subject The following resume2 will give the reader

the principal points:

Fifty years ago Switzerland was more under the heels of class

rule than we are to-day; political turmoil, rioting, civil war, mo-
nopoly, aristocracy and oppression—that was the history of a
large portion of the Swiss until within a few decades. To-day the

country is the freest and most peaceful in the world. What has
wrought the change? Simply Union and the Referendum—Union
for strength, the Referendum for justice. Union to stop war and
riot—the Referendum to overcome monopoly, aristocracy and op-

pression. A solid confederation of the twenty-two cantons or states,

with a good constitution, was founded in 1848. Peace followed,

but the railroads, politicians, aristocrats and monopolists continued

to plunder the people. In 1858 a heavy subsidy was granted a

railroad by the legislature of Neuchatel. This opened the eyes of

the Switzers to the "beauties" of the representative system. They
began to cast about for a remedy. Some of the ablest citizens had
for years been calling attention to the value of the Referendum
(which was practiced in a few of the small forest cantons), urging

the extension of the method to other states and to the Union.

The people saw that it was of no use to put faith in parties strug-

gling for public office, or to continue trying to guess which candi-

dates might withstand the corruptions of power, and so they de-

cided to trust themselves. In 1863 and a few years following, six

of the leading cantons adopted the Initiative and Referendum, and

to-day Direct Legislation is practiced in all of Switzerland's cities,

most of its communes, in 21 out of the 22 cantons, and in the Fed-

eral Government. Fourteen of the cantons have the obligatory Ref-

erendum, and seven the optional. The Confederation adopted the

Referendum in 1874. The Initiative is in use in 17 cantons, and

the Federation adopted it in 1891. The Referendum clause of the

Federal Constitution reads as follows:

"Federal laws as well as federal resolutions which are binding

upon all, and which are not of such a nature that they must be de-

spatched immediately, shall be laid before the people for accept-

ance or rejection when this is demanded by 30,000 Swiss voters

or by eight cantons."

The amendment of 1891 provides for the Initiative "when 50,000

voters demand the enactment, abolition or alteration of special

articles of the constitution." As constitutional lines are very loosely

drawn in Switzerland, the people will be able to initiate almost

any measure they choose. Let us look at the results. Mr. W. D.

"A condensation for the most part from the writings of Mr. Sullivan,

Mr McCrackan, Karl Burkll, Sir Francis Adams, and Hon. Boyd Winchester,

ex-U. S. Minister to Switzerland.
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McCrackan and Mr. J. W. Sullivan have made exhaustive studies of
Swiss affairs, and to them I owe most of the facts I give about
the Referendum there. Mr. Sullivan has the story of Direct Legis-
lation in writing from Herr Carl Burkli, of Zurich, known as the
"Father of the Referendum," who says: "The masses of the citi-

zens of Switzerland found it necessary to revolt against their plu-

tocracy and the corrupt politicians who were exploiting the coun-
try thru the representative system The plutocratic

government and the Grand Council of Zurich, which had connived
with the private banks and railroads, were pulled down in one
great voting swoop. The people had grown tired of being be-

headed by the office holders after every election. And politicians

and privileged classes have ever since been going down before

these instruments in the hands of the people."

The Referendum has been carried most nearly to perfection in

Berne, the great canton of half a million people, and in Zurich,

with its 340,000 inhabitants. The legislature of Zurich consists of

a single house of 300 members. It meets two or three times a year

for a two-weeks' session. It cannot grant a privilege to a corpora-

tion, nor create an office, nor grant a contract. Every enactment
and every appropriation above the ordinary limited sums for pur-

poses specified in the constitution, must go to the polls. And the

consequences—let me quote Mr. Sullivan verbatim, so that there

may be no mistake: "The Zurich legislature knows nothing of

bribery. It never sees a lobbyist. There are no vestiges remain-

ing of the public extravagance, the confusion of laws, the parti-

san teeling, the personal campaigns, characteristic of representa-

tive governments When men of Zurich, now but

middle aged, were young, its legislature practiced vices similar to

those of American legislatures; the cantons supported many
idling functionaries, and the citizens were ordinarily but voting

machines, registering the will of the political bosses.

To-day there is not a sinecure public office in Zurich; the popular

vote has cut down the number of officials to the minimum, and
their pay also There are no officials with high sala-

ries There is no one-man power in Switzerland.

No machine politician lives by spoils

The referendum has proved destructive to class law and class

privilege." In other words, Switzerland has rid the body politic

of its vermin—it has taken politics out of the slums and civilized it.

Direct legislation has destroyed the power of legislators to legis-

late for personal ends, and so has punctured the heart of evil in

legislation.

One of the most valuable results has been the effect on the press.

The papers no longer deal in spite, prejudice, sensationalism and
slander, but aim at quiet discussion and solid argument. Says

Mr. Sullivan: "The advance of the Swiss press in power, in dignity,

in public helpfulness since the day of Direct Legislation in that

country has been one of the most remarkable facts connected with

the reform." I wonder if it really could give our papers dignity
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and helpfulness, and a slight respect for the truth. Mighty Magi-
cian, we pray for thy speedy arrival.

The progressive power of the Referendum has been wonderful.
It has enabled the Swiss to settle quickly and easily many of the
serious problems over which Americans have long been puzzling
their heads, and in respect to which they seem little nearer a solu-
tion to-day than they were 10 or 15 years ago. We have spoken
of the elevation of the press, the overthrow of monopoly, the puri-
fication of politics and the economies resulting therefrom, and
from the absence of senates, unnecessary offices, high salaries
and complex laws; but that is not all. Thru the Referendum
Switzerland has secured public ownership of the liquor business,
the manufacture of distilled liquors being now a national monop-
oly, has adopted state life insurance, a national paper currency, a
greatly improved factory act, a uniform marriage and divorce law
more liberal and sensible than any of ours, established local op-
tion in capital punishment, declared that vaccination shall not
be compulsory, that religion shall not be entirely swept out of the
schools, and that her people are not yet ready to recognize gov-
ernmentally the right to employment when linked with a demand
for "an official status between laborers and employers, with demo-
cratic organization of the work in factories and workshops." [And
the Swiss are right. It would not be just for the public to attempt
such a reorganization until the public or the workers by purchase,
or the growth of co-operation, have come to own the shops. Dem-
ocratic organization before that would be confiscation.] All this
since 1875, and still we have not spoken of the two most important
movements of the referendum period, viz., improved taxation and
the nationalization of the means of communication—both the re-
sults of Direct Legislation.

Tax reform has proceeded in two directions: First, the reduction
of the aggregate of taxation, rendered possible by the simplicity,

purity and economy of direct government; and second, the change
of the incidence of taxation from poverty to wealth. The latter

is one of the wisest and most significant movements of modern
times, and is making its claims felt in all advanced countries. In
Switzerland it has been carried far toward perfection.

Direct and non-transferable taxes have been substituted for in-

direct and transferable taxes, and the direct taxes have been made
progressive.

Indirect taxes, or those on commodities imported, manufactured,
sold, etc., are transferable from the person first paying them, to

the consumer, who has also to pay the said person interest and
profits on the capital he used to settle the tax in the first instance,

so that the rich importer or manufacturer may actually make
money out of the tax system instead of really contributing any-
thing out of his own pocket to the support of the government;
while the people who consume the commodities taxed, not only
have to pay all the taxes, but the dealers' profits on them besides.

The government treasury, after all, only receives $2 out of every
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three the people pay on account of the tax system. If the taxes
are mostly on articles of ordinary use, the great body of the poorer
people bear the bulk of taxation, and a certain class of the wealthy
have no burden, but a profit instead. This trick of indirect tax-
ation is what the French statesman Turgot called "plucking the
goose without making it cackle." But the Swiss geese have
found out the trick, and have turned it into direct progressive
taxation, or the trick of plucking the goose where the feathers

are thickest, and where it will hurt the least. In several of the

more radical cantons the rich and well-to-do pay nearly all the

taxes. In Zurich fifty years ago all taxes were indirect; now $32

out of every $34, or over seven eighths of the whole, are raised

by direct and progressive taxation on incomes, inheritances and
real estate.

In the case of incomes, the largest pay at a rate five times as

heavy as the moderate ones. In the case of property, the largest

fortunes pay at a rate twice as great as the smallest. In the case

of inheritances, the tax has increased more than six fold in the last

thirty years. The larger the amount of property and the more
distant the relative the heavier the rate.

The poorest laborer pays about 2 per cent, of his wages in taxes,

being 15 to 30 per cent, better off than before the present system

was adopted; the well-paid clerk pays 5 per cent, of his salary,

being 10 to 20 per cent, better off; the business man worth $50,000

or more pays 10 per cent, of his profits, and rests about where he

was; while the large capitalist, worth half a million or more, pays

25 per cent of his income, and so gives back to the public a part

of the excess that he receives above what he earns. These laws

have done a great deal to aid the diffusion of wealth and check

the too rapid growth of overlarge fortunes, and the results are

seen in the fact that while Switzerland was until recently very

poor, the exchanges of wealth per capita there are greater to-day

than in any other country of the continent. "It is an extraordinary

fact," says Mr. Sullivan, generalizing from MulhalPs statistics,

"that the three million Swiss consume as much wealth as the fif-

teen million Italians." That is, one Swiss, on the average, eats,

drinks, wears, travels and reads five times as much as his Italian

neighbor.

Not less important is the second great movement above men-
tioned—the tendency of the government toward the full control of

monopolies, shown in the nationalization of the liquor business,

a portion of the forests, life insurance and the means of communi-
cation and transportation.

As a result of Direct Legislation Switzerland has adopted na-

tional ownership of railways, and has the best system of Federal

postoffice, telegraph, telephone and express service in existence.

If you receive money by postal order the carrier puts the cash in

your hands. The mail is delivered everywhere. It you want the

express you send the order by the carrier. At any post office you

may subscribe for any Swiss publication, or for any of the several
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thousands of the world's leading periodicals. Letter postage in
Switzerland is one cent local, general two cents, book one cent a
half pound, newspaper average two-fifths of a cent; express mat-
ter at corresponding rates. With the cheapest postage in the
world the profits of the system are large, because the Swiss post-
office does not have to pay the railroads monopoly prices for trans-
portation.

In respect to the public telephone, the American Consul at St.
Gall reported officially May 5, 1892: "The Swiss telephone service
is better and the rates lower than anywhere else in the world."
As to the national ownership of railroads in Switzerland, I refer

the reader to the circular issued by the National League for Pro-
moting the Public Ownership of Monopolies, and printed in Chap-
ter I of this book, at the close of the section on "Public Sentiment."
The wonderful success of the Swiss referendum is fully attested

by the Hon. Boyd Winchester, our former Minister to Switzerland;
Sir Francis O. Adams, the English Minister there; Professor Vin-
cent, of Johns Hopkins University; Mr. McCrackan, Mr. Sullivan,
Professor Moses, Professor Dicey, etc. Rev. Lyman Abbott's paper,
The Outlook, speaking of the strong words of approval eminent
observers have bestowed upon the Referendum, says: "Apparently
there is no conflict in the testimony." The only exception I know
of is Mr. A. B. Hart, who seems to have found some of the people
in Switzerland who have lost power and privilege thru the referen-
dum, and were, therefore, inclined to growl about the new insti-

tution. Mr. Hart confesses that he went to Switzerland prejudiced
against the Referendum, and it is npt surprising that he should
have found the society of ousted politicians and monopolists so
congenial that he neglected to form other acquaintances, and filled

his letter to the "Post" with assertions that the Initiative "suggests
bad measures" (but the legislature never does; no it will not even
suggest such things); that the Referendum sometimes "kills good
measures" (but of course the legislature never does); that the
"Swiss voters do not all come out" (like the Americans do!); and
that "the Referendum has disappointed its friends in Switzerland."
This "powerful" argument, quoted in substance from one so well
prepared by foregone conclusions to make it, would almost lead

one to believe that the famous ambassadors, professors and
authors previously mentioned had formed a conspiracy to deceive

the world about the Referendum, were it not that Mr. Hart, on
cross-examination, as it were, corroborates their testimony by
saying: "Switzerland is an atoll in the surging ocean of European
politics. Here the increasing strain which has come upon the rep-

resentative institutions of other countries is hardly felt. Here
the legislature is free from party organization, the business of the

country is well and promptly done, the people are content with
their representatives The process of invoking and
voting on a Referendum is simple and easily worked
The system undoubtedly leads to public discussion; newspapers
criticise; addresses and counter-addresses are issued; cantonal
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councils publicly advise voters, and of late the Federal Assembly
sends out manifestoes about pending Initiatives." How does this
talk about doing the business promptly and well, and about the
people's contentment agree with what Mr. Hart said about "dis-

appointment of the friends of the Referendum?" As to this, one
of the leading friends of the Referendum wrote to Mr. Sullivan
that it was "deeply rooted in the hearts of the whole people. All
parties who formerly opposed the Referendum, even the most
reactionary and aristocratic, have declared officially their adher-
ence to the Initiative and Referendum as a thoroly good institu-

tion." No one objects to it now but a few individuals who stood
in the path of progress and got hurt by the wheels of justice, and
who comfort themselves with ungracious talk.

There were objections in plentiful measure during the early

advocacy of the wide extension of the Referendum, but experience
has shown them all to be fallacious. Here are some samples: "It

would do well enuf in the little commune or the primitive forest

canton, but never would work in the grand canton of Berne, much
less in Federal affairs; that was visionary in the extreme. It was
an impracticable thing any way, and would keep the people vot-

ing from morning till night. Demagogues would rule the people
and pernicious tyrannical laws would be passed. The people were
inexperienced, short-sighted, capricious, passionate, and the Ref-

erendum would prove the source of great expense and a flood of

hasty, injudicious, partisan legislation."

As to expense, we have seen that taxes are lower than ever be-

fore, and the government more economical. Jobbery and extrava-

gance are unknown, for the people who pay hold the strings of

the purse, and politics, since there is no money in it now, has
ceased to be a trade.

Instead of partisan laws, it has been proved that people vote

on the merits of the measures submitted, the fate of one proposi-

tion having no effect on that of another put out by the same or-

ganization, and partisanship is reduced to its lowest ebb, as even

Mr. Hart admits.

Instead of causing a Hood of hasty legislation, the Referendum
has proved a drag on the making of laws. In the twenty years

from 1874 to 1894 the Swiss Federal Congress passed 175 laws, 19

of which were called to the polls by a petition for the referen-

dum. Eight amendments to the constitution were also passed

and two more suggested by the Initiative. So that the people

voted in twenty years on 29 questions, ten of which were constitu-

tional amendments, which go to the people in our states now.

Sixteen of the laws and amendments were disapproved by the vot-

ers and thirteen approved. Every one of the questions received

remarkably lengthy consideration, and most deliberate and dis-

passionate discussion, the like of which is as yet unknown in

America. Passing less than a law a year is not much of a "flood"

of legislation from the Referendum, is it? Neither does the sug-

gestion of one law in each two years by the Federal Initiative
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seem much like a deluge. In twenty years the legislature of
Roleure passed 66 laws; all went to the people, the referendum
being obligatory; 51 were adopted at the polls and 15 rejected—less

law-making, you see, on the face of the returns, than if there had
been no referendum. In twenty years the legislature of Berne
passed 68 laws; 50 were approved at the polls and 18 rejected.

Berne has half a million people, New Jersey a million and a half.

Berne, with the referendum, averages two and a half laws a year,

and New Jersey 450. So that per million of inhabitants 300 laws
are enacted in the United States to Switzerland's five, or 60 to 1.

It turns out, therefore, that the deluge is not with the Referendum,
but without it. The obligatory Referendum makes the entire

citizenship a deliberative body in perpetual session. It establishes

principles and avoids the flood of special legislation that sweeps
away all sense of virtue from our statute books. The mass of com-
plex, useless and evil laws that breeds lawyers, courts and police,

are in Switzerland not passed at all, with a great reduction in the

cost of litigation and police.

Mr. McCrackan says: "The Referendum is above all things fatal

to anything like extravagance in the management of public funds;

it discerns instantly and kills remorselessly all manner of jobs."

And again: "Nowhere in the world are government places occupied

by men so well fitted for the work to be performed."

Boyd Winchester says in his "Swiss Republic:"

"One in visiting the chambers of the assembly is much imprest

with the smooth and quiet dispatch of business. The members
are not seated with reference to their political affiliations. There

is no filibustering, no vexatious points of order, no drastic rules of

cloture to ruffle the decorum of the proceedings. Interruptions are

few, and angry personal bickerings never occur. . . . . .

Leaves to print, or a written speech memorized and passionately

declaimed are unknown. There are none of those extraneous and

soliciting conditions to invite to *buncombe' speecnes. The debates

are more in the nature of an informal consultation of business

men about common interests. They talk and vote, and there is

an end to it. This easy, colloquial disposition of affairs by no

means implies any slip-shod indifference or superficial method of

legislation. There is no legislative body where important ques-

tions are treated in a more fundamental and critical manner.

"The members of the assembly practically enjoy life tenure.

Re-election, alike in the whole confederation and in the single

canton, is the rule. Death and voluntary retirement account for

nineteen out of the twenty-one new members at the last general

election. There are members who have served continuously since

the organization of the assembly, in 1848. To some extent this re-

markable retention of members of the assembly may be ascribed

to the fact that the people feel that they are masters thru the

power of rejecting all measures which are put to a popular vote.

"The members of the Federal Council can be and are continually

re-elected, notwithstanding sharp antagonisms among themselves,
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and it may be between them and a majority in the assembly. They
also continue to discharge their administrative duties, whether
the measures submitted by them are or are not sanctioned by the
voters. The Swiss distinguish between men and measures. They
retain valued servants in their employment, even tho they reject

their advice This sure tenure of service makes those
chosen look upon it as the business of their lives. Without this

permanence, such men as now fill it could not be induced to do so."

Read also the following from Sir Francis Adams:
"The Swiss voter is quite ready to vote again and again for the

same candidates. He probably looks upon them as good men of

business, with long experience of parliamentary and Federal af-

fairs, and he knows very well that if measures are passed of which
for some reason or other he does not approve, he and his fellows

can combine to reject them at the referendum There
have been hitherto only two instances of a member willing to

serve not being re-elected

"The debates are carried on with much decorum. There is sel-

dom a noisy sitting, even when the most important subjects are

discussed. Interruptions are few, and scenes such as unhappily
have of late been painfully frequent in our House of Commons do
not exist. The sittings strike the spectator as being those of men
of business, tho the members are by no means devoid of eloquence."

And this from Karl Burkli, a prominent citizen of Zurich, Switz-

erland

"The smooth working of our Federal, cantonal and municipal

referendum is, as a matter of fact, a truth generally acknowledged

thruout Switzerland. The initiative and referendum are now deeply

rooted in the hearts of the Swiss people Proportional

representation is going ahead in half a dozen cantons (Berne, Basle,

Zurich, Lucerne, St. Gall) just now, and six cantons (Tessin, Neu-

ohatel, Geneva, Zug, Soleure, Fribourg) and the Federal city of

Berne have already proportional representation.

"Our city or municipal referendum goes likewise very well. So,

the town citizens of Berne voted this year (April), per referendum,

for instituting proportional representation, and last year the town

citizens of Zurich (now the largest city in Switzerland, about 130;
-

000 to 150,000 inhabitants) voted for the appropriation and manage-

ment by the city of the tramways (street car lines).

"All these divers votings—Federal, cantonal, municipal—went on

without riot, corruption, disturbance or hindrance whatever,

altho with great agitation. So all is well with us, and you may
authoritatively say that there is no agitation for its repeal or

difficulty in its working, whether in federation or in the cantons

or in the cities, as Zurich, Geneva, Basle, Berne, tho these cities

are full of foreign elements. Our Swiss political trinity—initiative,

referendum and proportional representation—is not only good and

holy for hardworking Switzerland, but would be even better, I

think, too, for the grand country in North America."

Mr. A. A. Brown, speaking of what the Swiss have done with di-
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rect legislation says: "They have defeated monopolies, improved
the method of taxation, reduced the rate, avoided national scandals
growing out of extravagance; they have husbanded the public do-
main for the benefit of their own citizenship; they have destroyed
partisanship and established a government of the people; they have
quieted disturbing political elements, disarmed the politician, en-

throned the people; by vote of the people they have assumed au-

thority over railroads, express companies, telegraphs and tele-

phones, reducing freight rates, express charges and tolls more than
78 per cent, below the cost for like service under private control."

(Arena, Vol. 22, p. 98.)

With such a record how can we fail to favor the Referen-

dum? Switzerland has solved her problem by making an

intelligent selection of the best among many local forms and

extending its application. Is there not good reason to believe

that we can solve many of our problems in the same way?

21. Authority of the highest character favors the exten-

sion of the Referendum in America. This point was suffi-

ciently discussed in the first half of this chapter.

22. The drift of public sentiment sets strongly toward

the Referendum. (See above.)

23. The trend of events, the progress of civilization, the

evolution of democracy and the whole movement of modern

history is in the direction of more perfect control of the gov-

ernment by the people, a path which leads straight to the

fuller use of Direct Legislation. (See above.)

24. The fundamental principles of religion and ethics,

the law of love, the Golden Rule and the brotherhood of man
necessitates the Referendum. Love and brotherhood deny

me the right and banish the wish to assume more power than

my fellows, or deprive them of equal participation in the de-

velopment resulting from decision and responsibility. Only

unavoidable necessity can justify unequal sovereignty, and no

such necessity exists in cases to which the Initiative and Ref-

erendum can be applied.

25. The final and fundamental political argument for

Direct Legislation is that it is necessary to true self-gov-

ernment. It and it only can and will establish public owner-

ship of the government. It is the only way to prove and

overcome misrepresentation with due precision and prompt-
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ness. It is the only practicable means of destroying the great

Lawmaking Monopoly which holds us in its grip to-day, and

which is not only a terrible evil in itself, but the prolific parent

and protector of other monopolies and oppressions.

If the control of affairs is put in the hands of a few men
for life, without responsibility to the controlled, everybody

recognizes the fact that the government is an aristocracy. If

the control is put in the hands of a few for two or three years

without responsibility to the controlled during that time,

there is an aristocracy as much as before. The duration of a

government does not fix its character, but the nature of the

control; and even if time were of the essence of the case,

many a monarch's reign has been shorter than the terms of

our President and Senators. To have a government by the

people, the legislative agents must be subject to the control

of the people every moment. If for one instant they cease to

be subject to the orders of the people, for that instant they

cease to be servants and become sovereigns in place of the

people.

It is true that in the early history of America pure repre-

sentative government produced, good results. It is perfectly

possible that in a rural community, where the people are

nearly on a level, and no strong class distinctions exist, rep-

resentative aristocracy might take a course quite close to the

one in which self-government would steer the ship of state.

But as the simplicity and homogeneity of primitive society

give place to the strong contrasts of rich and poor, million-

aire and tramp, Back Bay and slums, educated and ignorant,

nabobs and nobodies—as the people crystalize into classes

under the influence of selfish competition, and class interests

grow intense, facing each other in bitter antagonism—as or-

ganizations of men are formed to capture the government and

the offices for their own private benefit—the divergence be-

tween the people's will and the will of the men who contrive

to get themselves elected under the name of "representatives"

grows larger and larger, until in some of our cities and states

scarcely a vestige of real representation remains, and the gov-

ernment is a despotism.

9
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It Las come to be perfectly clear that representation does

not represent, and a little consideration will show that even

under the most favorable circumstances, delegate law cannot

be relied on to represent the people's will. The facte are

briefly as follows

1. It frequently happens that large masses of people have

no representative at all in the halls of legislation. In Minne-

sota about 44 per cent, of those voting (or 101,000 out of

236,000) have no one in Congress to represent them—no one

for whom they cast a ballot or who went from their state to

stand for their principles.1

In Wisconsin 40 per cent, and in Maryland 46 per cent of

the people have no representative in Congress. In 1892, out

of twelve millions voting, five and a half millions had no rep-

resentative in the national government, and in 1896 again

nearly half of those voting had no one in Congress in whom

they had expressed their confidence or whose selection as a

legislator they had endorsed with a ballot.

2. It is a common thing for one party to absorb far more

than its fair share of representation. In 1892 New Jersey

cast 171,000 Democratic votes and 156,000 Republican votes.

The Democrats got six Congressmen and both Senators, or

one national representative to 21,000 voters. The Republi-

cans had two Congressmen) or one national representative

to 78,000 voters. A little irregular strip in the city of Cam-

den, containing a population of 12,725, constituted one legis-

lative district, and the rest of the city constituted another dis-

trict, containing 58,311 population; the first contained the

democratic strength of Camden, the second was republican;

each district had the same amount of representation in the

legislature. In Essex county, the 3d Assembly district (dem-

ocratic), contained a population of 11,349, while the 11th

district (republican) contained 42,414, and the average popu-

lation of all the republican districts was double the average

population of the democratic districts.

1 Most of the figures at hand relate to state votings for national officers,
but the same general conditions exist In local votings.
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Let us take the present congress (the 55th, elected in 1896)

and tabulate some of the striking facts.

Percent. Number of
ofTOtes Congressional
ca«t. Dutrlcts.

With 5*4* the Republicans of Md. carried every one of the 6 districts.
44

55* •* 44 41 Iowa 44 " 44 "11 44

44
58* Democrats 44 Ga. 44 44 44 44

ll « 4

44
54* 44 41 44 Texas 44 12 44 13 44

44
66* 44 Republicans " Mass. 44

12 44 13 44

" 61* 44 44 44 Pa. 44 27 44 30 44

41
67* 44 44 44 N. Y. 44 29 44 84 44

44
53* 44 44 44 Ohio 44 15 44 21 44

44 55* 44 44 44
III.

44 n 44 22 44

44
60*

44 44 44 N. J.
44 every one 44 8 44

44
60* " •

44 44 Wis. 44 44 44 44 10 44

These percentages axe based on the actual votes for Congress-
men. The Republican or Democratic percentage of the vote for
Governor or other general officer is very often identical with the
same party's percentage in the congressional vote, but in some
cases varies a little above or below the latter. For the 54th Con-
gress some of the facts are even more remarkable than any of those
in the table. For example, the Republicans of Illinois had only
about 51 per cent, of the general state vote and 53 per cent, of
the district vote, and yet they elected all but one of the 22 Con-
gressmen. And the Republicans of Wisconsin, with 51 per cent,

of the vote for Governor, and 54 per cent, of the district vote,

elected every one of the 10 Congressmen.1

In the 55th congress, the Democrats of Georgia and Texas

had both senators from their respective states, and the Re-

publicans had both Senators from Maine and Iowa, Illinois,

Massachusetts, etc.—a fact which in connection with those

that precede, supplies the basis for some very interesting con-

clusions, viz.: That in Massachusetts 1 Republican has more

weight in national affairs than 4 Democrats. In Texas, 1

Democrat equals 5 Republicans. In Illinois, during the 54th

Congress, a Republican weighed more than 15 Democrats.

In Georgia now a Republican weighs nothing at all, and in

1 The district system naturally tends to exclude a very large proportion
(often 40 to 45 per cent.) of the people from representation In congresses,
councils, legislatures, etc., and in connection with the gerrymander or the
plurality rule, or both, It may even exclude a majority of the people. Im-
agine a legislative body elected by 40 to 60 per cent, of the citizens voting,
and estimate the representative quality of a law passed by a majority of
a quorum in such a body—it might represent no more than 12 to 16 per cent,
of the voters if honestly passed—not 1 per cent., perhaps, if corruptly
passed. Corruption may attain any degree of misrepresentation in any
legislative body it is able to control. What is the representative quality of
a law passed at midnight In the closing hours of a session, with most of
the legislators asleep or inattentive, and nobody voting but the man who
drew the bill? What Is the representative quality of legislation under the
Iron rule of a presiding officer who recognizes no one to speak for a meas-
nue he wishes to exclude? Representation is but a shell without the
kernel, a nest from which the bird has flown. The Referendum will put
life once more Into the dead form.
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Maine and Iowa, a Democrat weighs nothing in national leg-

islation or deliberation.

3. The various classes of society are not duly represented

in legislative bodies—not represented in anything like the

proportion they actually bear to thev
social total. We have

seen in paragraph 17 what the composition of a legislative

body is like. A few years ago I examined the census figures

of class enumeration and the composition of Congress, with

the following results:

The lawyers, with their families, constitute one-third of 1

per cent, of the people, yet they have 60 per cent, of the Sen-

ate and House, and the President also—more than 180 times

the representation that belongs to them. The bankers num-

ber one-tenth of 1 per cent, of the people, which entitles them

to one-half of one representative; but they have ten, which

is twenty times their fair share.1

The farmers constitute 45 per cent, of the people, and

have one Senator and thirty-nine members of the House, or

9 per cent, instead of 45 per cent., as they should have—one-

fifth of what belongs to them. The laboring people of all

sorts number nearly 80 per cent, of our citizenship. "What

are their representatives? Where are the Senators and Con-

gressmen who are really workingmen and in full sympathy

with them and fit to represent them? The bulk of the com-

munity is entirely unrepresented by men of their own class

and condition, who are the only ones that can thoroly under-

stand their wants and wishes.

4. Ideas are not correctly represented. Voters in different

parties agree on some things and voters in the same party dis-

agree on some. The present methods of voting in city and

state elections afford no opportunity, as a rule, for registering

this agreement and disagreement. There is no definite repre-

sentation of the opinions of the voters on matters aside from

the main issue, and large bodies of men advocating special

measures are entirely excluded from representation in the

halls of legislation, not being able under the district system

x In the 63d Congress the bankers had 20 representatives, or more than
40 times their fair share, and the farmers had much less than 1/5 of their

rightful representation In the 53d Congress, and also in the 55th.
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of repneseaitation to elect any one at all to stand for even

their main idea.1

5. Many a question arises after election during the dele-

gate's term of office which was not considered, perhaps was
not even foreseen, at the time of his election. The people

had no opportunity of expressing themselves upon it at the

polls, and the judgment of the representative in the premises

may and frequently does differ from that of his constituents.

6. Even where the people have exprest themselves quite

clearly, their views may change. They may elect men
pledged to certain legislation and afterward, before the pledge

is executed, perhaps, the people see reason to change their

minds; but without the Referendum the change cannot b«

ascertained. Imagine a business man telling his agent to-day

to buy certain lands or build a house for him, and to-morrow,

concluding he did not want the land or the house, but denied

the privilege of revoking his order or modifying his plan!

7. The delegate's self-interest may lead him to disregard

the will of the people, even when he knows perfectly well

what it is.
2 Under present conditions the delegates may give

1 Proportional representation will remove the evils of the district sys-
tem. It would enable each party or organized group of voters to obtain
its due share of delegates In council and legislature. But classes, ideas and
interests would still be far from having a fair representation. The jumble
of Issues in party platforms and the mixture of measures with persons
would continue to make it impossible for the people to give definite ex-
pression of their thoughts and wishes. The boss, the ring and the machine
would still control nominations In a large degree; the lobby would still cor-
rupt the legislators; questions not considered at election time would con-
tinue to come up, and legislators could not be sure of judging as the people
would judge. Even in Switzerland, where, according to the latest reports,
eight cantons have proportional representation along with the referendum,
the legislators are not able to judge correctly of the popular will, and their
action is frequently reversed at the polls.

Proportional representation Is good; it gives each body of citizens a
chance to get some of their ideas represented in the deliberations of legis-

lative bodies; it helps to make the legislative body a picture, on a small
scale, of the chief groups in the citizen body; but it leaves the legislative
body still subject to the fundamental defect of making law by final vote
of a body of delegates. The concentration of temptation, the divergence of
Interest and thought, and the private monopoly of legislative power, with
all their attendant evils remain substantially as at present.

No sort of representation, proportionate or not, can be relied on as truly
representative unless it is always under the principal's direction and con.
trol, so that departures from his will may be corrected and his views and
changes of view be registered at any moment he sees fit. The essential
thing Is the participation of the people at will in the making of the laws.

* In a circular issued by the South Dakota Direct Legislation League I

find the matter strongly and clearly stated:
When the vote granting a franchise binds us forever, and our represen-

tative can get $5,000 for his vote, while we only give him f300 for his year's
work (even if we should re-elect him), where Is his responsibility?

The state or city is our farm. At present we give our servants (legisla-

tors, aldermen) almost unlimited power over it—power to mar it; power to
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away public property or take other action which will bind the

unwilling people beyond the reach of revocation. For ex-

ample, the Ohio legislature in 1896 passed a law permitting

cities to give 50 year franchises to street railway companies.

It is said that the friends of the people as against the corpora-

tions did not know of the bill till a few days before the legis-

lature met, and then they learned of the plan by overbearing

a conversation on a railroad train. They did their utmost

to defeat the measure, but failed. The people were strenu-

ously opposed to such monopolistic legislation, but before they

could secure a repeal of the law at the next session of the legis-

lature, the city government of Cincinnati was induced to

grant a 50-year franchise to the street railways of that city,

and the grant could not be withdrawn.

8. Even with the most virtuous delegates and under the

most favorable circumstances, representation cannot truly rep-

resent in the absence of the Referendum, because no man
thinks or feels just like another, much less like ten thousand

others of varying shades of thought and feeling. The records

of actual referenda set forth in the early part of this chapter

show how impossible it is for legislators to represent the peo-

ple. Time after time, when a number of constitutional

amendments and other measures prepared by legislative bodies

with the utmost care, have gone to the people, part or all have

been rejected, tho passed by legislature after legislature with

overwhelming majorities, and totally free from any suspicion

of fraud, being intended from the start for reference to the

citizens.1

mortgage It—reserving to ourselves scarcely any power except to discharge
them after the harm is fully accomplisht.

The city is our stable, which we commit to these servants, reserving to
ourselves only the power to discharge them after they have allowed our
horses to he stolen.

The constitution is our pasture fence; the State is our carriage; our
legislators are our horses. With the present arrangements we harness our
horses, hitch them (often wild colts) to our carriage, throw away lines and
whip and trust ourselves to the tender mercies of Providence, which is
supposed to have special care of half-witted people. Our horses may balk
or lie down in harness, or they may wildly tear over the pasture, down
steep gullies, over rocky roads, and finally knock our brains out, but we
have all the time the comforting assurance that our bones will be found
somewhere within the limits of the seven-rail pasture fence called the con-
stitution. With the Initiative and the Referendum we would be at all

times masters of the situation, keeping the government constantly in our
own hands.

1 In 1850, before Switzerland had developt her system of Direct Legis-
lation, Martin Rittinghausen wrote a little book on "Direct Legislation by
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In July, '98, St, Louis voted down by more than 4 to 1 a

number of charter amendments passed by the municipal as-

sembly. At a special election in '97, three amendments were

submitted to the people of New Jersey by the legislature;

two carried and the third was lost, yet this third amendment

was the very one that the press and political leaders had pre-

dicted would carry by a large majority, since it merely gave

women the right to school suffrage, which they had already

enjoyed for several years under a statute, and which has been

conferred in 26 states of the Union. In 1896 two amend-

ments, establishing biennial elections, were submitted to the

people of Massachusetts. They were passed by the legisla-

ture in the belief that the people would approve the change;

they were advocated by leading men of the highest character

and statesmanship, both in and out of the dominant party.

the People" in which he gave nine reasons why the "representative sys-
tem" (1. e., the unguarded system) should not be tolerated:

1. The representative system is a remnant of ancient feudalism.
2. It is absurd to represent a thing by its diametrical opposite, black

by white, the general interest of the people by a particular Interest opposed
to It.

3. Representation in government is a fiction and nothing but a fiction.

Representation does not exist, unless that term Is applied to a continual
antagonism of those whom one is alleged to represent.

4. Even if there happened to be a case of genuine representation thru
some undlscoverable paragon of a representative, the majority of the votes
of a country would still remain unrepresented.

5. In the elections the Intriguer has the advantage over the honest man,
because he will not shrink from a number of methods that are disdained
by an honorable candidate; the incompetent has an advantage over the
man of ability, because three-fourths of the electors vote, and always must
vote, without knowing and without being in a position to judge the merits
of the candidate. Besides, in this mendacious system of government, the
election is itself an absurd sham. You either ask the voter to cast his ballot
according to his own personal convictions, upon the strength of his acquain-
tance with the capacity or honesty or the policy of the candidate, in which
case you ask the impossible; or you ask the voter to cast his ballot for
a candidate nominated by a convention, and then you have no election at all;

you merely have a nomination secured- thru a small coterie, itself domi-
nated by motives of personal interest.

6. In a representative assembly many upright natures change their
character entirely; the honest man is there, the readiest to repudiate his
convictions. There are temptations to which it Is only possible to expose
men under penalty of seeing them succumb. One of these temptations is

the power to enrich one's self or one's family, to rise in the worldly scale;
that is to say, to oppress one's fellow creatures without incurring any
responsibility whatever. Hence continual apostasies and the impossibility
of ever creating a well-ordered majority.

7. The fear of not being re-elected is absolutely without influence upon
the conduct of the unscrupulous representative. The more he violates the
confidence reposed In him, the more certain he may be of re-election.
Hence the most detestable politicians have the longest legislative careers;
they survive the fall of all regimes.

8. Under the Influence of this same tendency every representative as-
sembly must necessarily be worse than the one preceding it.

9. Representative assemblies are the incarnation of incapacity and evil
Intent, from a legislative and political standpoint. In legislation they make
continual onslaughts upon the liberties of the people or surrender the
slender patrimony of the poor to speculators. Politically, the situation is

still worse, if that be possible.
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The amendments were lost. Governor Woloott (who was an
advocate of the amendments) says in his annual address to the

Legislature for 1897

:

"On both these important questions, which have demanded so
much time of your predecessors, the decision of the people is so

emphatic as to afford little encouragement for an early renewal of

the discussion."

The best of men, the ablest of statesmen, do not really

know what the people want. The only way is to ask the

people.

It is clear that the people are not truly represented by dele-

gate legislation. "We have some attempts at representation,

together with geographical representation and boss represen-

tation, and machine representation, and corporation, trust

and combine representation. Harper's Weekly, discussing

"The Breakdown of Legislatures/' says:

"Legislatures, as they were originally conceived, are breaking
down because the representative character of their members has
changed. They have not ceased to represent somebody. They are

as responsible now as they ever were in the past; but they repre-

sent a small organized element of the voters which is under the

control of the 'machine,' and they are responsible to the boss of

that machine."

The question of Direct Legislation is equivalent to the

question, "Ought the people's will to govern all the time,

or only now and then? Shall the ascertainment and execu-

tion of the people's tcill be made as easy and perfect as pos-

sible, or shall it continue imperfect and difficult?"

Senator Marion Butler says that no man can oppose Direct

Legislation "unless he is at heart opposed to popular govern-

ment1

1 ThIs is bed rock. To deny the Initiative and Referendum Is to deny
self-government and democracy; to affirm self-government and democracy
is to affirm the Initiative and Referendum. The whole literature of the sub-

ject focuses upon that fundamental fact.

Any one who desires to go more fully Into the matter will do well to

obtain J. W. Sullivan's "Direct Legislation thru the Initiative and Refer-
endum;" The Direct Legislation Record, edited by Eltweed Pomeroy, New-
ark, N. J.; United States Senate Document, 340, 55th Congress, second ses-

sion, July 8, 1898, also edited by Pres. Pomeroy; Dr. E. P. Oberholtzer's
•'Referendum In America" and "King People;" S. E. Moffett's "Suggestions
on Government;" W. D. McCrackan's "Swiss Solutions of American Prob-
lems," and the chapter on Direct Legislation in "The American Common-
wealth," by James Bryce. The larger histories of Swiss institutions men-
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John Quincy Adams said that "the will of the people is

the end of all legitimate government on earth."

A bit of history and a closing illustration may emphasize

the clumsiness of present methods.

The Kepublican Congress did their best to please the people

in 1883, but in 1884 the people exprest their disgust by elect-

ing a Democratic President. The next four years of Demo-

cratic rule did not suit the nation either, and it returned the

Republicans to power in 1888. They began to apply their

favorite remedy, the revision of the tariff, and passed the Mc-

Kinley law in 1890. The people exprest their appreciation

by almost annihilating the Eepublican party in the elections

of November, '90, immediately after the said law was enacted,

and in 1892 Cleveland was again elected and the Democrats

had a large majority in Congress. They, too, appeared to

think that the tariff was the only thing above ground worth

the serious attention of a Congressman (after his own private

affairs are provided for, of course, if he is of the sort that has

private affairs), and they consequently got out a new edition

of the tariff in 1894. Again the people showed their disgust

by an overwhelming rebuke at the polls—the Democrats were

completely snowed under, the Republicans again put in con-

trol of Congress, a large number of People's Party members

elected, about doubling their former representation, and in-

dubitable indications of the Republican triumph which came

in 1896. Poor, dumb people, with no chance to tell distinctly

what they do want, but driven to the clumsy method of chang-

ing agents once in two or four years in the hope that one of

them may sometime discover what they desire. Poor, de-

tioned in the text when speaking of The Rising Tide of Thought may also be
read with advantage, and a number of valuable magazine articles may be
found by consulting Poole's Index and the bibliography In the Direct Legis-
lation Record, June, 1898, pp. 45-50. The reader will find that the first six
or seven references (Sullivan to Bryce), together with the present chapter,
will afford ample material for any ordinary purpose. This chapter follows
an original line of thought, contains a good deal of new matter and an
analysis of prior treatments. I owe most to the Direct Legislation Record
and Senate Document 340, which are Invaluable to any student of Direct
Legislation.

Since this chapter was set up three valuable contributions to the lit-

erature of Direct Legislation have come to my notice; first, Eltweed Pom-
eroy's article, "Objections Answered," Arena, Vol. 22, p. 101; second, A. A.
Brown's article, "Direct Legislation now in Operation," Ibid. p. 97; and
third, the 4 page "Leaflet 1," and 12 page "Study 1," published by "The
Social Reform Union," of which the Rev. W. D. P. Bliss, of Chicago, Is

president.
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voted, hardworking agents, truly there is not much comfort

in your undertaking at beet, for when you think you have got

things fixed up beautifully and ask for your reward, you re-

ceive, a tremendous kick from your dumb employer. Instead

of this tedious method of kicking out one agent after another

till you find one with sense enuf to discover what is needed,

and goodness enuf to do it, how much better it would be if

the people were allowed to become articulate, able to express

their wish distinctly on each separate issue.

The people are now in the position of a deaf and dumb
man who was not permitted to tell what he wanted for dinner

except by picking out one of several bills of fare and ordering

it as a whole. Each bill of fare had the cook's name at the

top and a program for dinner, which in every case included

some things the dumb man wanted and some he did not want.

As he had to select a whole menu, with its cook, and could

not pick out particular dishes, and as the cook used her dis-

cretion as to which dishes on her list she would serve, if any,

and generally mixed up the food and seasoned it with more

regard to her own taste than to that of the dumb man, he was

naturally displeased with his diet, and kept discharging the

cooks as fast as he could, until at last a wiser and more

thoughtful cook than the rest devised the plan of sending a

blank sheet of paper and a pencil along with the bill of fare,

so that the dumb man could write "yes" after the roast lamb,

fried potatoes, charlotte russe, or whatever else he wanted,

and if there was anything he desired that was not on the bill

of fare he could write the name of it on the blank sheet

After this everything went well with the dumb man; his diet

suited his taste and he grew healthy and happy; and he could

not do enuf to show his appreciation of the cook's skill in pre-

paring the dishes he called for.

Summary Statement.

Law making- by final vote of delegates is not self-government, but
government by an elective aristocracy.

The REMEDY is the extension of Direct Legislation thru
the Initiative and Referendum.
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The Initiative is the proposal of a law by a reasonable percentage
of the voters.

The Referendum is the submission of a measure to the people

for final approval or rejection; obligatory, when all but ur-

gency measures must be submitted; optional, when submission

may be required by petition of a reasonable percentage of

voters; legislative, when the option of submission is in the

legislature or council; executive, when the option is with the

mayor or governor, etc.

Otherwise stated, the initiative is the right of provoking a decision

of the sovereign people, and the referendum is the right of

making such decision.

Direct Legislation is already in full use in town affairs. The Ref-

erendum is obligatory in the making of constitutions, and quite

generally in certain city matters, and it may be used in all city

and state affairs at the option of the legislative authorities.

All that is necessary is to put the option in the people in the case

of city and state enactments (or make the submission ob-

ligatory) and add the initiative. In this way the principle

of Direct Legislation will be consistently applied from end to

end of the scale of legislation.

This has been done in South Dakota by constitutional amendment,
in Oregon and in Utah a similar amendment has passed the

legislature, Nebraska has a statute giving Direct Legislation

to cities at their option, San Francisco has the Initiative and

Referendum in its charter, etc.

The movement for Direct Legislation (or strictly speaking, the

movement for the extension of Direct Legislation) is growing

with astonishing vigor and unparalleled rapidity.

REASONS for Direct Legislation:

It will establish self-government in place of government by coun-

cils and legislatures; democracy in place of elective aristoc-

racy; government by and for the people in place of government
by and for the politicians and the corporate interests whose
instruments they are.

It and it only can and will destroy the private monopoly of legislative

power, and establish public ownership of the government. The
fundamental questions are, "Shall the people rule or be ruled?

Shall they own the government or be owned by it? Shall they

control legislation or merely select persons to control it?" The
Referendum answers these questions in favor of the people.

It will perfect the representative system, correcting the evils of

the unguarded method of making laws by final vote of a body
of delegates beyond the reach of any immediate effective con-

trol by the people.

It will give the representatives a keener regard for public opinion,

and enable the people to pass on their action before it takes

effect.
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It will constitute "a curb to the never ending audacity of elected

persons."

It will remove the concentration of temptation by diffusing power;

it will no longer pay to spend much time and money bringiDg

strong pressure to bear on a few legislators, because their ac-

tion will not be final—they cannot deliver the goods.

It will eliminate legislative corruption, kill the lobby, stop black-

mailing bills, discourage log-rolling, check the passage of pri-

vate and local acts, and close the door to franchise steals and

all other sorts of fraudulent legislation.

The writer of an unsigned article in one of our newspapers, after

explaining the workings of Direct Legislation, says with en-

thusiastic force: "See what splendid and irresistible, control

1 it gives the people over the acts of their faithless servants!"

It will destroy the power of legislators to legislate for personal

ends.

It will infinitely dilute the power of bribery.

It will take politics out of the slums and civilize them.

It will abolish the obstructive power of unscrupulous minorities

in legislative bodies.

It will undermine the power of rings and bosses.

Under Direct Legislation a speaker can no longer play the Czar

to any purpose.

It will lessen the influence of demagogues.

It will check the interference of employers in elections and dimin-

ish their power to control the political action of employees.

It will diminish partisanship and tend to wipe out party lines in

discussion and voting. The records we have given of the use

of the Referendum in the United States and elsewhere prove

this.

In its complete form it will enable men to vote their convictions

without leaving their party or deserting its candidates, and so

will diminish the warping power of party allegiance.

It will elevate public questions above mere party considerations.

It will simplify and purify elections.

It will work an automatic disfranchisement of the unfit, and bring

out a fuller vote of the more intelligent and public spirited

who now so frequently stay at home because they do not feel

like endorsing any of the platforms or candidates presented.

It will simplify and elevate the law.

It will stop the prolific output of useless, or worse than useless,

laws and ordinances, and limit legislation to the few enact-

ments really needed. The body politic will no longer be dis-

graced by a fecundity natural only to organisms of a low order.

In conjunction with municipal home-rule in local affairs it will

relieve our legislators from the pressure of multitudinous pri-

vate, corporate and local measures, and enable them to give

proper attention to matters of real importance; 24,000 bills
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Introduced in one session of Congress, and in the New York
Legislature 1,200 bills, it is said, to change the charter of

Greater New York, to say nothing of the mass of other bills

in the same session; -tiM-nTr of it!

It will increase respect for the law and aid its enforcement.

It will develop the people's interest in public affairs.
,

It will compel the people to think and act.

It will elevate the press and dignify political discussion.

It will suppress the inducements that tempt ambition to pervert

the government to private uses.

It will elevate the profession of politics, weakening the motives

that lead bad men into political life and strengthening the

attractions of public affairs for men of high character and
attainments.

It will add to the dignity of every citizen.

It will have a profound educational effect on the people intellectu-

ally, emotionally and morally.

It will favor stability, security and contentment in many ways,

affording a natural safety-valve for discontent, and preventing

its accumulation, bringing responsibility home to the people,

stopping the schemes of political aggressors, etc. Radical

changes of policy and delays disastrous to business will be-

come less frequent, because of the speedy consideration and
settlement of public questions in accordance with the popular

will. It is a guarantee against disorder. Revolution has little

chance where the people can easily mould the law.

It will do more than any other one thing except the growth of

sympathy and conscience to secure a peaceful solution of the

great industrial problems that are threatening our civilization.

It will furnish a strong decentralizing, counterbalancing force to

save us from the centralizing, combining, trust and monopoly
tendencies that are hastening us toward industrial despotism.

It will save the cost of innumerable impotent petitions and power-

less mass-meetings, lobby expenses, abortive investigations, ex-

cessive printing of special laws, local acts, private legislation,

etc. The cost of legislative sessions of councils, legislatures

and so forth could also be reduced; perhaps one chamber of

moderate size would be sufficient with the Referendum.

It will put honesty in power.

It will make the right of petition impartial and imperative.

It will open the door to all other reforms as fast as the people de-

sire them.

It will no longer be necessary to wait till the millionaires and po-

litical bosses are ready for the curtain to go up.

Neither will it be necessary to organize a new party in order to

carry a reform. The full sentiment in favor of a measure

may be exprest at each election and its growth recorded more
perfectly than is possible by party action. Existing parties
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would be eager to endorse a measure that showed much
strength or rapidity of growth, and it would be carried long

before a new party could rally half the sentiment that might
exist in its favor. It takes a strong pull to break up party

organizations and get men away from life-long affiliations.

That difficulty in the path of reform would be removed by
Direct Legislation.

It is the only way to prove and overcome misrepresentation.

It means the enfranchisement of all voters on all questions at all

times, in place of the disfranchisement of nearly all voters

at nearly all times on all questions upon which they differ

from councilmen and legislators.

It means that the mighty power of the ballot may be used not

merely one clay in the year, but any day the public good re-

quires^—that the great engine of popular sovereignty may be
1 made to move whenever the people see fit to turn on the steam.

It means that the people will have constant and effective control

of their government.

It is the fulfilment of Lincoln's grand promise and prophecy, "a

government of the people, by the people and for the people."

It is required by the fundamental principles of ethics and religion.

The law of love and the brotherhood of man cannot be satis-

fied without legislative equality. The rule of the few is un-

christian—antagonism, not love; mastery, not brotherhood.

It is immediately and easily practicable.

It will make the interest of the lawgiver coincide with justice,

and identify power with the public good.

It will suppress class legislation.

It will tend to the diffusion of wealth by depriving the wealthy

of their overweight in government and placing the prepon-

derance of legislative power in the great middle and producing

classes, whose interests are opposed to vast aggregations of

private capital.

Every election is a reference to the people, a submission of certain

matters to voters for decision; what we call "Direct Legisla-

tion" simply extends the application of the principle and im-

proves the method. Shall we refer things in heaps for a com-

pound judgment on each heap, according to the antiquated

method of reference or shall we ask for a judgment on each

item?

The referendum will separate the judgment on men from the

judgment on issues.

It will disentangle issues and permit each one to be judged on its

own individual merits, thus ridding us of our conglomerate

politics, with its mixture of issues in complex, ambiguous

platforms, each mixture to be taken only with a specified can-

didate or set of candidates.

It will develop civic patriotism and intelligent participation in

public affairs*
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It will make the government more flexible, more easily adapted
to changing- conditions. Constitutions could be changed
readily, statutes repealed or vetoed, new measures instituted,

"deadlocks" deprived of their force, and the law rendered al-

together less rigid than at present.

It will tend to unite the people. Interests and opinions on specific

measures do not follow existing lines of division. People will

be drawn together across the boundaries of the various or-

ganizations. The fibres of political fellowship will run over

and thru party walls. The upper classes will take a deeper

interest in the lower classes, come into closer sympathy and
more permanent contact with them and take a more active

part in their political education.

It is the simple common sense right of the people.

One delegate in legislative hall or council chamber can initiate a

measure; surely a thousand or five thousand or ten thousand

citizens ought to have as much right as a single delegate

elected perhaps by themselves.

It will help the people to understand their own affairs, their city,

state, nation, the age in which they live:—a matter of the ut-

most importance, which cannot be accomplished without the

Referendum, for the people will never thoroly understand

public affairs till they are called on to decide them.

Under the Initiative and Referendum, the people, with the co-

operation of councils and legislatures, will exercise the legis-

lative power.

Direct legislation will make it easier to elect good men and to

keep them good after they are elected.

It will give the chief power in effective form to the great body
of the common people, in whom the main hope of the future

lies.

It will give Labor its true weight and influence.

It is the working man's main issue, and is recognized as such by
organizations representing millions of the producing classes.

It is not a class movement, however, but will benefit all classes;

even the bosses and politicians who oppose it will be lifted

by it to a nobler plane of life.

It is not a party movement; leading members of all parties are

working for it. It has been demanded in Democratic, Populist,

Republican, Prohibition, and Socialist platforms, and some-

times every party in the state has advocated it at the same

time. It has been endorsed in 38 state platforms and by more

than 3,000 newspapers and magazines representing every shade

of political opinion and party affiliation.

Those who believe in private ownership of the government do not

like the Referendum, but other people favor it as soon as they

understand it.
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Many regard it as the primary measure,1 and few progressive peo-

ple put it below the second place in the list of leading* reforms.

Anti-monopolists say, "Public Ownership and Direct Legisla-

lation"; temperance specialists declare for "Prohibition and

the Referendum"; single-taxers write, "The single tax and the

Referendum," etc. There is a story of a group of Greek gen-

erals choosing a commander-in-chief. Each was to write down
his first choice and his second choice. When the ballots were

counted, it was found that the first choice votes were scatter-

ing, every general having one, but the second choice votes

were all for the same man. Each ^general cast his first vote

for himself or his pet friend, but when it came to his second

choice he exercised his unbiased judgment and then there

was no difference of opinion. This consensus of second choice

votes had vastly more weight than any of the scattering first

choice ballots and the man each general voted for next to him-

self or his pet hobby was recognized as the proper commander-
in-chief. The application is easy.

Indirect legislation is not much wiser as a rule than indirect love-

making. The people get what they want thru indirect legis-

lation about as well as Miles Standish got what he wanted

thru representative love-making.

Direct legislation means control of your servants instead of letting

your servants control you.

It is simply a common sense application of the establisht princi-

ples of agency, affording the principal his proper rights of

veto, instruction, direction, control and discharge.

Analogy calls for it on several essential grounds.

Evolution requires it. Nothing develops manhood like responsi-

bility^! large affairs; nothing develops society like universal

thought and discussion, social judgment and concerted action

of the whole community.

*The American Federation of Labor made Direct Legislation their first

and, for a time, their sole political demand. The National Social and Politi-
cal Conference at Buffalo, July 3. 1899, by practically unanimous vote,
adopted Direct Legislation as the first in the list of measures urged upon
the people and to which the conference pledged its support in its famous
Address to the Public. Direct taxation, public ownership of monopolies and
government control of the medium of exchange are also urged in the order
stated.

Mayor Jones makes Direct Legislation with direct nomination of candi-
dates by the people, the first plank in the admirable platform on which he
stands as independent candidate for Governor of Ohio. Public ownership
of all public utilities is the second plank; an 8 hour day and better wages,
third; abolition of the contract system, fourth; and state action to secure
employment for the unemployed, fifth.

The Social Reform Union puts Direct Legislation with proportional
representation first; public ownership of public utilities, second; taxation of
land values, franchises, inheritances and Incomes, third; money issued by
the government only and regulated in quantity so as to maintain a level
average of prices, fourth; and anti-militarism, fifth.

There can be no doubt that Direct Legislation is logically the first of all
progressive measures in order of time and importance. It is the key to the
whole situation. But in presentation I have usually found it best to speak
of the evils of monopoly and the benefits of public ownership first, to awaken
interest and fill the thought with the vital problems which constitute the
great need for the Initiative and referendum, thereby preparing the mind for
a fuller appreciation of Direct Legislation when it is presented.
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Justice and equality demand it.

It is necessary to good government.

If Thomas Jefferson was correct in saying that "Governments are

republican only in proportion as they embody the will of

the people and execute it," and "Government is more or less

(republican in proportion as it has in its composition more or

less of this ingredient of the direct action of the citizens,,—
if these opinions of one of the greatest of those who formed

the national constitution are to be deemed correct—in other

words, if Jefferson knew what he was talking about, then the

Beferendum is required to fulfil the federal constitution, be-

ing necessary to carry out the provision which guarantees the

States a republican form of government.

High authorities believe it is necessary to the perpetuity of free

institutions—the only thing that can check the encroachments

of monopoly and corruption.

It is in harmony with American principles. In fact, it is the nec-

essary outcome of their logical application.

It is already a part of the American system of government. All

1 we need is an extension of methods now in use.

Experience in Switzerland, England, France, Canada, Australia and
the United States proves the great value of the Referendum.

It has shown itself to be wisely conservative and judiciously pro-

gressive, educating, elevating, purifying, non-partisan and

patriotic

It makes for peace. Where the people decide, war will be rare.1

Eminent statesmen, jurists, philosophers and philanthropists ad-

vocate it, and distinguished men and women in every sphere

of life favor its adoption.

No one of high authority opposes it, and rarely any one objects

to it except those whose political supremacy, legislative frauds,

franchise schemes or other selfish interests would be endan-

gered by it.

It is the line of least resistance in reform to-day.

The drift of public sentiment sets strongly towards the extension

of Direct Legislation.

The trend of events in this country is in that direction.* Professor

Bryce says (American Commonwealth, Vol. I, p. 447), "The
Americans tend more and more to remove legislation from

the legislatures and entrust it to the people,"—and the facts

of this chapter abundantly confirm this statement.

1 Switzerland has no standing army. It is forbidden by fundamental law.
a In his article on Constitutional Law, In the American and English

Cyclopedia of Law, Mr. C. S. Lobinger says that the tendency toward Direct
Legislation has rapidly Increast since the middle of the century, and has
manifested itself in several forms:

"1. In referring matters of local interest and administration to the
electors of the locality interested.

"2. In enlarging the scope of State constitutions by adding multitudinous
administrative provisions, all of them being submitted to the voters.

"3. In the great popular interest in the Referendum itself." (Vol. VI,
2d ed. f p. 1022.)

10
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The whole movement of modern history points to the Referendum*

It is the fulfilment of Liberty, Equality and Justice, for which the

American and French revolutions were fought and won.

Our century is filled from end to end with the growth of the peo-

ple's power, and the evolution of democracy must inevitably

lead to Direct Legislation along the whole line.

The progress of civilization means the uplift of the common peo-

ple. Once only the sovereign could make a law; all others

were his subjects; now the people make some laws, influence

to some extent the making of the rest, and have in theory the

right to exercise the whole power of government; at last the

theory will be realized and the people will be sovereign in fact

as well as in name,—no laws will be made against their sov-

ereign wish, and all laws their sovereign majesty desires

will be enacted—a state of things impossible except thru Di-

rect Legislation.

OBJECTIONS.

Objections to Direct Legislation are made by those who do

not undertsand it—those who overestimate the effects of other

reforms like proportional representation]—those who think

thp referendum will interfere with the dignity and usefulness

of councils and legislatures—those whose personal power

would be diminished, or their private interests subjected to

the public interest—those who object because of natural in-

clination to take the other side, or chance prejudice derived

from dislike or opposition to the person bringing the matter

to their notice or prominently advocating it in their neigh-

borhood—those who are conservative by inherited mental in-

ertia—those who object to change on the general principle

that they are pretty comfortable as they are—and those who
distrust the people and have aristocratic leanings.

Ignorance, prejudice, self-interest and doubt of democracy

appear to be the sources of objection to the initiative and ref-

erendum. Given a clear understanding of the facts, the na-

ture and workings of the'referendum and of the unguarded

system of lawmaking by final voting of the delegates, and the

attitude on direct legislation depends on the answer the person

would give in his heart to the question, "Shall the government

belong to the people or to a class?"
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don't understand.

1. Some persons say, "Hie Referendum will keep the peo-

ple voting all the time, and the cost will be too heavy." They

seem to imagine that the legislature of a state would go on

passing six or eight hundred laws a year, and the people would

have to vote on them all, and so it would cost an enormous

amount of money and time. But we have seen that the great

mass of laws is loc&l, and should be left to the municipality,

and if they were, the number would be small in each locality;

and that the very existence of the referendum would remove

the motive and opportunity which produces the greater por-

tion of the laws which remain after subtracting the local3,

so that the people of a city or state would not ordinarily have

to vote more than once or twice a year, deciding anywhere

from one to a dozen questions perhaps each time. After the

change was fully made, this would be the case even under

the obligatory referendum; and during the transition the op-

tional referendum could be used, so that the amount of voting

done by the people need not be heavy at any time.

Most of the referendum voting will probably be done at

the regular elections, without additional expense of any

amount. And the cost of petitions and whatever special elec-

tions may now and then be needed will be more than balanced

by the great economies resulting from purer government and

fewer laws. All this is clear in reason as we have seen, and

has been proved in the history of Switzerland. But even if

it were not so, the matter of cost is infinitely insignificant in

the light of the political and social benefits of Direct Legisla-

tion.

During the campaign in South Dakota some of the citizens

thought that the whole of the law to be voted on would have

to be printed on the ballots and .distributed to the voters.

This, of course, is entirely unnecessary. The law can be pub-

lished in the newspapers or in bulletin form and put within

easy reach of all the people. The citizens can study ite pro-

visions at their leisure, and then a few words on the ballot to

indicate clearly which law is being voted upon will be suffi-

cient.
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Finally, it must be remembered that to attain the end de-

sired by Direct Legislation, it is by no means necessary that

the people should vote on every measure passed by councils

'or legislatures; it is sufficient if they have the power to do so

whenever they wish, The very existence of the power of

popular revision and veto will obviate to a large extent the

necessity for its use by preventing the passage or even the

introduction of the great mass of corrupt and private bills

which would have little ch&noe of passing muster at the polls,

and which if passed by the legislature or council would almost

certainly be summoned before the people and vetoed by them.

An officer does not ordinarily have to use his billy or pistol

to stop a wrongdoer who is in possession of his senses. An
employer is not obliged to keep suing or discharging has agents

in order to get them to obey his instructions, the knowledge

that the principal possesses the power to enforce his wishes

impels the agents to respect them. So it will be with the

people's wishes under the Referendum. The larger part of

the most objectionable legislation will not have to be killed;

it will die of discouragement and the powers of Direct Legis-

lation will be invoked for the most part only to correct the

honest errors of judgment on the part of legislatures and coun-

cils.

2. Some other persons who don't understand say that "the

referendum is a foreign affair, an un-American idea" The

fact is, as we have seen, that the referendum has been prac-

tised in America from the beginning. But if it were a foreign

idea, that would not prove it a false one. I never heard that

the multiplication table, or the golden rule, originated in

America. They seem to be foreign ideas, but they are pretty

good ones, just the same. And even the steam engine is not

indigenous to the soil, altho we find it quite useful and en-

tirely worthy of adoption.

3. Sometimes Misconception says, "So you think direct

legislation is a panacea, do youf Well, you are altogether

mistaken; it mil not accomplish what you hope from it"

The reply is that we do not deem Direct Legislation a panacea,

but merely a very valuable remedy. It cannot of itself cure
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all diseases incident to humanity, but it will greatly improve

the circulation, purify the blood and give the natural recupe-

perative power full opportunity; and these in time may cure

the body politic completely. We know the referendum is

able to accomplish what we hope from it, because it has ac-

complished it wherever it has been given the chance, both in

Switzerland and in the United States.

4. A more specific objector may say, "The referendum

cannot overcome fraud and partisanship, for the power of

appointment to thousands of lucrative offices will still re-

main in the hands of politicians and representatives." We
have not claimed that Direct Legislation would, of itself, over-

come all fraud and partisanship, but only legislative fraud

and partisanship; administrative abuses would remain until

the people adopted a proper civil service, the attainment of

which would be greatly facilitated by the referendum, for

nine-tenths of the people are strongly in favor of conducting

public affairs on sound business principles. The referendum,

of course, would not enable the people to execute the law in

person. But abuse of administration is much more easily

checked than corrupt legislation. You can tell what a man
does much better than what he thinks. To discover the secret

motive of a legislator is a far harder task than to watch the

actions of a mayor or governor. In this important distinction

lies a most vital political principle, of which the referendum

is the full expression. The law will have to be administered

by judges, police and other agents, whether legislation be di-

rect or indirect. But once in full use, the referendum will

substantially rid the country of legislative abuses, and give

the people an easy path to the destroying of administrative

abuses, especially if the Recall or Imperative Mandate be

put in vigorous use along with the legislative forms of initi-

tive and referendum.

OVEBESTIMATE OF SOME OTHER REFORMS.

5. The second class of objectors tell us that all we need to

do is to elect letter representatives—proportional representor
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tion and care in the selection of candidates will give us a
good government without direct legislation. It is true that

much may be done along these Knee; but they are not in them-

selves sufficient. We have already shown that representa-

tives cannot really represent their sovereign, even with pro-

portional representation and careful selection. Self-govern-

ment can never be complete without Direct Legislation.

Neither will the educating, simplifying and purifying effect

of the referendum be attained with anything like the same

ease and rapidity in any other way. We believe in the meas-

ures proposed by these .persons, but the referendum is needed

also; we are not willing to take a couple of spokes in place of

a complete wheel.

DIGNITY OF COUNCILMEN AND LEGISLATORS.

6. The third class of objectors consists of honest legislators

and their friends, who think that "the dignity of councils

and legislatures would depart with the advent of the refer-

endum" We may remark, at the first, that if a measure is

for the public good, the dignity of a legislature has no excuse

for standing in the way; it must yield if it conflicts with a

just and beneficial movement. But in the second place, it

is perfectly clear that legislative dignity and honor will not

suffer, but be exalted by the change. The dignity of a

delegate to a constitutional convention is greater than

that of a member of the legislature; yet all of the decisions

of the convention are subject to approval by the people. The

dignity and honor of the legislators in Switzerland is greater

since the introduction of the referendum, because a nobler

class of men go into politics. The referendum takes nothing

from the power of the legislature but the power to keep the

people from having the laws they want—nothing but the

power to do wrong. The people will still desire the aid and

advice of men of legal learning in the framing of their laws.

They will revere the legislative lights more than they do now,

because they will live in a purer atmosphere, and be farther re-

moved from suspicion of self-interest, and be more likely to
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be men of hi^h ability and character on the average than now.

In another way the referendum will help the legislature;

when a law is passed that the people do not want, or a law is

not passed that they do want, instead of their having to

rise and turn out the legislators in order to obtain their will,

they can leave the legislators quietly in their seats and turn

down the law they object to, or propose the one they desire.

The referendum ought to commend itself to honest legisla-

tors, because it will do more than anything else to lift their

profession out of the mire and free it from scandal, and ber-

cause it is in line with the duty they owe to their sovereign.

As Hon. Thomas McEwan told the New Jersey legislature

in committee of the whole, January 29, 1895:

"It is only going back to first principles; all the government
we have comes from it. We representatives are here only because

the people believe we will do what they wish; that is why they

sent us here. We are merely agents, bound in honor to do what
our principals want done. It is our duty first to carry out their

wishes as well as we can, and second, to recognize the fact that

we may err, and to provide therefore a simple way in which the

people may tell us whether we have done so. Sometimes in the

best of legislatures laws are passed that are unsatisfactory to the

people, and there ought to be an easy remedy in such a case, to

enable the real sovereign to say that the work of his agents does

not suit him. That simple remedy is the referendum."

WHAT USE WILL THE LEGISLATURE BE?

7. Another class of objectors is concerned not so much with

the dignity of the legislature as with its usefulness. "What

is the use of councils and legislatures" they ask, "if the

people are to make the laws?" One would think a person of

ordinary common sense would not need to ask this question,

yet it is asked time and time again by members of legislatures

before whom the referendum amendment is advocated. The

referendum leaves summary measures for health, peace and

safety in the care of the legislators, as at present, and also

leaves them full powers in every other direction, subject only

to revision by the people. The legislature becomes the

emergency ruler and the universal advisor—the most in>
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portant advisory body in the commonwealth. Is that being of

no use? You might as well say, "Of what use is a constitu-

tional convention if the people are going to vote on the pro-

visions it recommends?" or "Of what use is the architect if

you are going to determine whether or no the plans he makes

shall be carried out?"

These objectors sometimes put their questions thus: "Why
not accept the work of the representatives as final?" This

whole chapter is an answer; two reasons may be restated:

First, because representatives are not rulers, but agents, whose

plans should always be subject to the principal's orders. Sec-

ond, because those who are called, representatives are very

ofter misrepresentatives, and the work they do is not in accord

with the people's will, as is shown by the frequent reverses

they meet in their candidacy for re-election, and by the dis-

approval of a considerable portion of their work when the

referendum is applied to it. Even when the legislator does

his best ty represent the people he may not succeed, because

of the difference in reasonings, interests and prejudices; and

even if he succeeds, the fact cannot be known except thru an

expression of opinion by the people.

THE CONSEBVATIVES.

8. The attitude of some, if put into words, would be some-

thing like this: "I'm pretty comfortable; let things alone"

Such a position will not be taken, of course, by any man of

sympathy and conscience—he must be satisfied that other

men have comfort, liberty, justice; nor by any man of energy

and intelligence, for he will not be satisfied with present con-

ditions while improvement is possible.

9. The conservative does not generally put the true psychol-

ogy of the position into words, but finds some specific fault

with the movement. "It is unwise" Head over this chapter,

or the Summary Statement, please, and then look me straight

in the eye and say "The referendum is unwise." If you can do

that and give me a reason for such opinion other than a mere

prejudice or misconception or selfish interest, I will do my best
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to have your name enrolled in the list of great discoverers.

Some people
;
when they do not like a thing, but have no rea-

son fit for publication, are accustomed to look very solemn and

say, "It is unwise."

10 "It is cumbersome" another conservative says. Well,

let us see. Which is the most cumbersome? to vote on a few

simple propositions now and then, or to pile up five hundred

laws a year in state after state? to sign a few petitions and

register a few decisions, or to bear the burdens of corrupt leg-

islation, lobby-made law, bosses, rings, machines, party des-

potism, private monopoly of government?

11. "It is dangerous to capital" says another. No, not

dangerous to capital, but dangerous to the unfair acquire-

ment, unjust distribution and corrupt use of capital—not

dangerous to good wealth, but very dangerous to bad wealth,

or rather, to the schemes of the owners of it

12. Another who has an aversion to change as a thing that

is totally opposed to his constitution and by-laws, looks at the

referendum and some of its claims, perhaps, and remarks in a

,

fretful or maybe a pugilistic tone, "Things are getting better,

why can't you let 'em alone" They never would have got

any better if they had been let alone, and the less they are

let alone the faster they'll get better. These conservatives

talk about the referendum and other needed reforms just as

the Chinese talk about the introduction of the railroad. "The •

locomotive is a noisy monster. It screeches and keeps people

awake. The railroad will overturn our methods of transporta-

tion and destroy the dignity of our carts and palanquins. The

manners of the trainmen are bad, and traveling in the cars

makes many people ill. Sometimes persons are killed by pass-

ing trains and property rights are disturbed by railroads. It

it true that they carry freight and passengers more quickly

and cheaply than our methods can, and people would get

what they want when they want it more nearly than now,

but that is nothing compared to the noise and trouble of

change." It is almost impossible to convince these chronic

rebels against progress, because it is not a matter of reason

with them, but of feeling. Logic is a thing they have little
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acquaintance with, or congeniality for, if it threatens their

ease or impinges upon their mental, moral or physical inertia.1

The final answer to all the conservatives is that Direct Leg-
islation is more conservative than unguarded representation.

The people would pass some laws that the representatives

would not, but they would refuse to pass a far larger number
that the representatives would and do enact, many of them
the most dangerous and radical private and class enactments.

In the ten years from 1874 to 1885, eighteen measures

passed by the government of Switzerland were sent to the

referendum, and thirteen of the eighteen were rejected.

Other facts of the same nature will be found in the section on

"The Use of the Referendum." Boyd Winchester says: "The

history of the referendum confirms the fact that as a rule the

people are not favorable to legislation, and that the necessity

must be great and the good ends aimed at very manifest to

withstand direct consultation of the constituencies."

DISTRUST OF THE PEOPLE.2

13. "Hasty Legislation!97
says one of those who doubt

democracy. "The people will pass all sorts of laws without

sufficient consideration." For answer, in addition to what has

just been said, take this from Sir Francis Adams, British Min-

ister to Berne, Switzerland:

"The referendum has struck root and expanded wherever it has
been introduced, and no serious politician of any party would now
think of attempting its abolition. The conservatives, who violently

opposed its introduction, became its earnest supporters when they

found that it undoubtedly acted as a drag upon hasty and radical

lawmaking."

1 There is a class of people who would not like to be classed as conserva-
tives (and some of them really have progressive ideas of a timid, hesitating
variety) who tell us they "believe In the Referendum, it will be a good thing
when the time comes, but we are not ready for it yet." Not ready for it!

Not ready for pure government In place of corruption? Not ready for a
means of checking the overgrown power of monopolists and politicians? Not
ready to stop misrepresentation and establish a real republic in place of an
elective aristocracy? Not ready to let the sovereign people say what they
want? America not ready to take a progressive step already successfully
taken in Switzerland? Bless you, friend, invent something else.

a For a discussion by Eltweed Pomeroy, throwing additional light on the
inadequacy of the objections to Direct Legislation, see "Objections
Answered," Arena, vol. 22, p. 101, appearing after this chapter was in type.
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And this from Professor Bryce's chapter on Direct Legisla-

tion in the United States:

"A general survey of this branch of the inquiry leads me to the

conclusion that the people of the several states in the exercise of

this, their highest function, show little of that haste, that reck-

lessness that love of change for the sake of change with which
European theorists, both ancient and modern, have been wont to

credit democracy."

14. Another objector tells us that "The people are not

competent to make the laws. Many laws are too compli-

cated for the people to understand; it takes lawyers to com-

prehend them"

Exactly, and that is the kind of laws we want to stop. What
right has a court or policeman to arrest and punish me for

violating a law I can't understand, even if I read it and study

it? Have I to get a lawyer to explain the 13,000 odd statutes

to me every year? * It wouldn't protect me if I did; for the

lawyers don't know what the laws mean a good deal of the

time, and are continually wrangling over them; the legisla-

tors that have passed them don't know what they mean, but

Have to ask the supreme court; and even the judges have a

good deal of trouble to find out the meaning, and frequently

disagree among themselves about it. It's these complicated

laws which people can't understand that we are going to get

rid of (for one thing) with the referendum.

But there is another answer to this objection: Even if some

of the laws submitted are complicated and the people consent

to consider them on their merits instead of ordering them

back for simplification, as they would be apt to do, still we

have seen by the records that there is an automatic disfranchise-

mient of the unfit in most referendum votings, which is the

reverse of what takes place in many legislative votings on

private measures, etQ.

Moreover, it is hard to see why it is any more difficult to

vote for a complicated measure than for a complicated man—
to vote for a man under present conditions i3 to vote for a

whole statute book full of complicated measures, many of

them not yet formulated or even dreamed of.
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15. There are people who have no faith in popular gov-

ernment, regard it as dangerous to property and likely to re-

sult in unjust revolutionary measures

—

"government by hold-

ing up of hands" "mob-rule" etc., and would like, with Oar-

lyle, to hear the people cry, "O, my superiors! my heroes!

come down and rule me as thou seest best! compel me to do

thy sovereign will"—provided they were recognized as among

the heroes.

Oarlyle and all his spiritual relations have missed these two

great truths: First, mankind has discovered that no man can

be trusted to govern others according to his own sweet will,

or even to decide what the people's interests are; for prejudice

and self-interest and narrow knowledge make it impossible

for any one but the people themselves to give a correct de-

cision on that point; even the people may not always judge

rightly, but if they have reached a reasonable degree of devel-

opment they'll come much nearer to the truth for themselves

than any one else can be trusted to come for them. Second,

the true ideal is not a society in which the masses of the people

are incapacitated for self-control, but a society in which every

citizen is capable of self-government; wise enough and good

enough to be worthy of a voice in the management of the

social partnership. We do want government by our heroes,

but we also want government by all for all; and the only way

to combine the two is to make all men heroes. It was for

that, ultimately, that the world dethroned its monarchs, and

gave the scepter to the mob. After humanity has so far de-

veloped that democracy does not involve an irretrievable loss

of progressive power, then the only way to transform the mob

into manhood and make it completely worthy of sovereignty

is to place the burden upon it and let the responsibility mould

it into fitness for the work. The people will learn how to

govern themselves much faster by doing it than by watching

the politicians do it, just as a boy will learn how to skate or

to play the cornet far better by skating or playing himself

than by looking at some one else perform.

The Oarlylians fail to note that

Self-government is necessary,
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1st. For liberty and justice.

2d. j?or education and manhood.

The people of the United States are not a mob; they have

not on the average so much genius as Oarlyle, but they have

better digestion and more common sense.

16. To pursue this topic a little further, some of these

people who would reverse the wheels of progress, undo the

whole of modern history, abolish manhood suffrage and

establish a high property qualification or some other sort

of recognized aristocracy—some of these radical retrogres-

sional objectors to popular sovereignty, the sovereignty of the

people, say that Direct Legislation is "a new trick to get wis-

dom cut of foolishness" Well, you can get it out of fool-

ishness sooner than out of corruption. But it will not come

out of foolishness. The average American citizen is quite

equal in sense to the average politician; much more pro-

gressive, and vastly superior in morality. He does not

know so much of legal forms as the legislator, and he won't

refuse the guidance of the legislator in that respect; but when

a law is formulated, he can tell whether it will suit him or

not a great deal better than the legislator can, even if the

latter is perfectly honest.

If the masses of people are a condensation of foolishness,

it is curious that the greatest legislators all ver the Union

should spontaneously and unquestioningly have entrusted

them with the adoption and amendment of the fundamental

laws of the states, the constitutions. And if the people can

be trusted with the settlement of the great principles of gov-

ernment, as experience has shown that they can be, surely

they can be trusted to determine the by-laws.

Moreover, the people do continually act upon the by-laws,

in town-meetings, city votes and the election of candidates on

party platforms. It will not be so difficult to vote on each

issue separately as to decide about three or four platforms, with

many issues in each, plus the personalities of several candi-

dates. It requires more intelligence to arrive at a clear judg-

ment on a lengthy platform than on propositions submitted

singly. Direct Legislation will simply enable the people actu-
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ally to accomplish in an easy, inexpensive and scientific way

what they are and in this country always have been endeavor-

ing to accomplish in a very rough, expensive and ineffective

way.

PERSONAL INTEREST.

17. Another class of objectors consist of politicians, mo-

nopolists, lobbyists, and others who realize that their selfish

interests would be injured by the referendum, or, in fact, by

any improvement in legislation tending to bring it into closer

harmony with the public good. The motives of this class are

not very fragrant, but it is at bottom the most rational of all

the classes we are considering, for there is no doubt of the

correctness of the idea on which their opposition is based. Of
course they do not say much about the real foundation of their

objection. They do not say, "We are making a good thing

out of the present system of legislation, and we don't want

to let the people in; we don't want so many partners on the

ground floor" Instead of such a frank avowal, they adopt

the errors and sophistries of preceding classes, and ring the

changes on "complicated laws," "hasty legislation " "foreign

idea," "too expensive," adding, perhaps, that the words "in-

itiative and referendum" are pedantic and un-Anuerican,

which may be true, but has no more to do with the nature of

Direct Legislation and the advisability of adopting it than a

man's name has to do with his character and the wisdom of

employing him to clear out your stable or build your house.1

18. "It is impracticable," I have heard monopolists and

politicians say. Get out your statute books and your histories

1 Persons of this class have even been known to say to the advocates of
the referendum, "You propose then that five per cent, of the voters shall
overrule the will of the majority?" Such was the question of the chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, in a legislative investigation, Feb. 12,
1895. Did he really think that was what the referendum would do? or was
he trying to "bluff" the witnesses—a game which could only work In case
of their sublime ignorance, and the equally colossal incapacity of the listen-
ing legislators, who were to be influenced by the chairman's question. In
either case, If we have legislators who can ask or be influenced by such
questions as the above, after having the amendment carefully read to
them, and knowing that the only right given to 5 per cent of the voters is

the right to petition that a matter be submitted to the people for the very
purpose that the will of the majority may rule instead of the will of the
minority, as is possible when such a vote Is not taken—if We have sues
legislators, it is surely a powerful reason for some change that shall take
(lie right of final declsjon away from such men.
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and see. Read Oberholtzer's "Referendum in America" and

your authorities on constitutional law. You monopolists of

government and industry know very well that the reterendum

is practicable, and that you are afraid of it.

19. "Because it works in Switzerland is 10 sign it mil

work heie." Yes it is some sign that it will work here. The

fact that it works in Swiss cities and cantons and in the nation

is a pretty good sign that it will work in our cities and states.

But we do not need this sign, for we have a better one, viz.,

that it has worked in our cities and states in numerous trials

extending thru many years> and all we £sk is a fuller use of

what we have abundantly shown our ability to use. We have

proved that we can swim; untie the rope. As to the na-

tion the problem may not be as clear as we might desire, but

the referendum in city and state comes first, and that is per-

fectly clear; the rest will be equally clear when we come to it.

20. "Direct legislation violates the representative prin-

ciple." This is not tine; direct legislation is necessary to the

perfection of representation. It is lawmaking by final voti

of the delegates that violates the representative principle by

producing innumerable misrepresentations. Speaking of this

objection Mr. Moffett says:

"The Teutonic device of representation was such a convenient

substitute for the unwieldy popular mass meeting that it gradu-

ally came to be looked upon as a political end in itself, instead

of as a convenient means of enabling the electorate to evade the

limitations of time and space. . . . The representative system

is a convenient medium for the transmission of political power,
just as a system of shafts and pulleys is a convenient medium for

the transmission of mechanical power, and it would be precisely as

reasonable to object to a plan for gearing a generator directly

to the machine it was to work as a violation of the shaft-and-pulley

principle, as to object to a practicable plan of direct legislation

as an infraction of the principle of representation."

21. "It would reduce the legislature to an advisory body"

Not quite; it would be advisory as to matters which went to

the people, and acting agent as to the rest To make the

legislature more than an advisory' body as to measures on

which the people wish to express themselves, is to give the
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legislature the power of overruling the people and make them

sovereign in place of the people.

22. "The people can't frame the laics for an initiative;

they don't know enuf." There are plenty of experts the peo-

ple can get to do that. The people can tell whether the law

is what they want when it is framed, and that is the important

matter for them.

23. "The people don't want to vote on measures; the vote

is always smaller than for candidates." Not always, but

usually it is so, because, as a rule, the less intelligent do not

understand the referendum and omit to vote. But this does

not show any lack of desire for the referendum on the part

of the great mass of the people. On the contrary, the growth

of the demand for direct legislation exceeds anything in the

history of reform.

24. One of the great standbys of the more intelligent of the

supporters of the legislative aristocracy is the assertion that

"the referendum will be unconstitutional, because it is not

a republican form of government." If so, every state in the

Union, except Delaware, has violated the federal constitution

by adopting and amending its state constitution thru the ref-

erendum, and there is only one valid state constitution in the

land, the rest being void, because made in violation of the

federal law. We have seen that Jefferson declared that the

republicanism of a government is proportioned to the direct

action of the citizens in it,
1 wherefore no form of government

can be completely republican without Direct Legislation; and

instead of forbidding Direct Legislation the National Con-

stitution requires its adoption in every state of the Union,

if the guarantee of republican government in every state is

to be completely and perfectly fulfilled.
2

1 "Government Is more or less Republican In proportion as It has In its

composition more or less of this ingredient of direct action of the citizens."
(P. 605, Vol. VI, of the H. A. Washington Edition of Jefferson's writings.)

* The Standard Dictionary, latest of all, says: "Republic: A state In
which the sovereignty resides in the people, and the administration Is lodged
In officers elected by and representing the people, * * * sometimes
military, as in Sparta and the earliest Roman republic, sometimes a well
nigh pure democracy, as in the first French republic, or as in Switzerland,
with its referendum."

The usage of English speaking peoples fully justifies the definition, for
the Greek democracies, where the people made the laws, and even sat
"en masse" to exercise the judicial function, are everywhere spoken of as
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25. Thus all objections utterly fail, and the mighty array

of positive arguments is left without a breach. . To pass the

main points in brief review:

The referendum will abolish monopoly in lawmaking, make

plutocracy impossible, establish a real government by the

voters, open the way to new reforms, bar the path of fraud,

rout the lobby, weaken the corrupting power of wealth and

monopoly, keep the representative to his duty, rebuke parti-

sanship, make gerrymandering useless and a deadlock impos-

sible, discourage favoritism, extravagance and legislative

theft, lower taxation, cut down exorbitant salaries and in

every way conduce to an economical administration of public

affairs, decentralize power, simplify elections and the law, stop

•the killing or shelving of bills in committees and the passage

or introduction of blackmailing acts, save much of the time

now wasted in party disputes, personal politics and angry de-

bate, favor stability and careful legislation, disclose the

strength of malcontents and afford a safety valve to dis-

content, elevate the press, educate the people intellectually

. and emotionally, develop their reason, sense, dignity and pa-

triotism, make the public welfare hinge directly on the moral-

ity and intelligence of the masses and bring the best men to

the front as their leaders.1

Experience, reason and the drift of public sentiment com-

bine to emphasize the value and importance of the referen-

dum, and after all it is simply the putting in practice of the

American idea of the sovereignty of the people. The federal

constitution begins "We, the people, do ordain and establish."

republics. Webster's dictionary calls them republics. And Switzerland,
the land of the referendum, is known the world over as the "model re-

public."
In South* Dakota and Oregon, where direct legislative amendments have

been passed (and In S. Dakota adopted) there has been no claim of uncon-
stitutionality by the opponents of the measure.

If Direct Legislation was unconstitutional, it would not prove anything
except the necessity of amending the constitution.

For a fuller treatment of this objection, see my chapter on Objections In
Senate Document, 340, 55th Congress, second session, July 8, 1898, pp. 146,8.

1 Nomination dp direct dallot or petition of the people, instead of nomina-
tion by party caucus or convention, will help to make public spirit and
fitness for office the vital elements in the selection of candidates instead
of particular service and corporate or factional allegiance. The separation
of state and municipal elections by some weeks or months, and Insistance
on electing local officers on local issues and not upon national issues will
also aid in the due subjection of party. Everything that tends to over-
come the rule of blind unthinking partisanship ought to be welcomed by
all true-hearted public spirited citizens.
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The first clause of Jefferson's formula for democracy is, "The
people to be the only source of legislation." Napoleon's eagle

vision caught the truth when he said: "Free nations have

never allowed the direct exercise of their sovereign power to

be taken from them. This new invention of the representa-

tive system destroys the essential base of a republican com-

monwealth." May the time soon come when we shall make

good our loss, and the budding flower of liberty shall bloom in

full perfection!

Let us work for

Direct legislation by the people.

Direct nominations by the people.

Direct and immediate recall of recreant officers by the people.

i. e.

Instruction, veto,

selection, discharge

by the sovereign people.
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LEGISLATIVE FOKMS.

Forms of Constitutional and Statute Provisions Relating
to Direct Legislation.

DIRECT LEGISLATION LAWS AND
AMENDMENTS.

South Dakota Amendment

I. The Constitutional Amendment
recently adopted (1898) by the peo-
ple of South Dakota is as follows:

Section 1. (Amendment.) That sec-
tion one of article three of the constitu-
tion of the State of South Dakota be
amended so as to read as follows:
Sec. 2. (Questions submitted.) The

legislative power of the State shall be
vested in a legislature which shall con-
sist of a senate and house of represen-
tatives, except that the people express-
ly reserve to themselves the right to

J>ropo8e measures, which measures the
egislature shall enact and submit to a
vote of the electors of the State, and
also the right to require that any laws
which the legislature may have enacted
shall be submitted to a vote of the
electors of the State before going into
effect (except such laws as may be nec-
essary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health or safety or
support of the State government and
its existing public institutions).
Provided, That not more than 5 per

centum of the qualified electors of the
State shall be required to invoke either
the Initiative or the Referendum.
This section shall not be construed so

as to deprive the legislature, or any
member thereof of the right to propose
any measure. The veto power of the ex-
ecutive, shall not be exercised as to
measures referred to a vote of the
people. This section shall apply to mu-
nicipalities. The enacting clause of all
laws approved by vote of the electors
of the State shall be, "Be it enacted
by the people of South Dakota." The
legislature shall make suitable provis-
ions for carrying into effect the pro-
visions of this section.
Sec. 3. (Submission.) This amend-

ment shall, If agreed to by a majority
of the members elect of each house of
the legislature, be submitted to a vote
of the people at the next general elec-
tion.
For text of the law passed to carry

out this amendment, and of laws pro-
Sosed in Dakota, and by the National
Hrect Legislation League, see Direct

Legislation Record, June, 1899 and
March, 1898, published by Pres. Eltweed
Pomeroy, Newark, N. J.
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Comment. The 5 per cent, limit

is wise and the application of Di-

rect Legislation to municipalities

also. The latter provision might
be fuller and more definite with
advantage. The "enact and sub-

mit" clause is not as good as a pro-

vision that if the legislature amends
or does not pass the measure petit-

ioned for, the Governor shall submit,

etc. The minimum time within
which laws shall go into effect

should be stated. And it should be
specifically provided that the Initi-

ative and Referendum may be used
to amend the constitution; and
that laws enacted by the people

shall not • be repealed or altered

without submission to them.

Oregon is the second state to have
a Direct Legislation Amendment
passed by both houses of the Leg-
islature. If approved by the next
Legislature, it will be voted on by
the people in 1902. The movement
appears to be entirely non-partisan
in Oregon.

The Oregon Direct Legislation Amend-
ment.

Section 1. The legislative authority
of the State shall be vested in a leg-

islative assembly, consisting of a Sen-
ate and House of Representatives, but
the people reserve to themselves pow-
er to propose laws and amendments to
the constitution, and to enact or reject
the same at the polls, Independent of
the legislative assembly, and also re-

serve power at their own option to ap-
prove or reject at the polls any act
of the legislative assembly. The first

f>ower reserved by the people Is the In-
tiative, and not more than 8 per cent,
of the legal voters shall be required
to propose any measure by such peti-
tion, and every such petition shall in-

clude the full text of the measure so
proposed. Initiative petitions shall be
filed with the Secretary of State not
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less than four months before the elec-
tion at which they are to be voted upon.
The second power Is the Referendum,
and It may be ordered (except as to
laws necessary for the Immediate pres-
ervation of the public peace, health or
safety), either by petition signed by 5
f>er cent, of the legal voters, or by the
egislative assembly as other bills are
enacted. Referendum petitions shall be
filed with the Secretary of State not
more thn 90 days after the final ad-
journment of the session of the legis-
lative assembly which passed the bill
on which the Referendum Is demanded.
The veto power of the governor shall
not extend to measures referred to tne
people. All elections on measures re-
ferred to the people of the State shall
be held at the biennial regular general
elections, except when the legislative
assembly shall order a special election.
Any measure referred to the people
shall take effect and become the law
when It is approved by a majority of
the votes cast thereon and not other-
wise. The style of all bills shall be,
"Be It enacted by the people of the
State of Oregon." This section shall
not be construed to deprive any mem-
ber of the legislative assembly of the
right to Introduce any measure. The
whole number of votes cast for Jus-
tice of the Supreme Court at the reg-
ular election last preceding the filing of
any petition for the Initiative or for
the Referendum shall be the basis on
which the number of legal voters nec-
essary to sign such petition shall be
counted. Petitions and orders for the
Initiative and for the Referendum shall
be filed with the Secretary of State,
and In submitting the same to the
Eeople he and all other officers shall
e guided by the general laws and the

act submitting this amendment until
legislation shall be specially provided
therefor-

Utah is the third State to pass
(1899) a Direct Legislation Amend-
ment, which is to be submitted to
the people at the next general elec-

tion. The amendment is not as
definite as it should be; too much
is left to Legislative provision, even
the number or percentage of peti-

tioners is not fixed, and a two-
thirds vote of the Legislature ex-
cludes Direct Legislation entirely.

Yet with all its defects it is much
better than no Direct Legislative

provision, for every Direct Legisla-

tion measure, however poor, se-

cures important vantage gTound
for the obtaining of a better Direct
Legislation measure.

The Utah Direct Legislation Amend-
ment

Be it resolved and enacted by the
legislature of the Senate of Utah, two-
thirds of all the members elected to
each House thereof concurring therein:

FORMS.

Section 1. That Section 1 of Article
6 of the Constitution of the State of
Utah, to be amended to read as fol-
lows:
Section 1. The legislative power of

the State shall be vested:
1. In a Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives which shall be designated
the Legislature of the State of Utah.

2. In the people of the State of Utah,
as hereinafter stated.
The legal voters or such fractional

part thereof, of the State of Utah as
may be provided by law, under such
conditions and - in such manner and
within such time as may be provided by
law, may initiate any desired legislation
and cause the same to be submitted
to the vote of the people for approval
or rejection, or may require any law
frnssed by the Legislature (except those
aws passed by a two-ithirds vote of the
members elected to each house of the
Legislature) to be submitted to the vo-
ters of the State before such law shall
take effect.
The legal voters or such fractional

part thereof as may be provided by law,
of any legal subdivision of the State,
under such conditions and in such man-
ner and within such time as may be
provided by law, may initiate any de-
sired legislation and cause the same to
be submitted to a vote of the people of
said legal subdivision for approval or
rejection, or may require any law or
ordinance passed by the law-making
body of said legal subdivision to be
submitted to the voters before such law
or ordinance shall take effect.

Sec. 2. Also, that section 22, of Ar-
ticle 6, of the Constitution of the State
of Utah be amended to read as follows:

Sec. 22. The enacting clause of every
law shall be "Be it enacted by the
Legislature of the State of Utah/' Ex-
cept such law as may be passed by
the votes of the electors as provided in
subdivision 2, section 1 of this article,
and such laws shall begin as follows:
"Be it enacted by the people of the
State of Utah." No Bill or Joint Res-
olutions shall be passed, except with
the assent of the majority of all the
members elected to each house of the
Legislature, and after it has been read
three times. The vote upon the final
passage of all bills shall be by yeas
and nays; and no law shall be revised
or amended by reference to its title
only; but the act as revised, or sec-
tion as amended, shall be re-enacted
and published at length.
Sec. 3. The Secretary of State is

hereby ordered to cause this proposition
to be publisht in at least one news-
paper in every county in the State
where a newspaper is publisht, for two -

months immediately preceding the gen-
eral election.
Sec. 4. This proposition shall be sub-

mitted to the electors of this State at
the next general election for their ap-
proval or rejection. The official Ballots
used at said election shall have printed
thereon, "for the amendments, sections
1 and 22 of article 6 of the constitu-
tion," "against the amendment, sections
1 and 22 of article 6 of the constitu-
tion," and such designation of title as
may be provided for by the law. Said
ballots shall be received and said vote
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shall be taken, counted, canvassed and
returns thereof be made In the same
manner and In all respects as Is pro-
vided by law In case of election of
State officers.

In 1897 Nebraska enacted a Di-

rect Legislation statute applying
to municipalities by local option.

It is over long and full of detail,

requires 15 per cent., which is too
hi^h, and gives the councils the
right by a two-thirds vote to alter

or annul an act of the people after

one year from the vote at the polls.

The Direct Legislation sections

of the New Freehold Charter of San
Francisco, are as follows:

The Direct Legislation Sections of

San Francisco's Charter.

Section 20. Whenever there shall be
presented to the Board of Election Com-
missioners a petition or petitions signed
by fifteen per cent, of the legal voters at
the last preceding general election of
the city and county, equal In number to
fifteen per cent, of the votes cast at
the last preceding general election, ask-
ing that an ordinance to be set forth
In such petition, be submitted to a vote
of the qualified voters of the said city
and county, it shall be the duty of the
Board of Election Commissioners to sub-
mit such proposed ordinance to the vote
of the qualified electors of said city
and county at the next election.
The signatures to said petition need

not all be appended to one paper, but
each signer shall add to his signature
his place of residence, giving the street
and number. One of the signers of each
such paper shall make oath before an
officer competent to administer oaths
that the statements therein made are
true, and that each signature to said
paper appended is the genuine signature
of the person whose name purports to
be thereto subscribed.
The ballots used in such election shall

contain the words "For the Ordinance"
(stating the nature of the ordinance)
and "Against the Ordinance" (stating
the nature of the ordinance).

If a majority of the votes cast upon
such ordinance shall be in favor of the
adoption thereof, the Board of Election
Commissioners shall within a reasonable
time, not exceeding thirty days, pro-
claim such fact, and, upon the publi-
cation of such proclamation, such or-

dinance, thus adopted, shall have the
same and equal force and effect as an
ordinance adopted and ordained by the
Board of Supervisors and approved by
the Mayor, and the same shall not be
repealed by the Board of Supervisors.
But the Board of Supervisors may sub-
mit a proposition for the repeal of such
ordinance, or for amendments thereto,
for vote at the next election; and
should such proposition, so submitted,
receive a majority of the votes cast
thereon at such election, such ordinance

shall be repealed or amended accord-
ingly.
Sec. 21. Upon petition of 15 per cent,

of the legal voters of the city and coun-
ty of San Francisco to the Board of
Supervisors, it shall be the duty of the
said board to submit to the qualified
electors of said city and county any
amendment or amendments to this char-
ter as set forth In said petition.
The Board of Election Commissioners

shall make necessary provisions for
submlttng such amendment or amend-
ments to the qualified voters, as here-
in provided, and to canvass the vote
in the same manner as herein provided
for the canvassing of other election re-

turns.

The Detroit Charter Law.

In Michigan the Direct Legisla-

tion League did not quite succeed
in obtaining the passage of a Di-
rect Legislation Amendment by the
last legislature (1899), but they did
secure an act by which the people
of Detroit can amend their own
charter. The Common Council on
its own initiative may submit a
charter amendment to a referen-
dum of the people or 5,000 voters
by an initiative petition may force
the Council to submit a charter
amendment.
On the urging of the League, the

Common Council on August 2d, by
a unanimous vote, agreed to sub-
mit at the November election the
following amendment to the people
of Detroit:
"The Common Council of the City of

Detroit shall not grant to any person
or corporation a franchise; nor extend
the lire of any existing franchise for
the use or control of any public utility,
unless such franchise shall have been
first submitted to a vote of the people
of said city, and until the same shall
have been approved by a majority of
the electors of the municipality voting
thereon at such election. Ail grants in
contravention of this provision, and
which shall not have been first sub-
mitted to a vote of the people and ap-
proved by a majority of the electors
voting thereupon, shall be null and
void. The Common Council of said city
may In its discretion submit to the
electors of said municipality, either at
a general or a special election called
for that purpose, any proposition em-
bodying the granting of rights, privi-
leges or franchises for the use or con-
trol of public utilities in the City of
Detroit.
"Provided, that any one and all prop-

ositions which are to be submitted to
a referendum vote shall be publlsht,
by title and in full at least once a week
for eight successive weeks Immediately
preceding said election, in at least four
newspapers publlsht In the City of De-
troit, and at least six half-sheet poster
notices displayed conspicuously In each
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precinct of the city; and the Common
Council may require that any or all ex-
penses thereby entailed shall be paid
by the party or parties applying for
franchise. And be it further
"Provided, That this amendment shall

not apply to the granting of any fran-
chise for an extension not exceeding
one and one-half (1%) miles in length
on any street where a street railway
franchise exists, for a term equal to
the unexpired term of the franchise on
the line so extended."

In Pennsylvania, 1899, the Direct
Legislation League and prominent
members of the Municipal League
of Philadelphia tried to secure the
passage of the following bill, sub-
jecting franchise grants to refer-
endum petitions. It was reported
favorably in the House and passed
first reading, but in the Senate it

died in committee.

Franchise Direct Legislation Bill Pro-
posed in Pennsylvania.

An act providing that no ordinance
for the sale of real estate or for a
lease or contract covering more than
five years or for granting a franchise
shall be operative in any city until It
shall have been approved by a majority
of the voters, if such approval shall
be demanded within sixty days by three
thousand voters, or by a number equal
to five per cent, of the total of votes
cast at the last preceding election, and
Sroviding for the submission of such or-
inances to the voters at general or

special elections.

Section 1. Be it enacted, etc. That
from and after the passage of this Act,
no ordinance for making or authorizing
a sale of real estate or a lease or a con-
tract covering more than five years, or
for granting a franchise to perform a
public service, or make use of public
property, shall be operative in any city
of this Commonwealth until after sixty
days from the date of its passage; and
if in any such case and during such per-
iod of sixty days three thousand of the
qualified voters, or a number equal to
five per cent, of the total number of
votes cast at the last preceding elec-
tion in such city shall demand that the
ordinance shall be submitted to a Ref-
erendum, or direct .vote of all the vu
ters, such oridnance shall not be valid
or operative until it shall have been
so submitted and approved by a ma-
jority of those voting upon it.

Sect. 2. In every such case the pa-
pers containing the demand for the
Referendum, or direct vote, shall be
filed with the County Commissioners
within the time specified, and each sign-
er shall write his occupation and resi-
dence after his signature, and the gen-
uineness of the signatures on each paper
must be attested by the affidavit of a
qualified voter.

Sect. 3. Such submission of an ordi-
nance shall be made at the next regu-
lar election or at a special election to
be held within ninety days of the fil-

ing of the Referendum papers, as the
County Commissioners may determine.
Sect. 4. In every such Referendum

the County Commissioners shall have
clearly printed upon the official ballots
the title of the ordinance, with the
words "For" and "Against" in conspicu-
ous capital letters, and each of the
said two words shall be followed by
a square enclosed space for the voter's
mark.
Sect. 5. Except as herein otherwise

provided, every such election shall be
governed by the general laws of this
Commonwealth.
Sect. 6. All laws and parts of laws

Inconsistent with this Act are hereby
repealed.

Direct Legislation. General Amend-
ment.

§1. On petition of 5 per cent, of
the voters of the State (measured
by the vote at the last preceding
general election) proposing any
law or amendment to the Constitu-
tion, or demanding the referendum
on any law passed by the Legis-
lature, the Governor shall cause
such law or amendment to be sub-
mitted to the people at the next
election, for adoption or rejection
at the polls. A law enacted by the
Legislature shall not go into effect
till 90 days after passage and pub-
lication, nor until approved by the
people, if within said 90 days a 5

per cent, petition for the referen-
dum on it is filed with the Gover-
nor; provided, that this 90-day rule
shall not apply to mere matters of
routine which are substantially the
same at every session, and that
urgency measures necessary for the
immediate preservation of the pub-
lic peace, health or safety, may be
passed by a 2/3 vote of the Legis-
lature and may take effect at once,
and shall be valid and effective

during the time necessary to sub-
mit the matter to a referendum, if

one is called for, and until repealed
or altered at the polls or by the
Legislature.

§2. These provisions shall apply
to cities and towns, reading Mu-
nicipality for "State," ordinance in
place of "law," charter for "Con-
stitution," mayor for "Governor,"
councils for "Legislature," 80 days
instead of 90 days.

§3. Subject to the popular veto as
above, the Legislature may enact
such laws as may seem needful to

enforce these provisions, and estab-

lish such penalties for forging
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.names on initiative and referendal
petitions, or taking names of non-
.voters upon them, as may be re-
quired to protect the purity of
such petitions.

§4. All officers in charge of print-
ing ballots or otherwise connected
with elections, shall accord every
reasonable facility in their power
and do every act necessary for the
clear, concise and accurate printing
of referendal questions upon the
^ballots, the thoro information of
voters upon the questions to be de-
cided, and the thoro working out
of the substance and spirit of this
amendment,

[It would be more in harmony with
common usage to make the petitions
returnable directly to the city clerks
and the Secretary of State (or other
officers in charge of printing ballots)
Instead of sending them to the Mayor
or Governor; but we suggest that the
latter plan has some advantages in re-
spect to the atmosphere and dignity of
the petitions and the sentiment that
fathers about them, and in respect to
oldlng the executive (the most care-

fully selected officer In city or State)
directly responsible for the due execu-
tion of the all-important referendum
law.
The South Dakota precedent of 5 per

cent. Initiative and referendum petitions
may be found too high in more popu-
lous States. If It so appears when di-
rect legislation is put in operation It
will be easy to reduce the per cent, for
State petitions or petitions In very large
cities, or adopt a fixed number as sug-
gested on p. 300 in analogy to the law
by which 10 citizens of a New England
town may by petition have any muni-
cipal matter they choose put In the war-
rant and brought before the town meet-
ing.]

Municipal B. L. Specific.

Referendum.

§1. Ordinances and acts of city
councils (excepting matters of
routine and urgent measures for
public health or safety) shall not
go into effect for 30 days after
passage and publication, and, if

within that time 5 per cent, of the
voters of the city petition the ex-
ecutive for a referendum on any
such act or ordinance, it shall not
go into effect until approved by the
people at the polls. Questions
raised by such petitions shall be
thoroly publisht thru newspapers
and posters or equivalent means
for at least three weeks and shall
then be submitted at the next reg-
ular election, or at a special elec-

tion 6 to 15 weeks after filing the

petition, provided 15 per cent, of
the city's electors ask for such
special election and deposit funds
to pay for it. The mayor or 1/3

of either council may order a refer-
endum, and the mayor, with 1/3 of
councils, may order a special elec-
tion.

Initiative.

§2. Any desired ordinance may
be proposed for decision at the
polls by 5 per cent, petition of the
city's voters filed with -the execu-
tive, publication and submission
being governed by the same pro-
visions as in §1.

§3. All grants, extensions or re-

newals of important franchises
(such as water, gas, electric light,

railway, telegraph and telephone
privileges) must be submitted to the
people.

§4. A measure rejected by the
people cannot be again proposed
the same year by less than 20 per
cent, of the voters, nor substan-
tially re-enacted by councils, ex-
cept by 2/3 vote and then must go
to the polls without petition; nor
shall a measure approved by the
people be altered or repealed with-
out a referendum: Provided, how-
ever, that councils by 2/3 vote may
adopt urgency measures for the im-
mediate preservation of the public
peace, health or safety, to be valid
during the time necessary to sub-
mit the matter to a referendum,
if one is called for.

Local Option.

§ 5. These provisions shall apply
to any city upon their adoption by
the electors, and the executive may
and upon 5 per cent, petition shall

submit the question of their adop-
tion to the voters at the next elec-

tion.

(If it is desired to make the pro-
visions absolute and not subject to
local option, the fifth section
should be omitted.)

City D. L. Crisp.

§1. Either Council may, and on
petition of voters of the city

amounting in number to 5 per cent,

of the votes cast at the preceding
city election, shall submit to the
voters for decision at the next city

election (or at a special election if
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bo ordered by council or by 15 per
cent, petition of voters) any ques-
tion which might lawfully come be-
fore such council.

[A bill composed of this section all
by Itself (except of course the opening
and closing phrases common to all bills)

might prove an excellent first step
where D. L. sentiment Is not strong
enough In the legislature to carry a
more extensive measure. The gain win
be greater however If a bill can be
passed Including one or more of the
following sections. It Is a good plan to
have two or more bills Introduced by
different members, and get the best law
the legislature Is willing to enact]

§2. The mayor may, and on pe-

tition as aforesaid, shall submit
any municipal question at the next
city election (or at a special elec-

tion if he chooses or it is ordered
by either council or by 15 per cent,

petition).

§3. Ordinances or acts of councils
shall not take effect for thirty days
after passage and publication, nor
until approved at the polls if a 5

per cent, petition for referendum
thereon be filed within the thirty
days: Provided, however, That this

30 day rule shall not apply to mat-
ters of mere routine and that coun-

cils by a 2/3 vote may adopt urgen-
cy measures necessary for the im-
mediate preservation of the public
peace, health or safety, which may
go into effect at once and remain
in force till repealed or modified by
councils or by referendum.

§4. Petitions may be addressed to
the mayor or either council and en-
tered in the office of the city clerk,
who shall record their nature and
date of entrance and transmit them
to the authority addressed. It
shall be the duty of such authority
and also the duty of the city clerk
to see that questions duly called
for are concisely and clearly
printed on the ballots, and all offi-

cers connected with elections shall
afford every reasonable facility and
do every act within their scope that
is necessary to carry out the spirit

and purpose of this act.

[Sections 1 and 2 might be combined
—The mayor or either council may, or

* * • shall • • • (special election
ordered by mayor or • * ) any ques-
tion which may lawfully come before
(or be dealt with by) the legislative au-
thorities of the city, or that one of them
ordering or petitioned to order the ref-

erendum.]
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DEMOCRACY AND DIRECT LEGISLATION, 7
DENIAL OF POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY

thru law-making by final vote of elected delegates, 14
See pp. 10, 11 and front and back covers

DIRECT LEGISLATION. (Full treatment, Chap. Ill 31-162)
(A) in early times legislation was by whole body of citizens, 31

growing size of community caused change of method, 31
legislation by final vote of delegates, 31

establishes mastership and aristocracy, 31
opposed to democracy and popular sovereignty, 31-2

problem, to keep benefits of representative system and eliminate the evils-

of unguarded representation, 32
remedy, a representative system guarded by Initiative, referendum and

recall, 32-3
definitions, 33-4, 79
enables the people to start or stop legislation at will, 34

veto laws they don't want, 34, 79
secure laws they do want, 34, 79

gives us the service of our legislators but frees us from their mastery, 35-

makes It unnec'y to mob or threaten councils in order to get them to do
the people's will, 12

(B) necessary to self-govt, 64, 70, 128
self-govt does not consist merely in choosing some one to govern you,.

35-36
duratn of a lease of power don't determine Its character, 36

It may be despotic tho its term is short, 36
he Is sovereign whose will is in control, 37
the people not continuously and effectively sovereign, 37

but only intermittently, spasmodically, and to a large extent In^
effectively, 37

architect illustratn, 38
well to take counsel of legislative agts, but not place them above

the people's reach, 38-9
(C) referendum in use in America, 39-54

I. already a fundamental fact in our govt, 39
all we need Is an extension of fundamental principles, 40
town govt, 40-45

people cling to it even after town grows very large, 42
Brookllne, 42-3
wins out against county system (Illinois), 44
opinions of Jefferson, Fiske, and Bryce, 40-1

constitutn making, 40, 145 n
early govt of Mass., 40
large number of referendal clauses In our laws, 45, 145 n

illustratns from la., 45, 47
may be used thruout legislation if legislative agts so choose, 47
only change nec'y Is to put the OPTION in the PEOPLE, 47
small percentage of voters in a New Eng. town may Initiate measures

and bring them before people for decision, voters of cities should
have similar rights, 7

II. illustratns of use of referendum, 48-51
New Jersey, Cal., N. Y., 48
Boston, Minneapolis, 48
Greater New York charter submitted, 56
freehold charters, 48, 56
purchase or erectn of water, gas, electric plants, etc., 48
grant of street franchises, 48 ^
New Orleans, 48-9
Many matters of local Interest are submitted to the local electors,.

145 n
fixing county seats, etc., 49
local option on liquor question, etc., 49
constitutional amendmts, submitted (1896), Mass., N. Y., 49

Minn., Mo., Neb., Colo., Id., 50
Mont., Cal., La., Tex., Ark., Ga., Dak., Wash., 51
Mich., 51

Boston referendum (1899, see City for the People, 535)
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DIRECT LEGISLATION

—

continued
III. generalizatns established by experience with referendum, 51-4

discriminatn in voting on measures, 51
independence of party, 51, 116
unguarded representation doesn't represent, 52, 130, 134-5
referendum wisely conservative, 52

defeats ambiguous measures, 52
and those involving jobs or tricks, 52

automatic disfranchisemt of the unfit in many cases, 52, 99
referendum readily used by our people, 53

controls both ends of the ordinary scale of legislatn and is open
to engagemnts at intermediate points, 53-4

no trouble where it controls, but heaps of trouble elsewhere, 54
shown itself the best legislative method, 54
wisdom requires extension of its use, 54

national legislatn not Included in this discussion, 53 n
<D) movement to perfect rep. system by fuller provisn for D. L., 55-74

I. accomplished facts, 55-59
San Francisco's charter, 55
Alameda, Seattle, etc., 55
freehold charter provisns, 56
Detroit charter law, 165
laws requiring referendum on franchises, pub. ownership, issue of

bonds, etc., 56. [See "City for the People" Equity Series No. 3,

pp. 442, 444, 448, 449, 456-7, 522, under title Home-Rule (15)]
laws providing for popular initiative on franchises, pub. o., etc, 56.

(City for the People, 456, and Home-Rule, 15)
Nebraska's municipal D. L. law, 56, 165
Arizona's municipal D. L. law, 58
So. Dakota's D. L. const, amendmt, 58-9, 163
Oregon's D. L. const, amendmt, 59, 163
Utah's D. L. const, amendmt, 59, 164

II. efforts, 60-62
bills introduced In many states, 60-1

some passing one house or both, 60-1
III. the rising tide of thought, 62-72

Dicey, Winchester, Moses, Freeman, McCrackan, Sullivan, Pom-
eroy, 62

popular movemt largely due to Sullivan and Pomeroy, 63
large part of the press favorable (over 3000 papers and magazines),

63
a non-partisan movemt, 63

men and platforms of all parties for it, 63
all who believe in govt by the people favor extension of the refer-

endum, 64, 70, 128, 136
only shortsighted plutocrats and politicians, and persons unwilling

to trust the people, oppose it, 64, 136
Wanamaker, Pingree, Bryan, St. John, Lloyd, Ely, Howells, Shel-

don, Abbott, Lorrimer, Mills, Conwell, Gladden, and 50 other
eminent men and women registered in favor of it, 65, 66

opinions, 67-72
Wm. Dean Howells, 67
Rev. Lyman Abbott, 67
Hon. John Wanamaker, 67
Pres. Frances E. Willard, 67
Henry D. Lloyd, 67
Hon. Wm. J. Bryan, 68
Pres. Samuel Gompers, 68
Lord Salisbury, 68
Mayor Jones, 144
Rev. B. Fay Mills, 68
Prof. Lecky, 69
Prof. Geo. D. Herron, 69
Pres. Geo. A. Gates, 69
J. S. Loe Strackey (Ed. London Spectator), 69
Andrew Jackson, 69
Gov. Pingree, 69

• Prof. Geo. Gunton, 69
Hon. John G. Woolley, 70
Thos. Jefferson, 71
Abraham Lincoln", 71-2

Farmer's Alliance, Labor Unions, etc., 65
American Federation of Labor, 65, 144
Christian Endeavor, Epworth Leagne, etc., 65
Social Reform Union, 144
Buffalo Conference. 144
D. L. sentimt as indicated by Ohio vote (1899). (See City for the

People, 535)
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continued
the referendum movenit is part of a world movemt toward liberty,

democracy and peace, 72-4
diffusion of power thru D. L., 74
few wars If the people voted them, 74, 145

• (E) the practical details, 75-79
analysis of D. L. law or amendmt, 75, 166
obligatory ref. the better form ultimately, 77, see 33 n

more economical, 77
more secret, 77
less affected by human Inertia, 78

optional form best at start except as to street franchises, const,
amendmts, etc., 78

« (F) reasons for direct legislation, 79-138
1. progress, it will open the door to all other reforms as fast as the

people want them, 79-82
words of Buckle and Wendell Phillips, 81
it will give the sovereign people the power of voluntary movemt,

81
prevent the corporatn ganglia from paralyzing the progressive

muscles and the conscience of the body poUtic, 81
separatn of measures aids reform, 81-2
experience of Switzerland, 120, see below (F), 20

2. purify govt, 82-90, 126, 128
destroy the concentratn of temptatn resulting from the power of a

few to take final action, 82
Broadway Surface Franchise, 82
Phila. gas lease, 82-3

it won't do to leave the referendal option with the legislators, 83
they submit questns on which they are acting honestly, 83
but never submit a franchise steal, 83
Reading Terminal bribery, 84
corporatn voting $100,000 to buy Chicago council, 84
prices of legislators, 84
citizens too numerous to buy, 84
referendum greatly dilutes the power of bribery, 85, 86 n
lobbying, log-rolling, and blackmailing undermined, 86
class legislatn checked, 87, 120
separatn of legislatn from the people (a great cause of fraud)

abolished, see City for the People, 492
private monopoly In law-making destroyed, 87, 129

3. demagoguery, and polit. influence of employers over employees di-
minished, 88

4. power of rings, bosses and monopolists crippled, 89
5. partisanship weakened, 89-90, 87
6. elections simplified, 90-92

easier to vote on a measure than on a man and a platform, 90-1
disentangling of issues very important, 91
mixture of issues fatal to self-govt, 91-3

or real representatn, 91-3
Mr. Moffett's illustratn, 92

7. simplify and dignify the law, 93-97
multitudinous unnec'y laws, 84-96

N. J.'s law factory compared with Swiss records, 84
Gov. Grlgg's views, 84, 85 n
Senator Bradley's opinion, 101
Massachusetts, see City for the People, 466, 539

overproduction a sign of low development, 97
legislatn is In the fish epoch, 97

dignity of law greater under D. L., 97
examples of undignified legislatn, 97

8. increase respect for law and aid its enforcement, 97-8
9. elevate professn of politics and bring men into It, 98

10. develop civic patriotism, 99-100
increase the vote and interest of better citizens, 99
and eliminate in large degree the votes of the less intelligent,

99-100
11. elevate the press, 101, 121 *

12. educate the people, 101-3
D. L. the people's university, 101
Switzerland, 102
ancient Athens, 102

13. develop morals and manhood, 103
14. favor stability—the social fly-wheel, 103-110

give discontent a peaceful vent, 104-5
tend to prevent strikes, 105
people not so apt to find fault with what they do themselves, 106
contrast between disgust manifested toward legislative bodies, and

quiet acquiescence in popular verdict at the polls, 106-110
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continued
peace favored, 146, 74

wars few if people voted tbem, 74, 145
no standing army allowed in Switzerland, 145 n

ne longer nec'y to mob or threaten councils to make tbem do
justice, 12

15. large economl s resulting, 110
stopping jobs, franchise steals, etc., 110
save much expense in printing laws, 110-1
lower taxatn, 122

16. identify power with public interest, 111-2
17. give labor its true weight in govt, 112-5

labor's interest in the referendum, measureless, 112
it is par excellence the workingman's issue, 112
labor unions recognize its value, 112

Amer. Fed. of Labor, 113
no real representatn of labor in many legis. bodies, 113-5
60 and 70 per cent of legislatures and congresses are lawyers,

corporatn attorneys, 113-5, 132
18. benefit all classes—the people's Issue, 116

not a class measure, nor a party measure, 116
19. merely an application of established principles of law of agency, 116-8

we call our legislators "agts," but they are not, 117
and never will be till the people claim the principalis rights of in-

struction and veto, revocatn and discharge, 118
20. experience proves value of D. L., 118-128

Canada and England, 119
Switzerland, 119-128
formerly cursed with evils of unguarded rep. system, 119
class-rule, monopoly, corruptn, etc., 120
adopted direct legislatn, 120
and it has dethroned the politicians and monopolists, 121
abolished bribery, class-law, and machine politics, 121
rid the body politic of Its vermin, 121
destroyed the power of legislators to legislate for personal ends, 121
elevated the press, 121
given great impetus to wise reform, 122
reduced taxatn, 122
and changed its incidence from poverty to wealth, 122-3
direct progressive taxes, in place of indirect taxes, 122

indirect taxatn is "plucking the goose without making it

cackle," 123
Swiss pluck the goose where the feathers are thickest, 123

income tax, 123
monopoly charges greatly reduced, 128
public ownership advanced, 123

telegraph, telephone, express, etc., 123-4
railroads, 123

great success of referendum fully attested, 124
deeply rooted now in hearts of whole people, 125
favored now even by those who opposed its adoption, 125
objectns proved baseless by experience, 125
D. L. economical, pure, non-partisan, 125

proved a drag on hasty legislatn, 125
fatal to corruptn and extravagance, 126
favors merit and good business principles, 126

excellent officials, 126
legislators practically a life tenure thru repeated re-electn, 126
people can reject a law and retain the law-maker, 126-7
decorous debates, 127
•proportional rep. being widely adopted, 127

21. high authority in favor of D. L., 128, 65-67, see above (D III)
Jefferson, Lincoln, 71

22. drift of public sentimt strong toward D. L., 128, see above (D III)
23. trend of events, progress of civilization, evolutn of democracy, 128,

146, 72, above
24. brotherhood, law of love, religion and ethics, 128
25. D. L. essential to self-govt—the key to the whole situatn, 64, 70, 35-39,

128, 136
private monopoly of law-making, 129, 87
unguarded representative system does well In early times with

homogeneous society, 129
but in our complex society delegate law cannot be relied on, 130
"representation does not represent," 130, 35

present system not entitled to the name "representative," 35
large masses of voters have no representative in the halls of

legislatn, 130
parties not fairly represented, gerrymandering, etc., 130-1 table
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continued
classes not fairly represented, 132, 113-5, see (17) above
Ideas not fairly represented, 132-3
many questns arise after eiectn, 133
the people may change their views on campaign issues after

election, 133
delegate's self-interest may deflect his vote, 133
even honest delegates many times fail to represent the people

because they cannot tell what the people want, 134-5
Rittinghausen's indictment of the representative (or roisrepre-

sentative) system, 135 n, 52 *
proportional rep. will remedy some of these defects but by no

means all, 135 n
the breakdown of legislatures (Harper's Weekly), 136
the basic questn, 136
references, D. L. Record, etc., 136, 154, 161
the dumb people and the parties, 137-8
the dumb man and the cooks with their complex bills of fare—the

whole menu or none of it, 138
<G) summary statement, 138-146
(H) objectns, q-. v., 146-162
<I) D. L. an essential element in true plan of pub. ownership, see City f6r

the People, pp. 18, 190
<J) nec'y also to true municipal home-rule, City for the People, 411, 428
(K) correlative with proportional rep'n, City for the People, 474

and preferential voting, City for the People, 484
<L) suggested forms for D. L., laws and const, amendmts, 166, compare 56-9

GOVERNMENT BY THE "PEOPLE, 7

NATIONAL PARTY PLATFORMS ON DIRECT LEGISLATION, 7
Indications as to attitude of parties and iheir leaders, toward popular

government and free institutions, 18

NATIONAL USE OF REFERENDUM, 16, 19

OBJECTIONS ANALYZED, 146-162

OPINIONS OF EMINENT MEN
Jefferson, 21, 71, and back cover
Bryan, 28, 68, and back cover
Bryce, 28
Wanamaker, 67, and back cover
Pingree, 69
Lloyd, 68
Howells, 67
Abbott, 67
Gompers, 68, and back cover
Lincoln's wish to use referendum, 71-2

OPTION OF ORDERING SUBMISSION OF A QUESTION TO THE
PEOPLE,

Transfer or enlargement of the option, so that the people may decide for
themselves what measures they will vote upon directly, 15, 47

OUR ELECTIVE ARISTOCRACY, 15

POLITICIANS AND THE PEOPLE, 10, 11
The Politicians as Masters, 10
The People as Masters, 11

POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT D. L., 9

PRACTICABILITY OF DIRECT LEGISLATION, 15, 23, 39, 75

REASONS FOR THE REFERENDUM, 9, 22, 79-138

TRANSFER OF OPTION (see Option)

TWENTY REASONS FOR THE REFERENDUM, 22

VETO POWER IN THE HANDS OF THE PEOPLE, 10, 11, 16, 34, 79, and
cover front and back
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EQUITY SERIES,
Published at (520 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia*

"RATIONAL MONEY"
A solution of the money question which is just to both gold anct

silver, and to all other products. This is the only fair and final solution,

of the money question that has yet been prepared. Price, 25c.

"THE CITY FOR THE PEOPLE"
A consideration of the various problems that have arisen in modern

city life, as Public Ownership of local public utilities, as gas, electric

light, water, street car transportation, etc. ; Direct Legislation by the
People; Home Rule; Municipal Civil Service, etc., etc. A very
important book. Double number, 600 pages, price 50 c. ;

cloth, $1.

"The Land Question from Various Point! of View"
History of Land Titles, Alien Landlordism in America, Forestry,

The Single Tax, pro and con, Constitutional Difficulties, John Stuart

Mills' Plan of Land Reform, etc., 246 pages. Price 25c.

"THE TELEGRAPH MONOPOLY"
The famous Arena articles by Prof. Parsons, revised to date. The

most thoro and forceful treatment of the telegraph question ever pub-
lisht. Fully states the evils of the corporation system, and the benefits

ot a public telegraph operated as part of the postal system, and deals
at length with the objections raised by Western Union presidents and
attorneys, 239 pages. Price 25c.

IN PREPARA TION

"THE RAILROAD PROBLEM"
With a Chapter on Trusts

A very complete consideration of the great questions involved. Price 25c*

"THE WORLD'S EXPERIMENT STATION"
IN POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICE

OR
Land and Labor Laws, Compulsory Arbitration, Progressive Taxation,

Co-operative Industry, Public Enterprises and Novel Methods
in Government, established by the

NEW DEMOCRACY
IN

New Zealand.
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No. 2 of "EQUITY SERIES" is

"The Land Question from Vari-

ous Points of View*

It is a book of 246 pages, consisting of special articles by
various writers and investigators. Price only 25 cents.

The following outline of its contents will give an idea of

its scope

:

1. A Brief History of Land Tenures and Titles from
Earliest History and Various Countries.

This is a brief historical review of the relation of man to

land from earliest time to the present.

2. Distribution of Land in Various Countries.

This chapter passes in rapid review the known statistics of

land distribution in each of the leading countries of the globe y

particularly noting the tendencies of recent decades in relation

to land distribution.

3. Alien Landlordism in America.

This chapter, written by ex-Congressman John Davis, of

Kansas, contains facts and figures that will stir the thought of

the most indifferent mind.

4. Our System of Distributing the Public Lands.

This is a chapter of 55 pages, written by a gentleman in

close touch with the Interior Department, and therefore familiar

with all the facts, which are substantiated by references to

public documents. He characterizes our system of distribution

as follows: 4

'It has been an instrument of fraud, injustice

and demoralization. " This chapter is perhaps the most inter-

esting account of the history of this branch of our public ser-

vice that was ever written. To the land student it is of great

importance, and to the general reader it is more interesting

than a thrilling romance.

5. Provisions of our Federal and State Constitutions

relating to taxation, showing what property must
be taxt and what property may be exempt from
taxation, thus showing what constitutional ob-
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structions there are to the various land reforms
now being proposed.

This chapter was prepared by a trained lawyer, employed

for the purpose, and is of great value to those interested in the

single tax or other proposed land reforms. Each constitution

is considered seperately, followed by comments strictly legal

and impartial in character, relative to the possibility of the

proposed land reforms under present constitutions. The legal

research involved in this chapter is of peculiar value to land

reformers.

6. Religion of the Land Question.

The author of this chapter, Ernest H. Crosby, 01 New
York, may fittingly be called the Tolstoi of America. This

contribution is fully up to his usual high standard.

7. Two Parables.

All that is necessary to say is that these are by the gifted

writer, Bolton Hall. These brief parables throw a strong light

on the wrongs of unjust land conditions.

8. Forestry.

" Land Reformers" have given very little attention, as a

rule, to forestry. Many ancient nations passed away, and the

countries became deserts, because of the neglect of forestry.

By wise forethought, some of the European nations, notably

Germany, are avoiding this fatal mistake. France is endeav-

oring to correct past mistakes in this direction, and Spain and

Italy should do so. Examination of facts shows that we are

rushing rapidly toward the danger line. In the space of 18

pages this subject is presented, clearly and vigorously, giving

all the leading facts and statistics for this and other countries,

together with a synopsis of the legislation in this country, both

state and national, that has been accomplished thus far.

9. 10, and 11

—

These three chapters are devoted to the discussion of the

Single Tax, both pro and con. In this discussion practically

all the leading arguments both for and against, may be found.

These chapters will enable those unacquainted with the Single

Tax theory to post up quickly and easily.

12. John Stuart Mill's Plan of Land Reform.

Here is perhaps where the advocates and opponents of the

Single Tax may meet and compromise. This chapter is a

fitting close to a book that covers, tersely but amply, the entire

subject of land reform.
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GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE

-in-

CITY, STATE and NATION

The City for the People*

The State for the People.

The Nation for the People.

The World for the People.

Democracy.

Direct legislation.

Direct nominations.

Direct elections.

Equal rights to all, special privi-

leges to none.

The merit system of civil service.

Municipal home rule.

Fair taxation and diffusion of

wealth.

Public ownership of monopolies,

including the government.

Cooperative industry.

International arbitration.



JEFFERSON said :
•* Governments are republican only iu pro-

jy embody the

ess republican in proportion as it has in its composition more or less

^redient of direct action of i he < it been/'

M. J. HK Y A N says: "The principle of the initiative and referendum will

opposed by any Democrat who endorses the declaration of Jeflerson. * * *

ert that a representative can act for the people better than they can act for

emselves, is to assert that he is as touch interested in the people as they are In

nselves, and that his wisdom Is greater than the combined wisdom of the
ity of the people Neit her prop

EXTENSION OF THE PEOPLE'S VETO TO FRANCHISE STEALS. ETC.

II. Voter to Politician : " Let me see those bills in your pocket also.*'

Politician : "Hold on, there; you don't know enough to vote on those things."

(See front cover.)

JOHN WANA M AKER says: "The movement to secure for the people a
more direct and immediate control over legislation shall have my support."

SAMUEL GOMPERS says: "All lovers of the human family, all who
earnestly strive for political reform, economic justice, and social enfranchise-

ment, must range themselves on the side of organized labor in this demand fo

Direct Legislation." *^W*


